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PREFATORY NOTE

The i77ipossibility of thanking individually all who have

contributed to this work serves only to augment the

obligation.

To each and all I tender grateful acknowledgments on

my own behalf and also on behalf of such as may be

interested in these " Recollections^^'' and in the purposefor

which they have been collated^ i.e., the foundation of a

charitable memorial to the late actor, to which all profits

arising from this ublication will be devoted.

But it would be less tKan honest to refrain from special

mention of Mr. Edivin H. Shear, the friend and private

secretary of " Fred Leslie.''^ Mr. Sheai^s assistance has

been most invaluable and continuous throughout the work.

Many of the illustrations are taken from scraps and

cuttings gathered up during a series of years, and of not

a few T cannot trace the origin. Wherever the source is

not given, either for photograph or engraving, I hope

that the cause will plead for pardon, and the good which

may follow be accepted as amends.

THE AUTHOR
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INTRODUCTION

vVELL do I remember the day when, under a

burning sun in the Egyptian desert, a small party

of home-sick English men and women heard of the

death of one of the ^ reatest artists of our tiine—
Fred Leslie. The news came to us sttddenly and

curtly, f^om a strange7^ in a corner of the railway

carriage, when, sttffocated with intolerable heat,

and blinded with maddeitiitg dust, we were making

the best of ottr way fro7n Cairo to Ismailia, there

to join the P. and O. ship Bengal, that was to

transport a hitherto merry party of new-made

friends to Bombay in the far East. The news fell

on us all with a thtid aiid a shock, most of all on

the writer of these lines, ivho had followed the

cai^eer of Fred Leslie from the Alhambra days,

when he came to us as an ambitiotis boy, to the

perfected Gaiety time, when / had dtcring my last

nights in London gone to Box N'o. 14, time after

time, simply to hear him sing the romance of

the Looking Glass, and to roar with laughter over

the final glee, '' The Moon has got his trousers

\
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on.'' Fred Leslie dead ! I cotild think of nothing

else. My companio7is shook of the intelligence

f with feeling words of regret ; they were busy point-

i ing out ihe battle-fields of Tel-el-Kebir and the

scene of the midnight charge at Kassassin ! They

tried to arotcse 7ne from a kind of stupor of melan-

choly. Don t you want to see the actual scene of

your own poe7n ** The Midnight Charge " ? they

asked me, as I sat 77toodily in a corner of the

carriage^ gazing, eternally gazing, over the desert

and thinking of home and the dead artist I No,

they could not rouse 7ne. Perchance they were not

quite so lonely in their thoughts as I was. They,

indeed, had no 7ne7nories of delightful eve7ii7tgs at

the Gaiety ; they had no intiTnate associations with

Box i^, andpossibly they did not quite understand

what the word ^' Death'' 7neant to 07ie who was

thotisands of milesfrom home, travelli7tg withotit a

compa7iio7i or '' chu7n " round the tre7ne7idous world.

It was a shock, even to one who loved hi7n for his

art but was i7i 7io se7ise a7i i7iti7nate f7de7td of the

artist who had '' eclipsed the Gaiety" of Lo7tdo7i.

However, in the course of 7ny travels I was des-

ti7ted to hear ve7y 7mtch 7nore of the brillia7it actor

who had been sudde7ily take7i away, a7td to tt7ide7^-

stand what syi7tpathy exists i7i the world of a7d.

We discussed Fred Leslie over our tifi7i or di7iner

at the Byculla Club ; we dra7ik to his 7ne7no7y at a

dismal Christ7nas dinner, four art-loving English-
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me7t, at the beautifitl Yacht Chtb at Boiubay. But,

perhaps the most touching tribute which I heard

to his memory^ was on one lovely eventing when

the good ship Rohilla was sailing away from

Singapore to Hong Kong. There was a leave-

taking on the qttay of the capital of this lovely

island, and I was trying to encourage some very

homesick residents by envying them a life under

the palm and cocoanut trees awayfro7n the fogs and

damps and dews of old Englaitd. A new-found

friend rejected my well-meant enthusiasm with

scorn. With tears starting in his eyes, he said,

" Yes, yes I all very well, but I wish to God I were

going back to dear oldLondon . Andyet, " he added,

^'London will not be quite the same even to me,

exile as I am, forpoor old Fred Leslie is dead !
"

Few actors in my time have been so universally

loved by men and women alike. You will very

rarelyfind an actor who is popular with the " boys
"

and who is also idolised by the women. Harry
Montagite was a case in point. The women fell in

love with him, and his friends wotdd have diedfor

him, but eve7t Harry Mo7itagtte did not possess that

strange mixture of meanly vigour, mtiscttlar force,

athletic bearijtg and feminine tenderness, that

belonged emphatically to Fred Leslie. The elder

Sothern was a manly fellow, aitda mighty Nim^rod,

but he lacked the softness and gentleness of the

nattere of Leslie. Sothern's son Lytton was as
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nmch beloved in his set as his father had been

before him, but in the admixture of those opposite

qualities of manly strength and womanly tender-

ness, Fi^ed Leslie distanced them all, from Leigh

Mttrray downwards.

It is a little painful to one who has been so

inti77tately connected with the career of a great

artist, and who has been told off as a matter of

duty to record, year by year, his impressions of

that artist, to read hi these ''Recollections'' of a

man who stiffered so severelyfrom the sensitiveness

that is inseparable fro7n the artistic te7nperam.ent.

When we read of the pain he endured from

disappointment and what looked like neglect, those

of us, who are conscientious, look back into the past,

a7id wonder howfar a slip of the pen, or careless-

ness on ottr own part, may have contribttted to a

momentary crush or collapse of his ambition. I can

understand a m.an surrounded by loyalfriends—as

Leslie was—men who had discovered hiin, men who

were loyal to him in good fortune and ill-luck,

resenting with him this apparent neglect or want

of appreciation. Honestly I cannot in the case of

Leslie accuse myself of the onefault or the other.

I believe that his merits were completely acknow-

ledged at the exact time when they were most

pronounced.

It may be a rash thing to say, but I believe that

the great artistic qualities of Leslie never ca77ie to
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fruition tmtil his first visit to America. That

was the making of him ! What is American

hitmour ? No one has defined it, andyet we allknow

its pzmgent qualities. Edward Sothem the elder

might have remained a stock actor at Weymouth or

Birmingham all his life had he not visited

ATuerica. It was America that developed the

latent humoiir of the elder Sothern. The same

with Fred Leslie. He we7it thei^e a young, clever,

impressio7iable fellow. He came back a humoitrist.

Each visit to America more strongly strengthened

his talent, fortified his invention, and established

his adfnitted genius. I hear some people say,

''Ah I yes, bttt he composed some of his best songs

and did some of his best things before he ever

visited America I " Quite so. But the study of

American htimour suggested to hiiii exactly the

things that were to him most humo7'ous. If this

were not so, how was it that America took so

suddenly to Fred L^'slie the moment he was seen

there, and the little irritability catised by the

appearance of the Gaiety company melted away

dii^ectly Leslie appeared? Because there was some-

thing inLeslie's talent redolent ofthat extraordinary

readiness that is characteristic of American

humour. Any one reading these memoirs—so

affectionately, gracefully, and loyally collected and

arranged by one of his oldestfdends—will see, if

they read between the lines, that America waSy

VOL. I. b
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after all, the stepping-stone to Leslies great and

distinguished career.

Fred Leslie was one of the great lyric and comic

artists of my time. He gave taste, tone, and charm

to all he attempted. A halo of art perpetually

surrounded him, and / am not one of those who

maintain that art is the special prerogative of

tragedians, comedians, and the idols of theatres

with an educational mission. / have seen art, and

art by no means to be despised, in the once-ostracized

music-hall and also in a penny booth. Edmund
Kean was an artist and a genius, though he tramped

the country with his wife at his heels and his

wallet on his back. Robson was an ar^tist and a

genius, though he was ptit on a table to recite

"' Richard the Third''' to a tipsy crew, and though

he was a stock actor at the Gr^ecian Saloon and

sang comic songs to citizens who smoked chtirch-

warden pipes and drank beer out of the pewter.

Leslie was not less an artist or genitis because he

helped to redeem burlesqtie from the ignominy of

brainless men with heels, and women with 7nore

beauty than brains I

He made, ttnfortunately, the one conspicuous

mistake of believing that, being artist and genitis,

he could do everything in every branch of art with-

out experience or training. He wotdd have been a

delightful comedian had he practised. BzU Tragedy

and Comedy have their rules, theirgrammar, as well
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as Burlesque, Genius is the polishing point ; it is

the inspii^ation, it is the glow and colour of an

artist, but it cannot supply the faulty 77iechanism.

Fred Leslie played " Sir Peter Teazle'' ^' Davia

Garrick'' "'Sir John Vesey"—what not—and

nearly broke his heart because he did not at once

startle the town . I believe he could haveplayedthem

all, and played them admirably, with practice and

study ; but not on the principle of Mr. Wemmick :

'' Hallo ! here's a church I Let's get inarried !
"

With artist or genius it can never be a case of
*' Hallo ! here's a part. Let's play it!" Why,

we are told in these veiy memoirs that when

Leslie saw a fat ma7t, and studied his peculiarities,

he immediately wanted to play " Falstaff." On
this account, iffor none other, these Recollections of

a brilliant andgifted man will be most vahtable to

the student and actor.

Looking at the matter in a broad and compre-

hensive spirit, I think ive fuust all own that Fred

Leslie did all that possibly could be required of

him during the few brilliant years allotted to him

as his span of life. Had he lived longer who shall

say what he might not have done ? That is not a

question that any one can answer. It is at any

rate a more beautifttl and comforting reflection

that in this short and busy life he nobly used the

great gifts that God had given him, that he never

degraded the calling that he chose, nor defiled the
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artistic path that blossomed at his feet. Further

^

I mahitain that more than 7nost of his fellows he

contribided to the joy and happiness of his fellow

creatures, men and women alike, wherever he

zvandered over this small but co^npanionable world.

And how small the world is, and how strange

the accidents and coincide^ices of life I I heard of

the death of this amiable and delightful artist

last December away in the Egyptian desert, and

with thankfulness I find myself at home again

writing this brief, imperfect, but sincere memoir

in the same hotise from which they cariHed the

dear dead actor, in the dreary wintei^-time, amidst

the universal lamentations of a^^tistic London I

CLEMENT SCOTT

TAVISTOCK CHAMBERS
NEW OXFORD STREET

LONDON, xZth October, 1893
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CHAPTER I

YOUTH

The childhood shows the man

As morning shows the day.—Milton.

BIRTH

HoBSON.—On April ist, 18.55, at 5^ Artillery Place, Wool-

wich, the wife of Mr. Charles Hobson, of a son.

The above is the first press notice received by

the distinguished comedian whom the world knew

as Fred Leslie. Fred was one of a family of

eight—five boys and three girls—youngest of the

boys and youngest but one of all the children.

His grandfather, Charles Walshaw Hobson, was

owner of a coal mine at Stannington Wood, near

Sheffield. His father, Charles Hobson, above

named, was tall and robust—characteristics in-

herited by all his progeny ; but in the midst of a

vigorous existence he was suddenly cut off, after

only four days' illness, by an attack of peritonitis,

VOL. I. A
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on the 31st of July 1858, at the age of forty-one

years. His death occurred at 49 Artillery Place,

Woolwich, where he had established and was

extending the business of a military outfitter,

Artillery Place, as its name would imply, being

close to the Royal Artillery Barracks. The early

death of its head was a grievous loss to the family,

but the widow was not one of the sort who mope

and weep ; she set herself resolutely and diligently

to carry on the business, and so well succeeded as

to support and educate her eight children and

start them going for themselves on a career which

has in every case proved wise and prosperous.

The outfitting trade, indeed, increased under her

hands to such a degree that her second and fourth

sons (Charles and Edwin), when they came into

the firm, took the bold but fortunate step of

opening a branch in London, which ultimately

grew into the great factory in Lexington Street,,

Haymarket, known in all branches of the public,

service throughout the world. They also set up a

big clothing factory in part of the disused buildings

at Woolwich Dockyard, and gave welcome em-

ployment to many who lost their work when the

Government clothing establishment was removed

from Woolwich to Pimlico. The new, in time,

quite outweighed and superseded the old business,

and the establishment at 49 Artillery Place ceased

to exist a good many years ago. It may be
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mentioned as a fact bearing upon the subject of

this narrative, and not with any idea of flattery,

MRS. HOliSON
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that all the members of the family have been

favoured by nature, and that in some of them

the extraordinary talents of the late Fred Leslie

are exhibited to an extent which places be-

yond a doubt the belief that, had their lot been

cast upon the stage, they too would have

achieved rank. But although most of her

children were possessed of good voices, Mrs.

Hobson had no dream of dramatic or even musical

honours for her offspring, and no effort what-

ever was made to train and develop their juvenile

talents.

Frederick, coming late in the procession, had

some advantages over his elders, for as the busi-

ness improved, and his brothers came one by one

to take their places at the wheel and help the

good mother in her task of rearing the younger

children, more attention and longer time were de-

voted to Fred's education than are usually enjoyed

by the sons of the trading community, a circum-

stance of considerable service to him in after

years. But as a mere child he was always

conspicuous for a droll wit and an intelligence

beyond his years.

The instinct of character-acting was latent in

him from a child, and ''dressing-up " in odd

garments was a pastime which never grew stale.

When called upon to sing and amuse the company

at children's parties, he was accustomed, if other
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expedients failed, to array himself In his coat or

jacket turned Inside out.

His mother watched the precocious symptoms

with anxiety, for the

redundancy of spirits

and strange diversions

of her little son 111 as-

sorted with her Ideas

of good behaviour and

discipline, and it Is to be

feared that the rudi-

mental pranks of the

infant-genius frequently

got him into serious

trouble. In the little

world of Woolwich,

however, his budding

talents were recognised

with approval when he

was quite a little fellow,

and his appearances on

the platform at ''penny

readings," which were

at that time in fashion,

were always welcome.

He had, however, aspi-

rations years before, and far reaching beyond

the triumphs of the '' penny readings." In fact,

he never could recollect the beginning of his love

FRED LESLIE AGED 5
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for matters theatrical. He had, of course, his

toy-stage and sketch characters, and one of his

happiest recreations was that of enacting with

his paste-board figures and scenery the stirring

incidents of T/ie Miller and his Men, and other

plays of the juvenile drama. He also, in a lumber

room upstairs, fitted curtains and '' wings," and,

usually with the aid of his sympathetic sisters,

enacted in secret little sketches, either of his own

invention or excerpts from his limited repertoire.

Every one has probably read his amusing de-

scription of the most Important production of his

youthful management—the tragedy of "Walker's

Ruin." This story he has told to many friends

and had extracted from him by various inter-

viewers, but has never been quite correctly pub-

lished.

One of Leslie's early companions was Harry

Nelson, himself a good vocalist and mimic, who

has many times made public appearances in

musical monoloQfues. He was one of the stock

company in the Juvenile Theatre at Artillery Place,

and one of its leading members ; indeed, he was

the personator of the famous "Walker" himself

He says that his father, a quartermaster In the

Royal Artillery, resided in the Barracks opposite

the Hobsons, and that he and Fred were constantly

in each other's houses. The play of "Walker's

Ruin'' he believes to have been his friend's earliest
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attempt at dramatic authorship, and it was pre-

sented for the first time one winter's evening in

his mother's back kitchen. A sheet was hung

across for a curtain, and, the actors having been

duly instructed in their several parts, preparations

were made for the great event. But a difficulty

arose at the outset. Walker learnt that he was to

be killed in the first act, and declined to be snuffed

out of the entertainment at such a premature period.

The author remonstrated, showing that Walker's

death w^as essential to the incidents which should

follow ; but Walker was obdurate, refused to act,

and said he should go home and take with him

the two carbines and several spears which he had

borrowed from his father's hall. This settled the

point. The stage manager might have dispensed

with Walker, but he could not part with Walker's

properties, and so it was arranged that Walker

should only pretend to die, and that he should

turn up for further mischief as often as possible.

To this performance the children of the neighbour-

hood were admitted on payment of a farthing, and

the farthings were expended, as they were col-

lected, in the purchase of candles for the footlights.

The play was presented with much success and

applause, until Mrs. Hobson, attracted by the

noise, entered L. U. E., and stopped the perform-

ance. She also insisted, when she heard of the

farthing charge, that all the money snould be
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returned at the doors, and as the treasury had

been exhausted for candles, she had herself to

finance the concern by a mortgage on the pocket-

money of the luckless author.

' Several of Fred's schoolfellows have vivid

recollections of his theatrical propensities, and fre-

quently took part in them, either at his mother's

house or, more often, in a shed at the back of his

uncle's residence, nearly adjoining, where the

young actors were in less fear of disturbance.

One member of the company, Mr. Richard Jack-

son, says that Fred was accustomed, after school,

to assemble them in this shed and teach them

their several parts viva voce, nothing being set

down in writing, and there would be several re-

hearsals prior to a real performance. The author

sketched his scenes on the covers of his exercise

books, and was then assisted by others in trans-

ferring them with coloured crayons to large sheets

of cardboard, generally the remains of draper's

boxes. These were packed in proper order at the

back of the stage, which was a rickety platform

chalked in places where it was dangerous to tread,

and one boy was told off as scene-shifter, it being

his duty to pull the strings which worked the

cards. Fred always played the chief part himself,

and young and old cheerfully acknowledged him

as leader. They had no girls in the company,

boys taking the female parts. Two plays in which
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this old schoolfellow remembers taking a share

were the drama of yac^ Sheppard and the panto-

mime of Jack-in-the-Box, the latter being remark-

able for some trick changes in the scenery. Fred

(he says) was one of the most popular boys of the

school, and ''hated sneaks."

When the entertainment was at home, Fred's

sister Dinah (now Mrs. Bedford), the youngest

of the Hobson family, was his constant play-

fellow and most docile member of his dramatic

company.

Leslie's first performance in public was in this

wise. It was the time of Horn Fair at Charlton,

which annually distracted the populations of

Woolwich and the neighbouring towns on the

1 8th, 19th, and 20th of October. Young Fred, to

whom the memories of prior fairs were dreams of

Eden, had long had from his mother, as a reward

of good conduct, promised permit to go to Horn

Fair, and when the first of the appointed days

arrived he was in a fever of impatience. Un-

fortunately, as is not unusual In October, the day

was wet, and the rain gave no signs of com-

promising. The ardour of the boy, however, was

too fervent to be quenched by the mere rain, and

he went to the fair. His capital consisted of nine-

pence, which his mother had previously enjoined

him not to wastefully dissipate ; but the radiant

temptations of the booths and the shows, espe-
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cially of the travelling theatres, wherein he was

fain to satisfy his early thirst for the drama In the

ten-minute tragedies and five-minute farces of the

*' Richardson" school, completely exhausted his

finances, and he returned home drenched with the

drizzle and bankrupt. The consequence was a

box on the ears and banishment to bed. Next

day he rose, regretful but not repentant. He was

yearnmg rather for a repetition of the overnight

enjoyments, and the ravishing programme of the

strollers' stage announced for the day fascinated

him to desperation. But his exchequer was bare,

and it was wors.e than useless to think of asking

for further supply. Nevertheless, Fred went again

to the fair, and not penniless ! Reports which

reached his home and staggered his relations soon

explained his system. He had been seen at a

street corner, not far away, singing and playing

his tambourine, and giving a variety entertainment

to an appreciative public, with the talented support

of a boy chorus. He could dance '' The Cure " in

a surprising fashion, he could stand upon his head,

and of course he could sing comic songs. All

these he did, and then—horrible to relate—as he

had seen other minstrels do, he went round with

his cap. He was not long In realising elghteen-

pence, and then, to the disappointment of the

audience, he closed the performance and ran, as

hard as he could go, all the way to the Fair-field,
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When he reached home his mother met him with

a reproachful countenance. She said nothing of

punishment, but pointed out to him the indecorum

which he had committed and the disgrace which

he had brought upon a hitherto respectable family.

And when she had finished, he put down seven-

pence before her, and said, " Never mind, mother
;

you boxed my ears for ninepence yesterday, and

now there is some of it back."

This episode brought to the relatives and friends

of the young adventurer much trouble and keen

anxiety for his future welfare, and he was naturally

lectured bv all about him for the discredit attached

to his conduct and the evil courses to which he

was apparently making all haste. Indeed, his

mother had many m'ore occasions to chide and

admonish him lest his besetting inclination should

lead to the bad, and one day, when he was quite a

little fellow, he made a remark which startled her

and was never forgotten. Fred was in a corner of

the parlour, where he had fixed up something of a

screen, and, being alone, was amusing himself at

some game she could not make out, running behind

the screen and out again, and talking excitedly to

himself. At last she lost patience and exclaimed,

'/ Fred, I think you must be a fool playing about

like that instead of learning your lessons." Ceasing

his game at once, he approached his mother, and,

burying his face in his hands, burst into tears. As
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soon as he could find voice, he said, '' Mother, you

have called me a fool : you will not call me that

when I am bringing" you home eighteen pounds a

week !

"

Even earlier than this he gave distinct promise

of his future career. His mother says that when

he was "a mere baby " she was walking with him

in London and looking in the shops, when he asked

her to buy him a toy sword. The request she, for

financial reasons, refused, but he persuaded her to

buy him an eyeglass, and with this stuck in his

eye he strutted along with such an air of import-

ance as to attract the notice of the passers-by and

afTord them infinite amusement.

Until he was ten or eleven years of age, Leslie

attended the school of Mr. Alford, in Upper Market

Street, Woolwich, and laid the foundation of a

good education, combined v/ith moral discipline

and habit of thought ; for Mr. Alford, who is now
dead, was an intellectual and painstaking teacher.

Fred next obtained a presentation to Colfe's

Grammar School at Lewisham, and walked there

and back to Woolwich daily. He was expected to

ride and provided with cash for his railway fare,

but he preferred devoting the money to dramatic

literature, though the sacrifice involved some six

or seven miles' walking per diem. Of this school

he had a vivid remembrance, owing to an incident

w^hich he often recounted. It happened that anew
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master was appointed, and was very strict In his

conduct of the school. Fred had a task of cate-

chism to study, and thought he had It well by

heart, but on being tested was found wanting. A
second time he went up for hearing, and being

still at fault was condemned to be punished. He
was caned, and very severely caned, and, stung

by the cruelty and Injustice of his punishment, he

took the first opportunity of escape, and ran home
to his mother. The good lady stripped her little

son and found that he was terribly wealed, whereat

her motherly indignation was aroused. She took

her boy to her married daughter, and he was

stripped again, then round to uncles and aunts and

various other relations, to each of whom he had to

unclothe and display his bruises. In telling this

yarn he used to say that the stripes were bad

enough, but that he preferred them to the strip-

ping. Next day he was taken over to the school-

master and stripped again, and when the dominie

saw the havoc he had done he was quite over-

come. He begged that the boy might return to

the school, but Mrs. Hobson, though she forgave

him for his brutality, would not trust her son with

him again. Fred's mother also refers to this inci-

dent to show the considerate and forgiving dis-

position of her young son, saying that it was at his

earnest Intercession that she let the matter drop.

He pleaded for the sake of the master's young
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wife, to whom he had been only a short time

married, and he prevailed.

Having been taken from the Grammar School,

Fred was sent to the acadd7n{e of Mons. Liboral,

at Guines, a small town in the department of the

Pas-de-Calais, sixteen miles north of Boulogne-

sur-Mer, and seven

miles south of

Calais. It is the

entrepot for the

timber from the

adjacent forest of

Guines. and is at

the extremity of a

canal of the same

name, which ex-

tends to Calais.

The Field of the

Cloth of Gold,

celebrated for the

interview between

Francis I. and

Henry VIII. in 1520, lies between Guines and

Ardres.

At this place Leslie remained for two years,

and here acquired, together with other accom-

plishments, that admirable French accent which

was afterwards of so much service to him upon

the stage. All through his vears of training he

FRED LESLIE IN FRENCH CADET S

UNIFORM
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continued the practice

of his hobby, and, boy

as he was, his help was

continually sought by

promoters of amateur

entertainments. His

most frequent appear-

ances during his holi-

days at Woolwich were

at the '' readings,"

given under the direc-

torship of the Rev.

John Oxenham Bent,

in the schools attached

to the Church of St.

John, at which church"

the whole of his family

were, and still are, con-

stant attendants. The

audiences on these

occasions were gener-

ally crowded, and when

the turn of " Master F.

Hobson " was reached

on the programme, he

was more usually in-

visible until he was

seen to climb in at the

window and leap upon FRED LESLIE AT PENNY READINGS
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the platform, a manoeuvre which he had adopted

simply to avoid troubling the people to move and

let him pass through from the door at the back

of the schoolroom. He had early experiences of

unlimited encores, but he thought nothing of sing-

ing four or five songs right away, and at last,

when recalled beyond reason, he would end

with some bit of nonsense, such as (theatrically

declaimed)

:

" I see a fly upon the wall

!

I see his tail—and that is all
!

"

And amid a roar of laughter he would disappear

through the window.

At school in France he was always foremost

in promoting and carrying out dramatic repre-

sentations, and his fervour spread throughout the

establishment, the head-master recognising and

encouraging the prevalent disposition both as a

means to the advancement of his pupils in the

dramatic literature both of England and France,

and as a method of practising rhetoric more attrac-

tive and more effectual than any other which he

could devise. The largest of the class-rooms

formed a temporary theatre, and here, on an im-

provised stage, would Fred and his companions

amuse their schoolfellows and a select audience

of neighbours from the town for hours together.

M. Liboral was very much attached to his clever
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pupil, and proudly followed his career In after-life,

as will appear.

His mother says :

"A more affectionate child, a more lovely youth, a more

gentlemanly son, no mother could desire. I was proud of my

boy when he took me to church, and he never missed going

twice on Sunday while he lived

with me. As he grew older and

was earning his livelihood, he

was accustomed to go to a theatre

once a week, and I remember,

when he was about seventeen

years of age, reproving him for

going twice in one week, which,

T thought, was more than he

could afford out of his salary.

He took my words in a good

spirit, and was careful not to

annoy me again in the same

way. I used to remark of him

that he was not ' a girls' boy.'

His little Louie was his sweet-

heart from a baby, and he never

cared for any other."

And Fred, boy and man,

dearly loved his mother.

At the age of sixteen

Leslie left his French

school by his own request, having written home

to say that he was fit for business. His mother

pondered on the question of his pursuit In life, and

VOL. I. B

FRED LESLIE AT SCHOOL
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came to the conclusion that his intellect and train-

ing were of the special kind which would meet

their most fitting field of exercise in the avocation

of an auctioneer ! She looked about for a o-ood

firm, and lighted upon the establishment of Messrs.

Booth at Camden Town. Her credentials and the

lad's presentment were sufficient to gain her point,

and young Fred was

taken into the office

for a year's trial. At

the end of his proba-

tion, the firm offered

to renew the engage-

ment for three years,

but a stipulation that

he was to receive no

salary during his no-

vitiate caused a sever-

ance,which themother

specially regretted as

dispelling her fondest

dream of her boy's future. However, he was not

long idle. The very next day Fred and his mother

called upon Messrs. Prater, the well-known army

contractors in London, and Fred was taken on at

a salary of ^30 a year, which, during the four or

five years he remained, rose by successive incre-

ments to ^100—a liberal allowance for a mere

youth, but not sufficient to content his mind.

FRED LLi^LlE AT 1

5
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When he was twenty years of age he applied for

another advancement, and was kindly advised by

the head of the firm to be satisfied for a while, as

^^^222^::^^^^^-/^^^^^

^ tX ^^^/^g!L^>c^' /^^^^^^f^^

FACSIMILE OF FRED LESLIE'S HANDWRITING AT THE AGE OF 16

From a Utter addressed to his schoolfellow Ambrose

there was a certainty of his further promotion and

the probability of his being raised at no distant

date to the dignity of manager. But he was im-

patient, and, to the regret of his employers and

the vexation of his family, he resigned.

While at Prater's he acquired some very valuable
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experience, and had every prospect apparently of

continuing in the same line of business for life; but

he was all the time chafing at the rein which held

him from his beloved stage, and he was all the

time appearing as often

as he could in amateur

theatricals or other en-

tertainments at Wool-

wich, where he still

resided with his mother.

She had now left the

business entirely to her

second and fourth sons

(Charles and Edwin),

and lived retired in

Wood Street, Wool-
FRED LESLIE AT 21

^.J^J^ p^.^^^^ bedrOOm

was literally lined with portraits of actors and other

dramatic illustrations with which he had covered

the walls, and his mother saw with sorrow that,

although he was regular in his attendance at his

place of business, his heart was elsewhere. At

Prater's, however, he was marked only by his

regularity and assiduity, and his predilection,

though known, was of no detriment to his work„

Indeed, on one occasion, if not more, his dramatic

talents were of advantage to the business. During

the first year he was at Prater's he was sent to

collect an old-standing debt. A certain major
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owed the concern twenty pounds, and had been

dunned again and again by different employes.

Fred was therefore warned to prepare for a

repulse, and he resolved upon a vigorous siege.

He found the major at home and in a bad temper,

which was not unusual. He refused to pay the

twenty pounds, disputed the accuracy of the

account, and even used threats towards the

messenger. Fred assured him that there was

no hurry, and promised that any inaccuracy should

be promptly rectified, and then he artfully led the

major into conversation by asking him some

question about Woolwich. From this he went

on to theatrical topics, and brought in some droll

imitations, bits of songs and sketches of character,

at which the major lailghed till he cried. At last

he brought out a glass of wine, shook his new

acquaintance by the hand, and, finally, in an out-

burst of enthusiasm, exclaimed, " I'll be hanged if

I don't pay you." And he paid the twenty pounds,

and when Fred got back to the firm with the

money everybody on the premises was thrown

into utter amazement.



CHAPTER II

AMATEUR DAYS

Tis my vocation, Hal ; 'tis no sin for a man to labour in his vocation.

Henry IV.

When Leslie was nineteen years of age, the

KcntisJi Independent (February 23rd, 1875), speak-

ing of a concert at the Raglan Assembly Rooms,

Woolwich, said of him :

" Mr. F. Hobson is one of the most remarkable actors that

the town has ever produced, a genius unique in his way. His

two comic songs, ' The Menagerie ' and ' Beautiful Baby,' were

the chief features of the first part, as 'The Two Militiamen,'

enacted by Mr. Nelson and himself, was the gem of the second.

In awarding chief honours to this young gentleman we in no

way detract from the merit of the other performers ; they are all

deserving of praise ; but Mr. Hobson struck out a new line for

himself, and it was its freshness and vivacity which gave it such

a charm."

Such remarks as the following were frequent in

the local press about the same period :

" Mr. Hobson and his sister in the duet fairly won the plaudits

of the audience."

This sister was Nellie (now Mrs. Hughes).

In the foregoing paragraphs Leslie is given his
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own name of " Hobson," but he had previously

adopted more than one no7n de thddtre. He took

part years before in a performance of Bonibastes

Furioso at the Woolwich Lecture Hall, and on

that occasion assumed the name of " Owen
Hobbs," which, probably, deceived few of his

friends.

The ambition to join the ranks of the dramatic

profession was growing apace, and, although attend-

ing daily at his avocation in London, he all the

while indulged his fancy as often as possible upon

the amateur stage. For this indulgence he found

special facilities in the theatre which forms part

of the Soldiers' Recreation Rooms in the Royal

Artillery Barracks. This building was formerly

the garrison chapel, in which Sims Reeves sang

as a lad, and it was converted into a theatre when

the garrison church of St. George was erected in

1863.

At the Royal Artillery Theatre there were fre-

quent performances, and opportunities for study

were sometimes short, but, although young Leslie

had little leisure for learning new parts, he would

never miss a chance of appearing in anything

which came his way. His leaning, however, even

thus early, was always toward the personation of

old men and other characters which permitted

any display of imitative faculty. Lito these parts,

by the way, he nearly always imported some
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originality. He would receive his instructions

deferentially, but would act in his own manner,

and, as this was always to the advantage of the

production, he was allowed to follow pretty m ch

his own inclination.

Before he was twenty-one years of age he made

a local sensation by his performance in The School

for Scandal. It was played at the Royal Artillery

Theatre on January 28th, 1876, but the name of

'' Leslie " was on this occasion dropped for another

alias. The reporter said that

" The part of old Sir Peter Teazle was exquisitely played by

a well-known local comedian under an assumed name, and his

genius went far to make the success of the piece."

Another notice of February loth, 1876, show^s

that the abandonment of his dramatic pseudonym

was only temporary, but it is given the emphasis of

inverted commas :

"The farce oi The Turned Head
^
graced by the condensed

humour of Mr. Fred ' Leslie,' concluded the performance."

But in the month following he made a public

appearance once more In his true patronymic at

an entertainment given in the Royal Arsenal, which

is mentioned In the Kentish Independent under

date of March 25th, 1876, as follows :

"A capital finish to the whole performance was made by

Messrs. F. Hobson and H. Nelson, in the characters of ' The
Bold MiHtiamen.'

"
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Harry Nelson says :

" For our militiamen, Fred borrowed a couple of uniforms of

a local dealer in military clothes. The borrowed garments got

somehow detained, and the owner angrily demanded payment

for the demurrage. ' All right,' said Fred, ' but of course you

will allow us for the alterations !
' The proprietor was a good

ellow and laughed at the joke."

There were several of these events at the Royal

Arsenal and other places in the locality, and it is

worthy of note that

in 1874 Mr. Arthur

Roberts was a young

man singing at con-

certs in the Lecture

Hall, Greenwich,

while Fred Leslie was

singing at the Lecture

Hall of the next town,

Woolwich.

Fred's sister Nellie

(the Mrs. Hughes be-

fore mentioned) was

two years his senior.

She is the only mem-

ber of the family who

has ever manifested

any disposition to fol-

low him upon the

stage. She was associated with many of his

NELLIE HOBSON

(MRS. hughes) as captain ROVER
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earliest successes as a vocalist, and has appeared

in burlesque under the name of Miss Nellie

Leslie, at the Royal Artillery Theatre, Woolwich,

and elsewhere. Had Fred gone into manage-

ment, as he proposed, it was his intention to have

THOMAS CHARLES NELLIE EDWIN

JOSEPH MRS. HOBSON DINAH FRED ANNIE

GROUP OF HOBSONS

given his sister Nellie a chance of captivating

London.

The accompanying group shows the wdiole of

the Hobson family as they were in 1875, when
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Fred was nineteen or twenty years of age. His

mother says that while they were preparing for

the photographer there was a good deal of fun and

banter flying about, and the operator had some

difficulty in making his sitters preserve their

countenances. Poor Fred was the liveliest of the

party, and, after enduring the ordeal of the

camera, he rose and said to the eldest of the

family : "There, Joe, now you have us all in one

picture, and as we go off you can draw the pen

through us." Little thought any one then that it

would be his turn fiirst. Indeed, it is remarkable

that out of so large a family, Fred's wife and

himself are the only two adults who have died

since the death of his father more than thirty years

before.

Leslie, however, especially after his severe

Illnesses, was a fatalist. To his friend Mrs.

Sllverthorne, of Catford, he has repeatedly

expressed a belief that his life would be short.

When she advised him to work less hard and

enjoy his riches in greater leisure, his answer was,

" Never mind ; my object is to make as much as

I can in as short a time as possible, for I want to

leave the children In comfort, and I shall not live

to see forty."

As a youth Leslie played on several occasions

for Mr. William Holland upon his stage In the

Royal Pavilion Gardens, North Woolwich. The

following memorandum found among his papers
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shows that even in those early days he

essayed the old man's part In T/ie School for

Scandal

:

" Playing ' Sir Peter Teazle ' at the ' Theatre Royal Tea and

Shrimps,' as Bill Holland calls it, my part was on the screen in

the centre of the map to which Sir Peter refers. Susie Vaughan

was the 'Lady Teazle,' and she had her book or part fastened

behind her fan so as to enable her to read it off. ' Joseph ' had

his book on the side of his chapeau."

Of his hobby he was never weary, but always

ready to take any part in anything and anywhere.

At the Royal Artillery Theatre, for instance, the

Colleen Bawn was produced, and Leslie was cast

by the manager for '' Danny Mann " the hunch-

back, a strong part, which he greatly fancied.

But his share of the book was arduous, and he

felt that towards the end he was "a bit shaky."

It will be remembered that Danny, after being

shot in the cave while trying to drown ''the

Colleen," is taken home to his mother's hut and

has to confess and give up the ghost in view of

the audience. The bed on which Fred lay was in

the centre of the stage, and poor Danny's tale

was told with all the moans and convulsions

which go to enhance the grim humour of the

scene. At last came the death struggle

:

" Danny—A docther ! give me a docther ! Is that you

mother ?

Sheelah—I've brought the docther asthore.
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Danny—Ah, the priest

!

Sheelah—This is the docther you want.

Father Tom—Danny, my son, the hand of death is

on ye.

Danny .... I killed Eily O'Connor .... she stud

in his way .... won't yer rivrence say a word o'comfort

to a poor boy ?

Father Tom—Keep him quiet, Sheelah

—

(music)— I'll

be back with the comfort for him (exit).

Danny (rising)—Mother, mother! The pain is on me.

Wather—quick—wather !

(Sheelah gives jug to Danny—he drinks—Sheelah

takes jug—Danny struggles and falls back on bed.y

And, lo, with the final twinge, off came the

coverlet, revealing under the bedstead a soldier

lying at full length with a book and a candle

prompting the actor above him, line by line. The

house roared with laughter, and the curtain fell

rapidly upon the anti-climax.

It was fortunate for ''Mr. Fred Leslie " that he

had not to show himself again upon the stage that

night.

Of the name of " Leslie," taken haphazard, he

grew to be fond, and he liked it not only for its

happy associations, but, as he said, for itself alone,

for Its euphonious sound and for its ''respect-

ability." Nobody, he has said, ever made a

successful parody of it, though several had tried

their wit upon It, but some one was more success-

ful with the initials. " I had ' F. L.' on my make-

up-box at one of the theatres," said Fred, "and
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one night I found that some wag had squeezed

two o's in the middle."

It is somewhat remarkable that in the earlier

part of his career, although most of his

musical and elocutionary efforts were of a

humorous kind, his pronounced inclination was

towards tragedy, and, as soon as he thought of

selecting a model for

imitation from among the

actors of the day, he set

up as his standard Mr.

Henry Irving. When he

was quite a lad and was

asked his greatest wish

his answer was, " That I

may live to play ' Lear

'

at a big London theatre."

The felicity with which

he could mimic old men,

even when he was a boy,

may have suggested the

idea, which, although it

never reached fruition,

was never quite banished from his desires.

Shakespeare broke out in Woolwich Garrison

in the year 1876, the principal tragedian being

Mr. Joseph Lowes. Hamlet was performed at the

Royal Artillery Theatre on April 17th, and a local

press notice of April 22nd in that year says :

THE PROMPTER AT THE ROYAL
ARTILLERY THEATRE
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"F. Leslie, always a charming 'old man,' represented

Polonius."

This was followed in October by Othello, and

we are told that

—

"As Brabantio, Mr. Fred Leslie again proved one of the

best ' old men ' of our recollection."

But the work which he did at his early theatre

is best remembered in connection with two Christ-

mas pantomimes—the first being Fortunio (1876)

and the second Priiicess Springtime (1877). In

the former he had the insignificant and nameless

part of a beadle, but he made it stand out the

feature of the play. An eccentric dance in which

he twirled about the beadle's staff will never be

forgotten by those whO'Saw it.

Fortunio and his Seven Gifted Se7^vants was

produced on Dec. 26th, 1876, and was played until

January 9th. The programme shows that F.

Leslie appeared not only as "Beadle" in the

pantomime, but as " Lord Plato" in the farce of

The Rongji Diamond. One of his remembered

witticisms in the pantomime was the exclamation,

" Let us go and have a fresh of breath air," upon

which sentence he rang a variety of changes.

Probably the first character portrait for which

Leslie ever sat is that given on the following page.

It represents him as *' Simmons " in the farce of

The Spitalfields Weaver, which he played at the
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Royal Artillery Theatre In January 1877, when

he was twenty-one years of age. About the same

period he appeared as ''Jasper Plum " in the old

comedy oi All that Glitters is not Gold.

On the strength of his performances, Leslie was,

at Christmas 1877,

promoted to the prin-

cipal role of " King

Kokolorum " in the

pantomime of Prin-

cess Springtime.

To be offered the

leading business in a

company of capable

performers, many of

whom, though called

amateurs, had long

experience, was a

compliment which the

young actor could not

fail to understand, and
FRED LESLIE AS spiTALFiELDs WEAVER, he beut all his encrgies
HIS FIRST PHOTOGRAPH IN CHARACTER

to turn It to account.

As he was at that time every whit as versatile

and clever as at any period of his life, only

lacking that experience and that familiarity

with the stage which subsequently he obtained,

it may readily be understood that his towns-

people were in ecstasies with his performance.
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The following was the bill of the play :

PROGRAMME of PERFORMANCES to be given by the

Garrison Dramatic Club, commencing December 26th,

1877 (Boxing Day), and terminating January 12th, 1878.

By permission of Lieut. -General Sir Charles d'Aguilar,

K.C.B., commanding Woolwich District.

To commence with

33

UNCLE'S WILL.

Charles Cashmere .

Mr. Barker

Florence Marigold .

J. G. BiLTON.

G. Allen.

Miss V. Montague.

After which a Grand Christmas Pantomime, entitled

PRINCESS SPRINGTIME,

or the Envoy who stole the King's Daughter and the

Lovebirds of Fairyland.

Princess Springtime (King ) ,,. ,r ,,
^^ , ,

^
, , ,

^ ^^ ^ Miss Violet Montague,
Kokolorum s daughter) I

Fanfarinet(Envoyfrom Prince
( ^.^^ ^^^^^ g^^^^

Brown) .

Fairy Queen .

Bosso (the Demon King)

King Alley Sloper Kokolorum
Major Domo .

Boatman
The Queen .

Nurse .

Crow
Colorado Beetle

Miss Rosalie Taylor.

J. BiLTON.

F. Leslie.

G. Allen.

J. Taylor.

G. Salter.

D. Murray.

J. Roberts.

H. McLeod.
Fairies, Demons, Pages, Courtiers, &c.

Double Harlequinade arranged by J. K. McLeod.

Harlequin—D. O'Neill. Columbine—Miss Rose Fuller.
Clown—J. K. McLeod. Pantaloon—R. G. Hunter.

Policeman—J. G. Wilson.

Juvenile Harlequinade.

Harlequin—G. Roberts. Columbine—Miss Annie Fisher.

Clown—B. LoNGHURST. Pantaloon—H. McLeod.

VOL. I.
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Fairy Queen—Miss Violet Bilton.

Policeman—C. McLeod.

Songs, &c., written by C. Henry and J. Addison, jun., and

arranged by Sergt. -Major Mansfield, R.A.B.

New and elegant costumes by Mr. Harrison, Covent Garden.

Perruquier, Mr. G. Harrison, Covent Garden.

The whole produced under the superintendence of

Serjeant-Major J. J. Croce.

Notice.—" The Continong," by Herr Meyer Lutz, is

introduced in this pantomime by kind permission of Mr.

John Hollingshead, Gaiety Theatre.

The pantomime was a complete success, and

Leslie's pet phrase, '' Do you know who I yam ?
"

became the catchword of the streets. He lately

reproduced it on the Gaiety stage with effect.

It will be seen by the programme that the title-

role of " Princess Springtime " is allotted to " Miss

Violet Montague," who was well known to be

Mrs. Bilton, mother of the sisters Bilton, one of

whom took the part of fairy queen in the juvenile

harlequinade. Montague was the mother's maiden

name. Mr. J. Bilton, her husband, played the

'' Demon King." The whole of the Bilton family

—father, mother, and three daughters, one of

whom is now Countess of Clancarty—played with

Leslie in this panto.

Fred had not only a leading but a laborious

share in the piece, which was played for three

weeks, when it had to cease by expiration of

official authority. Notices of Leslie's part in the
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performance appeared in the local papers, and

enthusiastic predictions were published concern-

ing his future career.

Jn the Kentish Independent of December 29th,

1877, after mentioning the actresses, and espe-

THE ROYAL ARTILLERY THEATRE

cially '' the three little children, the Misses Bilton,"

the writer goes on to say :

" Of the male performers it would be unbecoming to speak

with rapture, but it is impossible to mention without indulging

in superlatives the gentleman who appears, under the name of

' F. Leslie,' as the representative of ' King Kokolorum.' To say

that he is the central figure of the pantomime is only a portion

of the truth. His genius pervades the whole performance ; his

ready wit, his brilliant fancies, bristle and sparkle at every turn
;

he is a Terry in burlesque antics ; a Toole in comic invention
;

a member of the Vokeses in the nimble dance \ and himself
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alone in his extraordinary voice and style. The roars of

laughter he creates in the banquet scene would make the

fortune of any actor, and his topical song, for which he seems

to have an unlimited supply of telling verses, is encored half

a dozen times over."

The followinof are other extracts in reference to

performances of about this period :

"Mr. Hobbs displayed much talent in his characteristic

songs, ' Jolly Young Country Squire,' ' Welcome as the Flowers

in May,' and ' The Horseflesh Dinner.'

" In Friends and Foes . . . Mr. Fred Leslie's representation

of the cynical old ' Yealding ' was a study."

^^ Hamlet was played at the Royal Artillery Theatre . . .

Mr. Leslie as 'Polonius' . . . one of the finest bits of

character-acting in the play."

The Era sent down a critic to see the amateurs

play the School for Scandal in 1876, and on the

5th of February in that year, reported as

follows :

" Among those up to professional mark was particularly

Mr. F. Leslie. Nothing better than his ' Sir Peter Teazle

'

have we seen on the amateur stage."

This commendation from the professional

journal was especially sweet to the aspirations of

the youthful actor ; but he experienced one of his

early disappointments when the same paper, in

describing his share in the pantomime of 1877

(the greatest work he had ever done), briefly dis-

missed him thus:
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" Mr. F. Leslie had a good notion of pantomimic action as

' King Kokolorum.'

"

It was at the Royal Artillery Theatre that

Leslie got to know the Harrisons of Covent

Garden. Miss Lizzie Harrison and Miss Bessie

Harrison frequently assisted In dramatic perform-

DRESSING-ROOM, ROYAL ARTILLERY THEATRE

ances, and in the pantomime just mentioned Mr.

Harrison provided the costumes and his son

officiated as perruquler. Leslie, however, from his

very earliest association with the stage, required

no assistance in ''making up." He knew as a

lad all the accessories of the dressing-room, and
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had Studied well the effects of shade and colour

and lines upon the countenance. On every

occasion throughout his career he prepared his

face with his own hands and unassisted. In this

he was most careful as well as most skilful, and

spectators have sought in vain through their

opera-glasses to detect the artifices by which he

contrived to give his features so many and such

scrange dissimilarities.

Concurrently with his dramatic work he con-

tinued his contributions to other entertainments,

and was instrumental in establishing and carrying

on for a time a troupe of Christy Minstrels, de-

signated ''The White Owls of the Prairie," of

whom he was ''corner man," who banged the

tambourine, blundered over the conundrums, and

sang the best of the comic songs. He made a hit

of the ballad :

" Didems, didems wake him up,

Pretty ickle chap ?"

And his companions in this enterprise remember

many of his pranks, one of which was sending out

for lampblack when they ran short of burnt cork,

and giving them a complexion which lasted them

for a week.

It has been remarked that, from his earliest

acquaintance with the stage, Leslie had a pre-

dilection for portraying old men's parts. Before

he was twenty years of age he played the heavy
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father of tragedy in Othello at the Royal Ar-

tillery Theatre, being cast at his own request for

the role of the aged '* Brabantio," and doing the

work in a style which was voted wonderful. But

he was apparently half disposed to burlesque the

serious business, and made himself highly amusing

behind the scenes until checked by the stage-

manager, and even then persisted in worrying
*' Lodovico," who was in the wing w^aiting lor his

cue, by sawing across his shins with a notched

stick.

But "Brabantio" and ''Lodovico" were the

best of friends, and usually walked home together

from the theatre. One night they espied a long

ladder leaning against a three-storey house. Fred

never could resist the temptation of climbing a

high ladder, and being in a frolicsome mood he

ran up like a squirrel. Arriving at the topmost

window, he rapped sharply with his knuckles

upon the glass, exclaiming '' What hoa ! Brabantio !

thieves, thieves
!

" doubtless to the astonishment

of the roused-up sleepers. Descending the ladder

at a slide, he nearly fell into the arms of a

constable, who thought he was a burglar, but

failed to capture him.

Fred was always an adept at climbing, and, like

other young men of his age, he was not free from

mischief. He once engaged in a conspiracy to

remove a gigantic ''pantomime" watch hanging
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on a rod projecting from the roof of a clock-

maker. It was a hazardous enterprise, but he

could climb like a cat, and the watch came down.

It was carried on a stick for half a mile or so by

two of the party, and then suspended to the gate-

post of a friend. The ''watch" was promptly

recovered by the owner, and to compensate him

for his annoyance Fred dealt with the man and

recommended friends to his shop for many years

afterwards.

All who saw Cinder-Ellen will call to mind the

absurd chorus of *' The moon has got his trousers

on " and its attendant business, at the end of which

the three rebellious singers, who refused to quit

the stage, were, at a signal from the stage-manager,

lowered down the ''grave trap." The idea for

this conceit Fred owed to his recollection of a

startling experience which he had while attached

to the Royal Artillery Theatre. A new trap had

been cut in the stage on the O.P. side, and at

rehearsal the " Demon King" stood upon it ready

for descent to the "regions below." But the trap

would not budge. Leslie added his weight to

that of the "Demon," but the regions below

appeared to have orders not to admit either

mortal or immortal, until Fred called to another

of the party, " Billy, get on !

" Billy got on, and

the trap shot down with the three actors like

lightning. They might have been severely hurt
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by the asphalt with which the ''lower regions"

were paved, but happily they all extended their

THE DEMON KING AT THE ROYAL ARTILLERY THEATRE

arms, and hung upon the stage floor with their

legs dangling in the air until they were rescued.
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Like most other amateurs, those at Woolwich

had an abundance of weaknesses, much of the

usual type, which it is needless to recount. But

there was one young man, a decent fellow in

everyday life, who had the curious propensity of

valuing his importance upon the stage by the

rank w*hich he represented and the grandeur of

his apparel. He strutted about behind the scenes

as he did behind the footlights, and delighted to

stand in admiration of his get-up as reflected in

the cheval-glass. The others of the company

were greatly amused at the vanity of their

companion, and at a favourable opportunity,

when there were several assembled, Fred gave

them an admonitory wink, and addressed the

dandy in his heartiest manner, with ''Tommy,

old man, you have hit the public this time."

"Yes," replied Tommy, ''it goes down tidy."

"Tidy!" said Leslie, "why every one is saying

the same thing." " No !

" exclaimed the delighted

Tommy. "Yes, I assure you," retorted Fred,

" they all say how splendidly you are dress'd."

(Laughter and exit Tommy.)

Leslie's last performances at the Royal Artillery

Theatre were on February 2nd and 4th, 1878, when

he played "Captain Darling" in The Captain's

not a-Miss.

He was at the same time a prominent member

of the Percy Dramatic Club In Bloomsbury, and his
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fellow member, Mr. Arthur Shirley, has remarked

upon the coincidence of his death at the corner of

Museum Street, close to the Plough Tavern, at

which the Club held its smoking concerts, and

where Fred often sang the " Language of Love
"

and other of his songs.

At the time just referred to he was under a

promise to play "Jesse Rural" in Old Heads and

Young Hearts with the Percy Club at St. George's

Hall, Langham Place, and four nights before the

advertised performance he staggered and dismayed

the Club by announcing that he was going on the

professional boards and must resign the part.

Fortunately Arthur Shirley was at hand, and by

very hard work, for the part was heavy, he got

perfect in time to take Fred's place in the repre-

sentation. Fred had been sent for by Miss Kate

Santley, and was by this time on the staff of the

Royalty Theatre.



CHAPTER III

STAGELAND

To business that we love we rise betime,

And go to H with delight.—Antony and Cleopatra.

At this turning-point Leslie was still in the

wholesale clothing line. After leaving Prater's the

young man had joined his brothers in their out-

fitting business, but he did not remain very long.

The time had come for him to break his chains

and soar to the Thespian empyrean.

It is here necessary for the biographer to men-

tion himself.

That Fred Leslie and I should have been early

acquainted was perfectly natural. His frequent

public appearances and my connection with the

public press might sufficiently account for the cir-

cumstance; but the truth is that I was on terms of

friendship with several of his relatives before he

was born, and knew him from a child, though I

cannot say that I distinctly remember taking any

special notice of him until he began to be regarded

as a particularly clever boy of, perhaps, twelve

years. From that time I frequently met him, and

the friendship began which increased with years,
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and held us together in close communion so long-

as he lived. In the earlier part of this period his

youth and my responsibility as a critic made me

his counsellor rather than companion ; the more

intimate and cordial relationship dates from the

early part of 1878, when, in disregard of the family

and other advisers, he decided to adopt the stage as

a career. That this step was taken at my instigation

in public, and on my deliberate recommendation

in private, was a reflection full of anxiety at

the time ; for I knew something of the risks and

temptations of the actor s life, and even then it

was the rule for many to fail where one succeeded.

But I also knew that the young man was possessed

of a stalwart principle ; he was twenty-two years

of age, he was beyond question a genius of

high order, and I had absolute faith in him. He
had talents which ought to be devoted to the

service of the public, and to that public it was his

duty to go. He had many times read my opinions

to this effect, and it was with some newspaper

cuttings containing these opinions that he sought,

one after another, the managers of the London

theatres. He offered his services at the modest

figure of ^i a week, and his particular desire was

to appear at the Strand Theatre, at that time the

temple of burlesque under the reign of the Swan-

boroughs ; but nowhere could he get so much as

an interview, until he met Miss Kate Santley and
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a kindly reception at the Royalty. At this

juncture he made an appointment with me to

discuss the situation, and for two hours one

mornlne we walked on the Barrack Field at

Woolwich debating t\\Q pros and co7is. The only

troublesome point was the maternal obstacle, but

after some scruples we came to the conclusion

that the good lady's objection was not so pro-

nounced as to constitute a prohibition, and

furthermore that, being based on wrong premises,

It had no validity. Probably the two hours' debate

was not necessary to decide a question so strongly

biassed by predisposition, but we satisfied

ourselves that we had given to the subject a full,

fair, and impartial consideration, and that we had

calmly and finally settled the difficulty on the

merits of the case.

And thus was cemented a friendship which only

increased and grew stronger with years, and was

never relaxed for a moment until the tie was

severed by the hand of Death.

Miss Kate Santley supplies the following

account of Leslie's introduction to the professional

stage :

" It was just after I left the Alhambra Theatre and went into

management on my own account at the Royalty. AVe were

playing La Marjolaine, and Mr. Lionel Brough intimated to

me that he should like to play Paul Pry as an introductory

piece. While this was under consideration, Fred Leslie came
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to see me, a nice gentlemanly young fellow, with a face full of

genius. He showed me some criticisms from local newspapers,

and said he was anxious to try a London audience. The line

he most fancied was old men's parts, several of which, he told

me, he had played with some success en amateur. ' Well,' I

said, ' we shall want some one to play old " Colonel Hardy " in

Paul Pry.^ ' The very thing,' he replied, ' I know the part

well.' ' In that case,' I said, ' we will give you a trial. What

shall we say about salary ?
'

' Oh, nothing at first
;

' he thought

it would be time enough to talk of that later. But I assured

him that it was quite unprofessional to play on the London

stage without salary, and before our interview ended it was

settled that he should commence at one pound a week. Well,

Paul Pry was produced, and Leslie went on as ' Colonel

Hardy.' He literally knew nothing of the part, and the great

Fred Leslie of the future was at his first appearance in London

soundly hissed. I was seated in front, and was terribly vexed.

Going forward to the stage I met him : I suppose I was angry^

for I remember he begged m'e to give him another chance, and

I consented. The next night he had learnt his part perfectly

;

the third night he was the best ' Col. Hardy ' I had ever seen,

and Mr. Brough declared that he was the best ' Col. Hardy ' he

had ever played with. To Brough he then confessed that he had

deceived the ' little missus,' for he had never played the part

before, but told a fib for fear of losing the chance of getting on

the stage. He played other old men's parts afterwards, and

then I suggested to him that he could play young men also. He
did not think so, but I persuaded him to try the role of young

man in La Jolie Parfu7neuse^ intimating that as he was good

at French he might introduce the accent. He did so ; and did

it so well that no one recognised the old man of the first piece

in the youngster of the second. Even the critics were taken in,

and one of the papers spoke of the new actor as a ' clever

young Frenchman.' After the season was over I was going on
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a provincial tour. His salary had been increased almost from

the beginning, and as I had entered into an agreement with

him I was expecting him to go with the company. But he told

me that he had been offered an engagement by Miss Selina

Dolaro at a considerably higher salary than he was receiving,

and, although I was loth to part with him, I would not stand in

the way of his preferment, and gave him his release. But I have

never ceased to think of him as one of the cleverest and most

genuine men I have ever met : from first to last a true gentle-

man. Every Christmas, wherever he has been at the time, I

have received from him a card on which he had written some-

thing like this
—

' To the Dear Little Missus, with affectionate

remembrances from her faithful and grateful servant, Fred

Leslie.'
"

Fred's fiasco at his first appearance before his

long-coveted London audience was a dreadful

trouble to him and to such of his friends as were

in sympathy with his aspirations, but it only

served to amuse him in after years and teach him

never to go on the stage until he was thoroughly

sure of his words. He has many times hunted up

and displayed the following clipping from the Bra

of Feb. loth, 1878 :

"Some of the others engaged in the cast of Paul Pry,

notably Mr. Lewis, the ' Colonel Hardy,' were deficient in the

text, and at the end certain satirical young gentlemen in the

gallery raised a cry for the prompter."

Mr. Lionel B rough was always acknowledged

by Leslie to be his ''professional godfather" and

the best friend he had on the stage for many
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years. At his dSic^ in Pan/ Pry, Leslie, as just

shown, assumed the name of Lewis, and Brough,

hearing from the young man that it was but a

noin de thidtre, took objection to it and advised a

change. Fred mentioned that as an amateur he

had been ''billed" as Leslie, and Brough at once

seized upon the word. Under his advice, there-

fore, Mr. Frederick Hobson became upon the

stage ''Mr. Fred Les-

lie." " Dear old Lai,"

as Fred always spoke

of him, took to the

youngster from the

very first introduc-

tion.

" Leslie was one of those

rare beings," says Brough,

" to whom your heart goes

out by instinct. He was

such a genuine fellow that

I have always thought it

strange that our connection

should have been brought about by a fraud, a pardonable one

no doubt, but still a fraud. If when asked whether he had ever

played ' Colonel Hardy ' in Paul Pry, he had answered ' No,' the

part would probably have been given to somebody else. He
answered ' Yes,' and he played the part, as Miss Santley testifies,

better than I have ever seen any one play it. When I compli-

mented him upon the performance and asked him with whom

he previously played ' Col. Hardy,' he said :
' Mr. Brough, I

never played it before, but the chance was too good to lose.' I

VOL. I. D

MR. LIONEL BROUGH
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believe he had never even seen the book, and that he sat up all

night to study it."

Brough and Leslie played together In a suc-

cession of pieces at the Royalty, and met again

later at the Alhambra In Mefistofele II. and at

the Comedy In Rip Van Winkle.

La Belle Helene was revived at the Royalty

Theatre on the 9th of March, 1878, and was the

means of Leslie's first Introduction to comic opera

In London. He thought It a grand opportunity,

and threw all his heart Into the part allotted to

him, w^hlch was that of "Agamemnon." His

fellow actors and other partial friends were

delighted with his performance, and the first-night

audience gave him hearty applause, but the press

notices were on the whole discouraging. Several

furnished lengthy praises of the established

favourites like Miss Kate Santley and Mr.

Lionel Brough, but either omitted all mention of

the young and unknown actor or gave him faint

commendation In some such words as :

" Mr. Leslie as ' Agamemnon ' is also deserving of praise."

One Trojan of the press, who has since said

many kindly things of Leslie, declined to give

him a name, but sat upon him thus :

"The gentleman who personated 'Agamemnon' gave so

highly finished and successful a portrait of a person overcome

with wine that it was almost as entertaining and edifying as

contemplating the drivellings of a really drunken man."
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Fred thought this was an unintentional com-

pHment, but he preferred the mode In which the

same Idea was expressed In TAe Standard

:

" Among the host of other dramatis persona, who throng the

stage, we can only find praise for the ' Agamemnon ' of Mr. F.

Leslie, whose drunken scene is one of the quietest and least

repulsive things of the kind we have seen on the stage."

At the Royalty Leslie remained one of the

stock company from February 7th, 1878, until the

beginning of 1879, playing sundry parts In sundry

pieces, Including '' Gerald " In Kerry [Night and

Morning), Oct. 12th, 1878, and ''Polrot" In La
Jolie Parfumeuse on the same date ;

'' Due

d'Aubeterre " In Over-Proof (a burlesque of

Proof), Nov. 6th, 1878 ; the Burgomaster In La
Marjolaine, Dec. 7thj' 1878; ''Annlbal" In a

revival of the play ;

"' Po-hi " In Tita in Thibet,

Jan. ist, 1879, 3-^d on the same date a part In

the comedy of Little Cinderella. He was also

engaged In several farces under Miss Kate

Santley's management.

During the summer vacation he made his first

appearance In the provinces, going by special

engagement to Glasgow, and playing, amongst

other roles, the part of '' Douglas " In The Lady

of the Lake. There has been some doubt con-

cerning the period of this excursion, but It Is

fixed by the following ''call" which was found

among the deceased actor's papers :
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•* Theatre Royal, Glasgow,
August 5th, 1878.

"Dear Sir,

—

T/ie Lady of the Lake is called for Thursday

next, at 12 o'clock. Your attendance is requested.

" Yours respectfully,

'' Geo. R. Weir."

In the Era also (Aug. i8th, 1878) there Is a

notice of The Lady of the Lake (revival) at the

Theatre Royal, Glasgow, and the critic testifies

that

" The Earl of Douglas is fairly represented by Mr. F. Leslie."

It was therefore subsequent to this tour that he

appeared in the several parts previously named,

all of which were of great advantage in the way

of experience and training. None of them, how^-

ever, brought him much acknowledgment, and he

sadly missed the friendly notices which had

greeted him In the amateur days at Woolv/ich.

It needed continual encouragement from such as

shared his troubles to keep him in good heart,

and he struggled bravely on. For some weeks

after he joined the Royalty company he retained

his employment at the office of his brothers,

working all day, and playing at night, but on his

salary at the Royalty being raised to £2 \^s. a

week, he devoted himself entirely to the theatre,

content to be earning his livelihood and looking

forward hopefully for a realisation of the pre-

diction which was constantly dinned into his ears
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that he should some day make a name in the

world. He was solaced, moreover, by some

accidental compliments before mentioned. In

October, when he appeared in two plays on the

same evening, the £ra came out with a notice

which spoke of Mr. Fred Leslie as appearing as

'' Gerald " in Kerry, but failed to observe that he

acted also in La Jolie Par/ttmetcse, adding

:

" A French artist, with a fair baritone voice, appeared as

'Poirot,' and displayed no Httle ability as an actor."

The Morning Advertiser fell into the same

pardonable error, saying :

"The bridegroom's friend, 'Poirot,' was well acted by a

French gentleman with a very fair baritone voice, called Mr. F,

Leslie in the bill."

This was the highest praise poor Leslie

obtained all through his year at the Royalty, but,

thankful even for crumbs, he was glad upon his

appearance in the comic opera of Tita in Thibet,

by Frank Deprez, in the January following, to

find this remark in the well-watched Era

:

" Very comical indeed was the * Po-hi ' of Mr. Frederick

Leslie, whose method of indicating mental anguish called forth

considerable merriment."

Provincial papers were less reserved than the

London authorities, and occasionally he would

find in them some generous acknowledgment
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which gave him hope of some day rising above

the ranks of mediocrity. For Instance, the

Brighton Record of January 22nd, 1879, had a

special paragraph concerning his performance in

Tita in Thibet, then just withdrawn from the

Royalty, saying

:

" In this the acting of Mr. Fred Leslie showed considerable

ability, eliciting loud laughter and applause by his by-play and

antics in the part of ' Po-hi,' a mandarin. This young actor is

steadily improving, and he has every prospect of becoming one

of the cleverest character actors on the London boards."

This testimony coming from a disinterested

source was balm to the feelings of young Leslie,

who remarked :

'* A notice like that in a London

paper would be worth a year's salary."

Leslie, as before stated, was released from the

Royalty Theatre before the expiration of his

contract.

Allured by a tempting offer of £"] a week,

Fred, who had been earning no more than

£2 15^"., joined in April, 1879, the company

which, under the direction of Miss Selina Dolaro,

provided a course of musical drama for the public

entertainment, with but indifferent success, at

the Folly (now Toole's) Theatre In King

William Street, Strand. The adventure opened

on April 14th with an English version of Les

Dragons de Villars by Malllart, entitled The

Dragoons, and the Era relates that

—
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*' Mr. Frederick Leslie was

efficient as the jealous old far-

mer (Thibaut), a part in which

more acting than singing was

required."

Mr. Harry NIcholls

made his first West

End appearance on this

occasion.

But The Dragoons did

not draw In the people,

and after a fortnight was

succeeded hy La Peri-

chole, In which Leslie

played the part of '' Pan-

atellas." In May he also

took part In a farcical

comedy piece called

1313, in which he figured

as a French cabman,

and was the hero of a

slight story laid In Paris.

It was not a success,

and on the 30th of June

there was another new

venture under the title

oiLordMayor s Day, in

which Fred played very

artistically the part of a MUM-PUMBY
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fat man named '' Mum-Pumby." Of this perform-

ance the Bra said :

" Mr. F. Leslie gave signs of quiet humour as Mum-Pumby,

but some of the chances the author has given him are of the

nasty order."

The next change, on July 12th, introduced a

burlesque upon the play of Drink, then in its

prime. It was called Another Drink, and Leslie

had to travesty the character of Lantier under

the corrupt name of Slantier. He did the work

admirably, and the burlesque was altogether good,

but repeated misfortunes had completely dis-

credited the Folly Theatre, and Selina Dolaro's

brief experiment came to an end.

It was at the beginning of the Dolaro engage-

ment that Leslie made his last public appearance

at Woolwich The occasion was ostensibly for

his beneht, and the date was the 8th of April,

1879. The following was the programme :

ALEXANDRA HALL, POWIS STREET,
WOOLWICH.

PROGRAMME of a SPECIAL DRAMATIC PER-
FORMANCE in recognition of the long association with

this Town of Mr. FRED LESLIE (late of Miss Santley's

" Royalty " Opera Company, and now ofMadame Dolaro's

"Folly" Opera Company), on TUESDAY, April 8th,

1879. Doors open at 7 ; to commence at 7.30 p.m. Prices

of admission : Orchestra Stalls, nmnbered and reserved,

3s. ; Stalls, 2S. ; Back Seats, is.

To commence with the One- Act Comedietta, entitled
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A HAPPY PAIR.

Mrs. Honeyton .... Miss Rose Roberts.

Mr. Honeyton .... Mr. Fred Leslie.

Followed by the Screen Scene from the

SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.

Sir Peter Teazle .... Mr. Fred Leslie.

Charles Surface .... Mr. Charles Henry.

Joseph Surface .... Mr. Sydney Howard.
Lady Teazle .... Miss Alma Stanley.

The whole concluding, by kind permission of Miss Kate

Santley, with an Operetta in one act, entitled

THE THREE CONSPIRATORS.

Montmorenski . , . Mr. Herbert Harris.

Ambrose (his clerk) . . Mr. Frfd Leslie.

Victoria (his niece) . . Miss Minnie Marshall.

Costumier—Mrs. Harrison, Covent Garden.

Manager—J. J. Crock.

As a performance, it was a grand evening ; as

a benefit it was a dire failure, the expenses (as

well known before the event) being far above the

highest possible takings. Leslie appeared with

a moustache in the comedietta, and then shaved

it off to appear as "Sir Peter Teazle" in the

comedy. He also played the part of host at

some cost in entertaining his stage company and

others. There is no doubt that Fred's main

idea was to gratify once more his townspeople,

and in this he was eminently successful, for the

little hall was crowded with his friends, and the

whole performance was voted delightful ; but as a
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benefit it was a palpable fraud, for Fred confessed

to being ^12 out of pocket over it.

Although this was Fred's last public perform-

ance in the drama at Woolwich, he sang on

several occasions at bazaars for charitable pur-

poses, and in October, 1882, he appeared at a

concert given in the neighbouring parish of

Charlton by the choir of St. Luke's Church. He
was announced in the programme in his proper

name of Hobson. He sang '' Love in the

Lowther," ''The Language of Love," and two

other songs, his accompanist at the pianoforte

being his wife.

Leslie, however, was frequently at Woolwich,

and at the Christmas season, if in England, he

had two engagements which he invariably dis-

charged year after year. One was to attend a

performance of the annual pantomime on his

apprentice-stage at the Royal Artillery Theatre,

and afterwards to ''go round " for a talk with his

old confederates, some of whom are still on the

same boards. The other engagement was to

patronise the children's burlesque at the house of

his friend Vincent in Burrage Road, Plumstead,

for which he painted an admirable drop-scene.

Miss Farren, and others of the profession,

similarly honoured, in company with Leslie, the

" Burrage Town Theatre." In 1889, when the

Gaiety people were in America with Monte
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Cristo, the outside of the programme was embel-

lished, as here shown, by Mr. Horace Mills,

author and actor, who afterwards appeared at the

Gaiety In the burlesque of Carmen up-to-Date.

Leslie once proposed that the embryo Cinder-

Ellen should be played by the children's com-

f»Arjxoi«!ri3ytB ©ELA.eoisr, isss"-©

THE FORTY THIEVES.
A New Version.

% W. T. cj- K. VI^CEJiT, =^

Authors of " Beauty and tlie Beast," " Cinderella," " Sl'>epinR

lic'auty," ".JHck and the Beanstalk," "Red Riding Hood,"^
' Aladdin," " Babes in the Wood," kc, io. ^^\

With Musical and other assistance from Mr. FreS^

Leslie, Miss Nellie Farren, Messrs. Arthur Sf Uorace^;,^^

Mills, Mr. B. J. nancoch, F.C.O , Miss F. Vincent:

Musical Director - Mrs. KA-TB VINCENT.
Stage Manager - Miss FLORRIB VINCENT.
General Manager - Mr. W, T. VINCENT.

pany at Plumstead, in order to prepare for the

production at the Gaiety, but other counsels

prevailed.

The Touchstone Dramatic Club was a small

and carefully selected company of amateur

actors at Woolwich, and Mr. Leslie was chosen

its president. More than one of its members
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have made successful figures upon the London

stage.

On two occasions Fred attended the annual

dinner of the Club ; the first time was on June

15th, 1886, soon after he had been elected its

president. In responding to the toast of his

health, proposed by Mr. H. Webber, the chair-

man, he expressed the pride he felt at standing in

his native town, close to the scenes of his early

efforts, amongst his townsmen and friends, their

honoured guest. Friendship had its bias, he

said, but there was no applause so sweet as that

of a friend. Barry Sullivan w^as one night

playing at Wigan before a scanty audience, and

yet played so well that a fellow-actor expressed

surprise. Sullivan took him to the peep-hole in

the curtain and said :
" You see that man in front

;

he is from my town." It was this same actor too,

who was so sensible of appreciation that one

night, playing " Hamlet " to a very cold audience,

he walked down to the front and exclaimed, *' If

you don't applaud, I can't act." The art which

they loved and practised had, he said, its trials

as well as its triumphs, and they might well

understand how he, in his earlier struggles, and

almost despairing of ever being recognised as an

actor, was buoyed up by reflecting that the eyes

of his relatives and friends at Woolwich were

upon him, and many a time had he been stirred
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to his Strongest exertions by the thought that

there might be one of his townspeople In front.

In those days he had dreamed of great achieve-

ments, and his highest ambition was to hear one

day In the distant future, a '' Well done " from

his good old town, but he never thought, In his

wildest moments, of being the president of its

leading dramatic institution. No honour or

reward greater than this could any one covet, and

he should ever treasure it near to his heart.

During the evening Mr. Leslie sang his

*' Influenza Serenade," and his entrance song

from J^7'/> Van Winkle.

In the year follow^Ing, on Dec. i6th, 1887,

Leslie took the chair at the Touchstone dinner,

and there was a representative local gathering,

including Col. E. Hughes, M.P. for the borough.

The president proposed the ''Touchstone Club
"

and made two or three characteristic speeches,

chiefly of a local tendency. Mr. Horace Mills,

who was a member of the club, responded to a

toast given in honour of Mr. Leslie and himself,

as joint authors of the Gaiety burlesque of '' Miss

Esmeralda." Leslie was afterwards toasted as

*' The Prince of Comedy and Burlesque."



CHAPTER IV

PROGRESS

Fortune and victory sit on thy helm.—Richard III.

Although he cannot be said to have made much

advance while at the Follv Theatre, the abiHties

of our young actor, tested in so many ways, had

begun to be noticed by habitual playgoers, and

although he had still long to wait for the recogni-

tion which he craved, he had already a consider-

able following of admirers. Neither had the

managers of such theatres as were on the look-

out for new talent failed to discern the buddino-

genius, and Fred had no sooner been set free by

Miss Dolaro than he had several offers of engage-

ments. He was, however, then and always,

ambitious for greater things, and he took a little

time to decide his next move.

After his success as '' Mum-Pumby " he had a

desire to play the peer of fat men, **Falstaff."

But this was only one of his ideas of floating on

the wings of the legitimate drama. ''Cardinal

Wolsey " v/as another of his aspirations, in

addition to '' Lear," already mentioned, and many
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more. However, the result of his deliberations

and negotiations was an undertaking to appear at

the Alhambra Theatre in a comic opera, for the

run of the piece, at eight guineas per week.

The Alhambra, which passed through several

transformations before it became the present

popular music hall, was at that time offering Its

patrons pieces of the spectacular and comic-

operatic order, as being

the best suited to its vast

dimensions ; and it was

under these conditions

that the powers of Fred

Leslie, having full scope

and genial encouragement,

were for the first time

adequately displayed be-

fore a London audience.

October 6th, 1879, the

date upon which he first

trod the Alhambra stage,

entrusted with the lead-

ing part of '' The Marquis

de Manicamp," in the comic opera of La Petite

Mademoiselle, was a date to be remembered with

pride, for Leslie, though limited to a youthful part,

and having no occasion to show more than one

side of his talent, was invested with Important

work, assisted not only by some taking songs.

FRED LESLIE AS MARQUIS IN

PETITE MADEMOISELLE '

LA
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which displayed to the best advantage the rich-

ness of his voice, but by his handsome presence

as the dashing cavalier of the story. The follow-

ing was the cast of

LA PETITE MADEMOISELLE.

Boisvillette (an officer of the

Fronde) .... Mr. Knight Aston.

The Marquis of Manicamp
(of the Royal Army) . . Mr. Fred Leslie.

Juvigne (lieut. in the same) Mr. L. Kelleher.
Filonfini (High Steward of

the Palais Cameroni) . Mr. Frank Hall.

Marmiton (a charcutier) . Mr. C. Power.

La Petite Mademoiselle . Miss Constance Loseby.

Taboureau (landlord of the

Pine Apple Inn) . . Mr. Harry Paulton.

Jacqueline (Taboureau's

better half) . . . Miss Emma Chambers.
Madelon (Marmiton'swife) . Miss Alice May.

The production was a perfect success, and

Leslie, as he bowed to the thunders of applause

after the curtain fell, seemed to have reached the

hour of his triumph. His special admirers were

delighted, and looked at last, with a fervent

expectation, for the bestowal of public honours

upon their favourite. But they were still dis-

appointed, for the press notices were barren in

the extreme. The heartiest compliment came

from TAe Standard, which said :

" Mr. Leslie played and sang particularly well as 'The Marquis,'

and shows a special ability for this style of entertainment. His
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song, when in disguise as a peasant, ' I am from Country

Parts,' was capitally rendered, and throughout he did a great

deal to enliven a not very cheerful evening."

The £7^a thought that he was ''efficient," and

"sang the music fairly."

La Petite Mademoiselle was, however, played to

the thorough satisfaction of crowded houses for

over two months, when a Christmas piece

entitled Rotho7nago had to be introduced,

according to prior arrangements, and Leslie had

no part in it. He was, however, immediately

engaged for a provincial tour, and, having a few

days to spare, took the opportunity of entering

into wedlock. He was married at St. Paul's

Church, Deptford, on December 20th, 1879, to

the sweetheart of hi3 childhood, Louie, second

daughter of Mr. William Agate, at that time

resident at New Cross. Until then Fred had

continued to live in his old town, sometimes in

his mother's house and sometimes in bachelor

lodgings, travelling to and from London daily.

But when he married he took a house at New
Cross, No. 75 Shardeloes Road, which was his

home for some years.

Fred's wedding day was a Saturday, and on the

same day he and his wife started for Glasgow,

where he had to open on the Monday following

with the ''Madame Favart Comic Opera Com-

pany." He played "Hector" for one month,

VOL. I. E
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MRS. FRED LESLIE
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the part of "Pont Sable" being taken by Mr.

Beerbohm Tree, who, in a letter written from the

Haymarket Theatre quite recently, says :

" Leslie and I first met on this tour of Madame Favart, and

our relations were always of the pleasantest. It was, I think,

soon after we both started in the theatrical profession, and

Leslie came down to Glasgow to play the tenor part. He sub-

sequently played * Favart,' and later again he played the

' Marquis de Pont Sable ' in London. This trio is in itself a

remarkable record of versatility. In my opinion Leslie would

have distinguished himself in any branch of our art, and to the

public it is, in one sense, a deprivation that he should hove

been so constant with that branch in which he was pre-eminent."

The three parts he played in Favart, as

noticed by Mr. Beerbohm Tree, acquired for him

three distinct reputations. He was ''Charles

Favart" in America, ''Hector" in the English

provinces, and " Pont Sable " in London—an

arrangement which, as chance would have it, was

never varied.

At Glasgow, although it was midwinter, Fred

and his young wife spent a happy honeymoon.

In a letter to Harry Nelson, he wrote as

follows :

'^ Louie is enjoying the situation immensely, our only regret

being that we didn't take your advice and get married before

we did. Ours was a very happy though somewhat broken-up

Christmas, as I had two performances to attend. I am glad to

say I ' knocked ' them in ' Hector,' though I did not satisfy

myself, and I think it is likely I shall continue on with the
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leslie s house in shardeloes road, new cross

(sketched by a neighbour)
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company until I am in requisition at the Globe. Friday,

Saturday, and Monday we have three performances on each

day, the first show being at 11.30 a.m ! What d'ye think of

that ?
"

He was, however, destined at that time to go

not to the Globe Theatre, but back to the big

Alhambra Theatre, entering into an engagement

with Mr. C. Morton, the manager, to play leading

i 'illl.^'^^ ^- „ ^™-».^ .-^~—e.^...^.-, .

•'>.^'

NEW BRIGHTON

parts at a salary of ^10 per week. Writing from

the Prince of Wales's Theatre, Liverpool, on the

14th of March, 1880, he .*^ays :

" I am pleased to say I am engaged at the Alhambra, and

return to London Sunday week. The Globe fell through

somehow, but particularly on account of my inability to be

present at the necessary number of rehearsals. The weather is

fine, and we spend our days at New Brighton—a quiet little
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seaside place three miles down. Business has been very good,

and press notices very fair."

His return to the Alhambra (April 19th) was the

beginning of another success for the theatre and

for LesHe. The opera presented was La Fille

die Tambour Major, in which, avoiding the more

picturesque characters, he chose to play an old

nobleman, the ''Due della Volta," of whom he

gave a most artistic sketch. The cast was as

follows :

LA FILLE DU TAMBOUR MAJOR.

Stella .

Duchess della Volta

The Abbess .

Griolet (drummer)

Captain Robert

Due della Volta .

Bambini

Clampas (innkeeper)

Gregorio (gardener)

Tambour Major .

Miss Constance Loseby.

Miss Fanny Edwards.
Miss Sallie Turner.

Miss Fannie Leslie.

Mr. W. Carleton.

Mr. Fred Leslie.

Mr. L. Kelleher.

Mr. C. Power.

Mr. R. Sweetman.
Mr. F. Mervin.

Leslie had a hearty reception from the first-

nighters, who had not been slow to discover in

him something more than mediocrity, and they

gave him a double round of applause at his

entrance. The newspapers, however, continued to

ignore him ;
and he thought that the critics must

have come to a fixed resolution to treat him with

silence. His friends buoyed him up with assur-

ances that the writers for the press were but

mortal and had their preferences, like other
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people, for the stars high in the firmament, and

that he, who was barely over the horizon, must

be content with pleasing a few thousand persons

TAMBOUR major: MR. F. MERVIN DUG DELLA VOLTA : MR. FRED LESLIE

nightly and wait his turn to be worshipped.

Almost as provoking as silence was anonymous

approval. Occasionally the papers w^ould refer
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incidentally to ''that funny old Duke at the

Alhambra," or "the clever impersonation of

senility to be witnessed at the theatre in Leicester

Square," the actor's name always suppressed in a

manner really tantalising. Most actors have

probably passed through the same experience and

know its bitterness. Anyhow, Leslie was always

of opinion that in the whole of his theatrical life

he never played any part with more finish than

the " Due della Volta."

And yet The Times, which In a critical article

spoke favourably of Miss Constance Loseby, Miss

Fannie Leslie, Mr. Carlton, Mr. Kelleher and

Mr. Mervin, said not one word, good, bad, or

indifferent, about poor Fred Leslie, or the " Due

della Volta'' which he created.

Even the Era, In a column notice full of

praises for all the rest of the cast, could only grant

one line to say that

—

" Mr. Fred Leslie sustained the ' Due della Volta ' with

effect."

The part, however, which paved the way to his

future ascendency was doubtless that of " Faust,"

in Herve's Mefistofele II. which came next at the

Alhambra. It was produced on December 20th,

1880, with the following distribution of characters :

MEFISTOFELE II.

Marguerite .... Miss Constance Loseby.
Mefisto .... Miss St. Quinten.
Valentine .... }Ir. Lionel Brough.
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Faust

Brander

Herr Tilling

Siebel .

Mr. Fked Leslie.

Mr. C. Power.

Mr. Kelleher.

Madame Rose Bell.

Leslie's transformation in the course of this

play from drivelling age to sparkling youth,

brought the variety of his accomplishments into

FRED LESLIE AS " YOUNG FAUST

full relief, and his audiences were startled bv the

cleverness of the contrast. When, a year or so

later, an actor was wanted to play the youth and

age of ''Rip Van Winkle," who so fit as the

gifted representative of " Faust "
? At this time,

however, he was still looking for his fortune in
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the paths of comedy, or even tragedy, those being

the paths which others had followed to glory, and

he despaired of ever reaching the heights of his am-

bition In mere comic opera or poor burlesque. He
had recently (on August

nth, 1880) made an

attempt to rise upon

other wings by appear-

ing In a comedy drama

entitled Marie, or a \Re-

publican Marriage, pro-

duced at the Olympic

by Miss hizzie Coote,

but derived no satisfac-

tion from the effort, and

was almost In despair.

To those around him he

appeared to be already

climbing the ladder with

the certainty of reaching

the summit, and they ex-

horted him to be ofgood

couraofe. Said one :

FRED LESLIE AS " OLD FAUST '"When a man has gifts that

no other man has, that man is

priceless. Be patient, Fred ; take your time, and the world

will find you out.'

" 'But,' he replied, 'the world is so slow, and will not see

any one who does not force hiraself forward. It seems to me
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that my fault lies in having no mannerisms. Nearly all the great

actors have some peculiarity which makes them notorious.'

" 'And they succeed in spite of their defects, because they

excel'

"
' No, they would not succeed so well without their defects;

people love them for their infirmities. But there is another

door open for promotion, however, and that is the door of the

actor-manager. When I have saved enough money I will take

a theatre of my own.'

" 'To lose your money, Fred, and worry your life out.'

" 'No, I am sure it will pay. The quickest way to become a

famous actor is to be your own manager."

His ''Faust" drew crowds to the theatre, but

the newspapers were still reticent, and Fred was

still depressed by the inability of the critics to see

him in his own light, failing to find satisfaction in

such equivocal praise* as the following, which

appeared in Tke Times,

" Mr. Fred Leslie's ' Faust ' was not without good features

from a vocal point of view."

That was all the writer thought need be said of

the still unknown Fred Leslie.

The professional Era, however, began to see

with the eyes of the public, and somewhat allayed

the young actor's chagrin by the following notice :

". . . . Dr. Faust (Mr. Fred Leslie) educates his pupils upon

the principle of Mr. Squeers, and gives them practical lessons

especially upon love, which the Doctor says he can prove by

philosophy, is really nothing better than indigestion. He
illustrates his theory by references to the birds and animals of

the creation, and great laughter was caused by Mr. Leslie's
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imitations of the bull, the dog, the parrot, and the turkey in a

song called ' The Analysis of Love,' which the vocalist had to

repeat two or three times with other farmyard imitations of a

droll character Dr. Faust, however, in attempting to

teach the heroine philosophy is speedily conquered by love

:

and when he is about to administer the cane, passion touches

his heart and stays his hand. Then he regretfully gives vent to

his feelings in a song ' What have I Lost now Youth is Fled.'

This Mr. Leslie sings with considerable taste, as, in fact, he

does all his music in the opera The clever singing and

acting of Mr. Fred Leslie must be warmly praised." ^

The Daily Telegraph also generously said :

"As 'Faust ' Mr. F. Leslie makes a success, which is greater

perhaps in the ancient than in the rejuvenated phase of the

doctor's career. His make-up could not be improved, and,

besides singing fairly well, he acts in a frank and manly way."

Praise not fulsome, but oh, so rare, so sweet

!

For the deception which changes Old '' Faust
"

into a young man Fred had a trick which used to

astonish the spectators. His heavy-looking cloak,

wig and cap were really made of the lightest and

flimsiest material, and in one piece—or rather in

tw^o pieces, for the cloak was divided behind and

merely held together, back and front, by running

laces. A moment before the transformation Fred

had simply to unfasten some attachment at the

throat and the whole thinor was loose. Where he

stood were two small holes in the stage, up which

came two hands and grasped two buttons hanging

from his robe, and at the given signal snatched
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away the whole of the outer raiment, leaving

'' Faust" standing on the same spot, a young and

gay gallant.

Then a mirror was thrown on, and caught by

*' Faust," who glanced with joy and admiration

at his rejuvenated features, and flung the mirror

behind him. The result, after a night or two,

was, that the glass struck one of the corJ>s de ballet

and cut her forehead so severely that she had to

be taken to a hospital, and Fred made her a

liberal allowance. He never threw away the

glass again, and, remembering this accident, he

was ever afterwards most careful, in all his artifices,

to do nothing which might imperil the people

about the stage.

Another misadventure less serious occurred

about this time owing to Fred's irrepressible habit

of mischievous fun, whereby a short-sighted

member of the chorus at the Alhambra "took a

curtain call." He was an old acquaintance of

Leslie's and was passing him on the stage after

the close of the performance of Mefistofele. The

principals had been summoned and the audience

were still clamouring for their reappearance, it

being only the second or third night of the piece.

The chorus gentleman was a little confused by the

crowded stage, and asked Fred which was the

way '' off." '' Sharp round to the right," said Fred

in the spirit of frolic, and the unknown singer was.
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an Instant later, before the curtain, much to the

astonishment of the audience and himself. But

this was a serious joke, and Leslie had to go

before the Board of Directors next day and offer

an explanation and apology.

Fred, however, could never restrain his pro-

pensity, though It often got him Into such scrapes,

and no one was safe from his wit, not even the

eminent and much respected M. JacobI, so long at

the head of the Alhambra orchestras, both during

its theatrical experience and its later development.

M. JacobI had a special aversion to draughts of

air. Fred Leslie, Lionel Brough, and Miss

Constance Loseby were once going through a new

trio in the small rehearsal room, and JacobI was at

the pianoforte. Knowing the Maestro's particular

objection to whiffs of wind, Fred, standing behind

him, fanned him with his music sheet, and Jacobi

pulled up the collar of his coat. The process was

repeated, and the singing was stopped while some

one, at the conductor's request, closed the door.

But the breeze continued, and JacobI, exclaiming

against the irrepressible draughts, ran up the stairs

and bitterly reproached a woman who was at work

near an open window. The closing of the window,

however, did not suppress the wind, and the vexed

musician cut short the rehearsal.

Herve's comic opera served to fill the house

for three months or so, when something more
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novel seemed to be in demand, and on March 28th,

1 88 1, the Alhambra management presented the

comic opera of Jeanne, Jeannette, and Jeanneton,

in which Fred represented " Briolet " and made

up as a youth in his teens. Notwithstanding his

success as old men, he was constantly complaining

that his managers would not give him comic or

strong character parts. They much preferred

treating him as handsome young men usually like

to be treated, and putting him upon the stage in

picturesque style, making him, he said, a mere

doll when he was yearning for intellectual work.

His appearances at the Royalty, the Folly, and

the Alhambra Theatres, and his first tours in

England and America, w^ere marked in a large

measure by personifications of this flavourless

and unprofitable nature, with a few notable ex-

ceptions, in which must be included his '' Due

della Volta " at the Alhambra and the fat old

" Mum-Pumby" at the Folly. Of his three parts

in Favart he liked the ancient " Marquis de Pont

Sable " by far the most.

The following was the cast for the principal

parts in

JEANNE, JEANNETTE, AND JEANNETON.

Jeanne .

Jeannette

Jeanneton

Marquis de Noce .

Prince de Soiibise

Miss Alice May.

Miss St Quinten,

Miss Constance Loseby
Mr. W. H. Woodfield.
Ivlr. W. S. Penley.
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Briolet Mr. Fred Leslie.

La Grenade . . . . Mr. L. Kelleher.

D'Auberval .... Mr. A. Collini.

In Jeanne, Jeaunette, anel Jeanneton, Fred had

an occasion to prove his presence of mind.

Even old actors are sometimes nonplussed by

something unforeseen happening during their

performances. Others, on the contrary, seem

equal to any emergency, and of these was Fred

Leslie. In one scene he represented a non-

commissioned officer who had to post certain

sentries (members of the chorus) and sing with

them. They were all dressed in expensive

uniforms of white cloth, and were exceedingly

smart in appearance. Observing one of these

gentlemen " snuffling," he approached and found

that he had a sudden attack of bleeding at the

nose, and was doing his best while standing at

" attention " to avert the threatened injury to his

garments. In a moment Fred exclaimed *' Right

turn, quick march !

" and the soldier disappeared

from the stage, to the vexation first, and the

admiration next, of the stage-manager.

In 1880 and 1881, while at the Alhambra,

Leslie found opportunity to play comedy on

several occasions at the Crystal Palace Theatre,

appearing at afternoon performances as follows :

September 23rd, 1880, "Sir John Vesey " in Money.

November 4th, 1880, "Sir Peter Teazle " in The School for

Scandal.
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December gth, 1880, " Barlow " in A Hundred Thousand

Pounds.

March loth, 1881, " Dr. Ollapod " in The Poor Gentleman.

He also had opportunities of appearing at the

Globe Theatre, both in T/ie School for Scandal

and in The Rivals. In the latter he played

*' Sir Anthony Absolute." In the former the

cast was as follows :

SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL.

Sir Peter Teazle

Sir Oliver Surface

Sir Benjamin Backbit

Joseph Surface

Charles Surface

Crabtree

Careless

Rowley

Moses

Snake

Trip .

Mrs. Candour
Lady Sneerwell

Lady Teazle

Mr. F. Leslie.

Mr. E. Lyons.

Mr. Beerbohm Tree.

Mr. Geo. Strathmore.

Mr. C. Cartwright.

Mr. H. Proctor.

Mr. R. Lyons.

Mr. A. Redwood.
Mr. H. P. Russell.

Mr. Elmore.
Mr. A. G. Andrews.
Miss Cicely Nott.

Miss Rose Lloyd.

Mrs. Bernard Beere.

For these efforts he received little approval

and no encouragement. But he was fairly happy

at the Alhambra. Jeanne, Jeannette, and

Jeanneton was a pretty play and had a pleasant

run of three months, when it was followed, on

July 4th, 1 88 1, by The Bronze Horse, a comic

opera described as a ''Japanese Spectacle," by

Howard Paul. In this Leslie made his last

appearance under his engagement at the

Alhambra. The cast was thus arranged :

VOL. I. F

\
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THE BRONZE HORSE.

(Superbly mounted— of course !)

Prince Toko .

The Gieat Bamboo
Miyako (a farmer) .

Yanko (labourer) .

Peki

Sou-Sou .

The Princess Stella

Ousi

Tamba .

Mr. Fred Leslie.

Mr. Harry Paulton.

Mons. Rene.Longrois.
Mr. Louis Kelleher.
Miss Fannie Leslie.

Miss Alice May.

Madame Paula.

Miss Violet Melnotte.
Miss M. Newton.

Leslie did not like his part, which gave him no

chance of scoring, and the press notices were

more meagre than ever. His acting and singing

were, however, as greatly admired in this as in

previous works, and a musical friend says :

"In 1881, when Leslie was suffering from non-appreciation

of his splendid acting at the Alhambra, while a Frenchman

(never since heard of) was lauded to the skies, I was under-

going a similar experience, and he wrote me a letter of

sympathy, in which he said :

" 'It was ever thus. Foreign talent preferred—for a time—to

the native. In my case I have deeply felt the unfair encourage-

ment given to invaders; Monsieur heralded, greeted and praised

by the press, while I have to accept as fair criticisms such

remarks as " F. Leslie is very stiff as the Prince." I think

America will see me soon, and I hope to fare better with the

Yanks.—Sincerely yours, Frederick Leslie.'"

There were, however, occasionally discovered

among the less prominent lights of the press, a

few pleasant words. For instance. Society of Jan.

1 2th, 1 88 1, said :
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" Mr. Frederick Leslie, of the Alhambra company, appears

to be rapidly coming to the front. We have so few tenors who

can act, or actors who can sing, that a young addition to the

list is heartily to be welcomed."

Mr. Leslie's voice, however, was not a tenor,

but a light baritone.

PRINCE TOKO AND PRINCESS STELLA (fRED LESLIE

AND MADAME PAULA)

His acquaintance with the Alhambra (reckon-

ing the brief interval) lasted nearly two years,

during which he received the greatest possible

kindness and assistance from Mr. Charles Morton,
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the Directors of the Company, and everybody

about the place. His salary was raised to

^12 for Mefistofele II, and Jeanne, Jeannette,

and Jeanneton, and to ;^i5 for The Bronze

Horse.

%



CHAPTER V

AMERICA

Hail, Columbia! happy land.—Hopkinson.

Before quitting the Alhambra, which he did with

regret, LesHe had been offered and accepted his

first American tour, rightly conceiving that If

there were In England any prejudice against

young actors, there might be a chance in a new
country of making a new start.

In a letter, dated 75, Shardeloes Road, New-

Cross, S.E., July 8th, 1 88 1, he said :

" .... I am just off to town to settle either for Henderson

or America, and I think it will be the latter, as I am disgusted

with the poor press appreciation (bar the dear old K. Z) of this

country. Monsieur with his obtrusive action, Herr with his

belly full of lager, or von Dutchman with his pipe, is heralded

first and then praised sky-high by the press, while a struggling

English actor has to put up with

' F. Leslie was stiff as the Prince.'

' F. Leslie was effective,'

' F. Leslie sang pleasantly.^

Ton my word, Tom, it does tempt one to try fresh fields, and

I think the Yanks will see me in September."

Having at length determined to try America,
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his great difficulty was with regard to his wife,

as he was anxious that she should accompany

him, and she was so reluctant to cross the

Atlantic that he, when he had made up his mind

to go, left her In charge of her mother at Clacton-

on-Sea.

Before the end of July he had signed an

engagement for the trip with Messrs. Comley and

Barton at ^25 a week, and on the 25th of August

he wrote from "Coolmore," Clacton-on-Sea

:

" Dear Tom,—I should so much hke to see you in the

Strand on Friday night next at 11. 10, as I start by the mid-

night from Euston. I finished at the old shop on Saturday

last, and open in New York on the 19th September."

His reception in the States was most cordial,

and his first letter was as follows :

" Haverly's Theatre, Brooklyn,

October 24///, 1 88 1.

" My dear Tom,—America has proved a trump card fcr

me, and a return here next year is inevitable. The field is

great and almost tenantless of ' acting baritones,' and my success

was immediate and prominent both with press and with public.

I have been wined and dined to my heart's (not to mention

my stomach's) content, and generally received and treated hos-

pitably. Excuse me for launching out at first all about myself,

but I know your first desire is to know how I fared, and I

must make that the excuse for my selfishness .... Theatrical

business generally is very great, and the prices high, hence the

ability of the manager to pay large salaries to his artists.
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'' October ^i^th, 1881.

"I thought you would Hke to know how the piece went here,

so refrained from finishing this letter last evening. The house

was good and exceptionally kind, yet not over-enthusiastic, but

number after number was encored, and the press of this morn-

ing gives me a lift By-the-bye, what a frightful journe

I had ! and how I cursed America and its managers for dragging

me across that pond. I am busy trying to secure a suitable

piece to bring to London and open in on my return, and I am

pleased to tell you that in all probability I shall play ' Sir Peter

'

for a matinee at New York, where we return in January for a

few weeks."

Not only the American public but the American

press shed copious applause upon the English

'' star," and Fred (who called himself " Frederick
"

over there, out of respect to the well-bred

American contempt for slang) was, for the first

time in his stage career, thoroughly satisfied.

The theatre was Haverly's Fifth Avenue, and

the stock piece was Mada7ne Favart. He
played ''Charles Favart," concerning which the

newspaper notices came out by the hundred all

as one chorus of profuse praise. The Spirit of

the Times (New York, September 24th, 1881)

may be quoted as a by no means extravagant

example

:

"Artistically, Frederick Leslie made the hit of the evening.

Tall, handsome, a fine actor, an excellent singer, and with the

personal magnetism which charms the public in Joe Emmett,

Mr. Leslie carried off the honours easily and found nobody

with whom to divide them."
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Fred also played '' Dom Brasiero" in Lecocq's

opera of Manola at the same theatre on February

6th, 1882, and was highly commended. He

caused shouts of laughter by the way in which he

worked a wooden arm. Olivette was also played,

Leslie's part being generally commented upon in

the following strain :

" It was left for Mr. Frederick Leslie to take the hitherto

inane and be-littled part of the ' Due des Ifs,' and make it

stand out as the cleverest and most enjoyable character of the

piece Moreover, Mr. Leslie can pronounce his French

with a faultless accent."

The New York Music Review said of Manola

:

" Mr. Fred Leslie as ' Dom Brasiero ' was the one redeeming

feature of the performance. An artist like this renders even

opera bouffe endurable ; his facial expression, innate sense of

humour, power of characterisation, graceful bearing, and ready

command of the subtle details of his art, are of a high order of

excellence, seldom to be met with on the English or American

stage. His business, especially in the management of the cork

arm, was simply perfect."

The same verdict was passed everywhere, and

the following came to The Turf, Field and Farm
from New Orleans :

" I cannot let pass this opportunity of paying the tribute of

our cordial admiration to the very best light comedian who has

appeared on oar boards since Sothern, Mr. Frederick Leslie.

May we see him again and often, and in parts better suited to

his high ability. We were also highly pleased to note that
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Mr. Leslie is not only a fine actor, but a good horseman. Last

week, in the presence of a few friends, he gave a most fine

display of horsemanship."

The tour was to have extended over eight

months, but it had barely reached half the term

when it came to a premature and sudden

termination. In a letter written on the voyage

home, and dated "R.M.S. Celtic, Feb. 20th, 1882,

Leslie says

:

" I suppose you are wondering at my sudden return. Well,

so am I ; but the fact is I have been so terribly home-sick, and

trouble with our prima-donna, coupled with a splendid offer to

play the ' Marquis de Pont Sable ' in Madame Favart at the

New Avenue Theatre, have all combined to drag me back to

dear Old England. But, I am sorry to say, Tom, America is

the place ; and back I must go in August, accompanied by

wife and boy, to fulfil an engagement with Messrs. Barton and

Comley for three years at the progressive salary of £,2^ per

week first year, ^£^35 second, and ;£40 the third. Had a grand

concert last evening ; Canon Knox Little, of Manchester, ac-

companied me— ' Church and Stage.'

"

The shortening of his engagement with Messrs.

Comley and Barton was, no doubt, mainly due to

the jealousy, discontent, and general unpleasant-

ness of a member of the company, who made

matters disagreeable all round. The rift was the

"trouble with our prima donna" mentioned in the

foregoing letter, and the subject was much

criticised, to the prima donna's disadvantage, in
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the American press. It afterwards furnished

Fred with a theme for satire.

When requested by his friend the Editor of

TAe Entracte to write a contribution to his

Annual, Fred, though he beHeved he could build

up plays, replied that he did not assume or aspire

to a literary character, and did not care to appear

in print. He was, however, persuaded to try his

hand, and fell back upon this American tour, his

observations upon which were published in The

Entracte Aiimial oi 1885, under the heading of

"THE AMIABLE OPERA COMPANY.
" We were fifty-two strong, including chorus, and all friendly

—fancy that ! Our prima donna

—

place aux dames—was one of

the most charming of donne^ and really cared for and was

friendly with the contralto, who, in return, lauded her (the

P.D.) to the skies, and dwelt on the perfection of her trill, which

further evoked from the aforesaid P.D. an eulogium on the

remarkable clearness of the lower register of the C. Why, our

tenor was actually en rapporie with the ist low comedian and

baritone, and the T. and ist L.C. invited the B. to their

respective clubs to chew and chat over the best means to

mutually benefit each other in the approaching new piece.

"'Look here,' said Commy to Barry, 'this is really your

scene, dear boy, and I wouldn't think of doing anything for fear

of spoiling you. I will speak my lines as they are written, and

give you every cue.''

"
' No,' responded the baritone, * it is your opportunity and

yours alone, and I shall insist upon playing into your hands.'

" Then the tenor suggested he would cut his pet song—the

numero de resistance^ a catchy cantabile movement, sure of three

encores in the middle of the second act—because he thought it
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unfair to Tony, coming half an hour before his serenade in G.

The first old man, aged 70, deferred all stage business to the

latest masher addition, and insisted upon the adoption of

most of his suggestions, and never once said, ' Ah ! when I

played with Charles Kean, etc' Why our soubrette saw some-

thing really good in the acting of our first old woman, and the

latter assured the former she was never in her younger days the

actress she, the soubrette, was. Then the gentlemen of the

chorus all admired one another's voices, and you might have

espied a knot of some six tenors in a corner admitting that the

principal tenor's voice was a first-rate one, and that they could

quite understand his holding the position, and never hoped

themselves to reach it. Not one of the baritone choristers had

ever played the Captain on tour, or said—What, never ? And
each believed the other's voice to be stronger and more phrase-

able than his. The contralto and soprano ladies of the chorus,

with noses aquiline, praised those with the nez retrotisse and vice

versa. The treasurer and box-oflice keeper did one another's

work, and the manager loved, and was loved by, all. The stage

hands were non-expectorants, and the ladies were quite vexed

at the clean condition of the stage. The artists' dressing-rooms

were actually papered and carpeted and comfortably upholstered,

and kept, oh, so nice and clean ! The wardrobe-keeper insisted

upon putting pockets in the costumes, and quite overdoing the

number of buttons and hooks and eyes, and never once gave us

green tights when we wanted brown, and said that was the

nearest she could get. The property-man was kind and cour-

teous, and never said ' Won't a sword do ? ' when we needed a

gun. The introduction of songs was insisted on by our musical

director, who further never pressed punctuality at rehearsals, at

which seats were provided for the chorus ladies and gentlemen.

We were, indeed, happy.
" Fred Leslie."

Although the Httle eruption In America was
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much commented upon In the dramatic papers,

they all relieved Leslie from any participation In

the fault o" the censure. It was Indeed his

constant aim to avoid giving cause for annoyance

or even jealousy, and he could hardly be blamed

for the comparisons which were made to his

advantage In the press. To show the good

feelmg which prevailed generally among the

members of the Comley and Barton company, the

followlnof letter, addressed to the JVew York

Mirro7' by one of the artists, Mr. Fred H. Frear,

may be cited :

" New York, Jan. 14^/1, 1881.

" Dear Sir,—I notice in the last issue of your paper an article

taking Mr. Frederick Leslie (our Duke) to task for leaving the

stage during the singing of the song, ' Bob up Serenely,' by

myself.

" I wish to state 'hat it was at my request that Mr. Leslie left

the stage.

" I will state further that Mr. Leslie willingly conceded the

song to me, which rightly belonged to him, and does me

another great favour by retiring from the stage during its sing-

ing, thus surrendering the entire scene and situation to me.

" Please hasten to make this correction in your valuable paper,

and by so doing you will confer a great favour on myself and

correct an error which would otherwise do a genial gentleman,

a thorough artist, and a royal good fellow, an injustice.

"Respectfully yours,

" Fred. H. Frear,

" ' Coquelicot,' Comley-Barton Opera Company,

Haverly's Fifth Avenue Theatre."
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On the whole, Leslie was much gratified with

his visit to America. In a letter to Mr. Edwin

H. Shear, one of his earliest and most enthusiastic

admirers, written from the Royal Avenue Theatre

on the 13th of March, 1882 (after the production

of Madame Favart), he said :

" America and Americans pleased me greatly : the entertain-

ment afforded the eye by the former, and the kind hospitality

extended to a stranger by the latter, quite won my heart—not

surprising when I add that in five months they voted me to

a position I never attained in England in five years. I have

left many good friends behind me. Then again my health

and voice improved, and the climate agreed with me so well

that I could not resist the offer to return for three successive

seasons, at a progressive salary which no London manager

could afford to pay.

"Referring to my first 'appearance as the 'Marquis' last

evening, I do so hope you were not in front, or your estimation

of my abilities would, I fear, be shaken, as I was far from

good in the part.

" For your many kind expressions I thank you, and remain,

" Yours very truly,

" Frederick Leslie."

The following, which he left In his writing desk,

appears to have been the commencement of an

article on " Americanisms "
:

"The terseness of Americans finds great play in matters

theatrical.

" For instance, we ask a manager ' How was the show ? Big

biz ? ' and he answers ' We opened to a rush of air and played

to a draught.'
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" A managing actor leaving a town on Saturday was requested

to announce that a brother managing actor was to succeed him

on the Monday. He was afterwards asked if he had executed

the commission, and he repHed, ' I was just about to speak the

words when the man walked out.'

" Once a showman, finding his rival's theatre full (of orders),

asked him if he was going to ' cut it up for snow !

'

" On the other hand, when a theatre is having a good run,

it is the usual thing to say ' We had to take the paper off the

walls.'

" And when a certain piece was played in which figured the

Three Graces, business was so bad that the manager gravely

proposed to reduce the Graces to two."



CHAPTER VI

LONDON AGAIN

Our expectation fails y and most oft there

Where most it promises.—All's Well that Ends Well.

Leslie had been called for by Mons. Marius to

assist at the opening of the New Avenue Theatre,

but he signed only for one month. The well-tried

Madame Favart was

played, Mons. Marius In

his old part of "Charles,"

Miss Florence St. John

as "Madame," and Mr.

F. Leslie as " The Mar-

quis de Pont Sable."

The opening night was

on March nth, 1882,

and there was a bril-

liant audience, and a

hearty reception for the
MONS. MARIUS

actors and the play,

which was very fairly presented. The Prince of

Wales was one of the audience.

The papers gave glowing descriptions of the
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new theatre ; little was required to be said about

a play so well known as Mada^jie Favart, and Mr.

F. Leslie failed to attract any particular observation

in his poi'trayal of the old nobleman.

But Madame Favart had already had a long

career, and had not sufficient strength to draw

remunerative crowds to the new and comparatively

little-known theatre in Northumberland Avenue.

The result was a severe ''frost," and, as the man-

agement could not pay the costumier, the actresses

and the actors had the mortification of seeing, one

unhappy day, their nice new dresses seized and

carried away. In this dilemma they had to

rummage out their wardrobe for something to

appear in at night, and make the best possible of

the old finery worn, and very much worn, during

the original production at the Strand Theatre.

Miss Florence St. John told me the story not long

ago with considerable glee.

" None of us," she said, "fitted our old clothes. I had grown

stouter and could not get the hooks and eyes together, but by-

stretching a bit and adding a bit here and there I was able to go

on, feeling as if I were in a strait waistcoat. Poor Miss Wadman
gave me a shock when she appeared, as Susanne, in a green

velvet frock of awful proportions, and hardly able to speak for

laughter, but when Fred presented himself as the Marquis dePont

Sable in Henry Ashley's old suit, I thought we should all have

had convulsions. The whole of the dress was bad enough, for

the figure of Ashley and the figure of Leslie had not one feature

in common ; but the great fun was the boots ! Ashley had a
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very small foot, and Leslie, being a big fellow, had got as far

into them as nature would allow, and then stopped. His toes

were about where his heels should be, and his heels were half

way up the calf. Having an old man's part, his shuffling gait

as he scraped along on his toes was probably not noticed by

the audience, but to us upon the stage each foot seemed to

be at least two feet long,

and the comical manner

in which he swept them

roundwas most ludicrous.

It was a merry night for

us, you may be sure, and

I fancy it tickled the

audience too. But the

crisis came near the end.

My dress was of pretty

stout material, though

ancient, and, as I was

careful not to overstrain

their strength, the things

behaved very well. But

in the last act, when I

was dressed as a pedlar

and had to stoop to sell

my wares, there was a

crash, and everybody

about me knew what had

happened. Fortunately I

was able to keep my face

to the audience, but I

was in agony at the thought of my exit, for which I should

be compelled to turn round. But Fred rose to the emergency,

and, taking off his cloak, threw it rompishly over me, and I

was able to make my retreat with honour Poor Fred

;

VOL. I. G

FRED LESLIE AS DON JOSE IN

" MANTEAUX NOIRS "
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he was always fond of a joke. He once sent me a poor

love-stricken youth, who had begged him for an introduc-

tion. The young fellow was very bad indeed. ' Do I,' he

said, with languishing eyes, ' indeed stand face to face with the

incomparable,' etc. ; I forget the speech. ' Indeed you do,'

said I, ' if she is all that.' ' Oh,' he exclaimed, with a deep

sigh, ' May I kiss your hand ?
'

' You may kiss my cheek if you

like,' I said, ' and I held it out to him.'

"

" And did he kiss you ?
"

" Ah, I must not tell."

i\fter the financial collapse referred to by Miss

St. John, Mr. Geo. Wood took over the theatre,

retaining the chief members of the company, and

on June 3rd Mada7}ie Favaj^t was replaced by

Mariteaicx Noirs. In this Leslie was allotted a

part which gave him much delight, that of the old

courtier " Don Jose de Manilla." The following

were in the cast :

MANTEAUX NOIRS.

Don Philip of Aragon (King Consort)

Don Jose de Manilla (Grand Chamberlain)

Don Luis de Rosamonte .

Dromez (the Miller) .

Nicholas (a Farmer) .

Isabel (Queen of Castille) .

Girola (the Belle of Valodos)

Mons. Marius.

Mr. Fred Leslie.

Mr. H. Bracey.

Mr. Chas. Groves.
Mr. Chas. Ashford.
Miss Minnie Byron.
Miss F. St. John.

The verdict both of public and press was

favourable, but the army of critics could not yet

be persuaded to recognise the young actor whom
they had so long and steadily Ignored. Never-

theless, he was honourably, if briefly, mentioned

in most of the papers.
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T/ie Times, after some general observations,

took notice of our hero in these words :

" The greatest success of the evening was a serenade by

M. Marius, with a feHne obbligato by Mr. Fred Leslie."

And Marius remarked, '' I would not have given

much for the serenade

withouttheobbligato."

But one of the first

of the London jour-

nalists to discover

talent in Fred Leslie

was the able dramatic

critic of the Daily

Telegraph. In his

notice of Maiiteaux

Noirs he said :

" It is small wonder that

the new comic opera, Man-

teaux Noirs ^ acted on Satur-

day night like champagne

upon an audience little

expecting much more than

a conventional success of

jaded jingle, forced fun,

and fantastic finery. It was

a surprise, for, strange to

say, the music was not

really comic.

fred leslie as don jose in

"manteaux noirs"

unwelcome and the book was

For the last advantage. Scribe was respon-

sible But another must garnish him, and a more

appreciative hand could not have been secured than that

1
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of Mr. Harry Paulton, possessing, as he

does, a fund of dry humour and original

quaintness that helped to make this

opera book one of the best-timed and

most serviceable that the stage has
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secured for some while past. The success of the opera,

however, did not begin and end with the book, for was not

Miss Florence St. John in her best voice and most radiant

manner singing with ease and acting with nature? was not

Mr. H. Bracy found to be a tenor who could make love

without affectation and bear himself with spirit and manliness ?

Did not M. Marius and Mr. Fred Leslie, by their acting,

judicious and appreciative, turn the second act into a play well

worth seeing apart from the music altogether ? .... It would

be an insult to Scribe to attempt to convey, in the hurried out-

line of a bald description, the trickeries, adventures, and spirit

of the story of Girola, the Belle of Valodos, whose loutish

fiance, a rustic miller, sells his chances of her hand and heart to

a romantic young officer of the Spanish court, who at night-

time hurries to the trysting-place, to claim his privileges and

his bride. The mere suggestion of such a scene—the old mill,

the moonlight night, the sacks of flour, the trap doors, the

expectant bride, brings out the true spirit of Scribe. Away from

the court come the susceptible Philip of Aragon, ever ready to

escape from the watchful glances of his jealous queen, and the

worried and much-exercised Grand Chamberlain Don Jose,

who has to play second in a love adventure for which he has

no appetite, having secretly married a charming countess of

whom he is profoundly jealous, and all these refined scamps

and libertines play hide and seek in the old mill on Girola's

wedding night, to the manifest approval of the audience. The

interest of the situation is centred on M. Marius and Mr. Fred

Leslie, who had it in their power to turn the deHcacy of light

comedy into the extravagance of farce. But they handled the

reins with a dexterous hand, and succeeded admirably. There

was a touch of fun in the susceptible King Consort, cleverly

introduced by Mr. Paulton, and as humorously caught by M.

Marius. The young King is of the most volatile and ardent

nature, effusive to all the women he meets, attentive to excess,

and compromising beyond the limits of social etiquette ; but.
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nothing daunted, he turns occasionally to his astonished Queen

with a deprecatory, ' Isabel, am I going too far? tell me, love
;

only tell me if I am going too far.' This sally, never forced or

overdone, brought down the house, and will be a catch phrase,

if we mistake not. The old Spanish Chamberlain who accom-

panies his young master on his love escapades, who is forced to

catch cold outside a mill in a snowstorm, and to break his

shins up ladders, is no new character on the stage. Mr. Fred

Leslie gives him, however, a new character, and a very comic

garb. That duet, with the young King serenading vrith his

mandolin, and the courtier outside mewing like the most

modern of London cats, was a dangerous experiment in any

but artistic hands. It succeeded to a nicety, and was encored

deservedly, owing to the judgment and temper of both M.

Marius and Mr. Leslie. The fun of the opera being centred in

these characters, with the addition of Mr. Charles Groves, who

played the perplexed miller throughout with soundness and

discretion, the sentiment or contrasted gentleness of the opera

fell gracefully on the shoulders of Miss Florence St. John. In

no other part that we can call to mind has this popular artist

been seen to such distinct advantage. Her Girola may well be

studied attentively by such as believe that this form of art is

contained alone in Paris .... her style, matured with time

and care and study, is utterly devoid of trick and affectation.

.... In a word, she is natural. This delicate and senti-

mental side of the opera is materially assisted by Mr. Bracy,

one of the best of the light singers of the day, and an actor into

the bargain There was little need for M. Marius to ask

his audience if they had been pleased. The verdict was con-

tained in the smiling faces of those who went away lightened

and exhilarated, quoting jokes and humming tunes."

The Daily Chronicle had a long and favourable

article on the play, but made little comment on the
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players. Mr. Fred Leslie was named last In the

summing up, and the verdict upon him was In the

one line :

" Mr. Leslie again shows versatility and some comic power."

The Standard was more profuse :

" The humours of the work are very cleverly brought out by

the players M. Marius .... is extremely funny, and

is admirably assisted by Mr. Fred Leslie as the Chamberlain,

Don Jose. The sufferings of this Minister of State when left

out in the snow to keep guard over the mill are most diverting.

He gradually develops a very severe cold, and this gives point

to a capital duet between the King and Don Jose, beginning

with a serenade accompanied by pizzicato strings in the

familiar fashion An awkward stage w^ait at the begin-

ning of the third act showed the resources of Mr. Leslie."

Other morsels of the looked-for praise were

found In other papers. The Observer said :

" The piece affords several opportunities for amusing imper-

sonation. Of these, M. Marius as Don Philip, Mr. F. Leslie

as the Chamberlain, and Mr. Groves as the nominal bride-

groom, avail themselves most successfully. M. Marius's duet

with Mr. Leslie, in the course of which a serenade is inter-

rupted by sneezes and by the mewing of cats, caused genuine

merriment, and the nonsense was delivered with such humorous

spirit that it had to be repeated more than once."

Leslie had a very pleasant time with the genial

Marius and Company, and found every encourage-

ment In the practice, which he always enjoyed, of
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embellishing his part. One case In point may be

remembered. Most actors know how natural It

looks to be a bit faulty In their work, and Fred

was always on the look-out for these " artist flaws,"

and working them into his picture. At the Avenue,

for instance, the old man whom he represented

in Alanteaztx Noirs had to ascend two or three

steps In making his exit at the back of the stage.

THE MANTEAUX NOIRS

and in doing this Leslie once trod on the edge of

his cloak and stumbled. The people laughed,

which was sufficient to give the trip a permanent

place. Ever after it was part of the play for Don

Jose to fall on the stairs, and two lines were added

to the dialogue :

The King— I hope you are not hurt, Don Jose?

Don Jose—No, Sire, thank you. I am doing this every

evening now.
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Thus turning an apparently impromptu slip Into

a joke against the audience, an effective "wheeze "

which called forth nightly two laughs In the place

of one.

But Leslie was on the eve of a momentous

change In his fortunes. He was at Clacton-on-

Sea one clay, standing under the verandah of the

Royal Hotel, when a gentleman stepped out from

an open w^Indow and accosted him.

"Are you not Mr. Fred Leslie.^" said the

stranger.

"I am sometimes known by the name," answ^ered

Fred, reciprocating the querist's smile of Interest.

" How strange that I should find you In this

corner of the world !

"
„

" I live here all I can, and don't find It strange

to meet strangers at an hotel. May I ask w^hy It

appears so to you ?
" asked Leslie.

" Because I am a member of your profession,

and was thinking of you only this morning."

"Thank you for the honour," said Fred.

And then the other gradually led the conver-

sation Into the subject of Leslie's engagements

and prospects, and told him In glowing w^ords of a

splendid comic opera which he was about to bring

out on the subject of jRip Van Winkle. Leslie

had no acquaintance with the Bouclcault drama of

the name, nor had he seen Joseph Jefferson, who
made It famous, but he had read Washington
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Irving's charming story, and saw in a moment the

opportunity which it presented. Ten minutes

afterwards he had signed an agreement to play

''Rip" at the Comedy Theatre, London, for £2^
a week, and the other party to the contract signed

for " H. B. Farnie."

Then the envoy hurried to the telegraph, full

of delight at his success, and sent a message to

a confederate in the business— " Mr. Alexander

Henderson, Comedy, Haymarket, London "—con-

sisting chiefly of the words " I have got him."

At this very time, however, Leslie had been

again coquetting with America. In a letter to

Mr. Edwin H. Shear, in answer to an expression

of hope that he would not again banish himself

from England, Leslie wrote as follows :

,

" Avenue Theatre, Charing Cross,

1st September, 1882.

" Dear Sir,—I am a loyal subject, loving my fellow country-

men to a degree, but an early independence out of Jonathan's

well-filled coffers is preferable to a long arduous puil at the

tightly held strings of John Bull's purse : hence my willingness

(though foregoing the pleasure and associations of dear Old

England) to graduate elsewhere. I am pleased that one

manager at least meets those of the United States in terms, and

keeps me at home. Pardon me for writing thus, but in these

times of improvident actors, and considering the precarious-

ness of our calling, we musf look at our play-book through that

of the bank.

" .... I fear your hopes re ' Rip ' will scarcely be realised,

as the principal situations in which I believe (for I have never
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seen him or the piece) Jefferson scored, are either set to music

or altered.

" I thank you for your kind remarks on ' Jose '
: how strange

that Ashley should follow me in it, / having succeeded him in

the ' Marquis de Pontsable ' ! but he, being the greater

favourite, came out better over it, and is bound—on the same

account—to efface my impression in ' Jose.* First in the field

is little advantage to a young struggling actor when succeeded

by a well-matured popular favourite, so where's the chance for

the y. s. a. when he has to try after the w. m. p. f. ? My judg-

ment tells me, that out of all the things I have done in London,

the Due della Volta and Marquis de Pontsable were the least

bad

" You may remember in my first letter to you (three years

past) I spoke of migrating to the Globe : it was to play ' Rip,'

which they then contemplated producing. Fancy its falling to

my lot after all

!

" Excuse this tedious rigmarole, and with thanks for your

well wishes,

" Believe me, yours very truly,

" Frederick Leslie."



CHAPTER VII

RIP VAN WINKLE

All tongues speak of hint, and the bleared sights

Are spectacled to see him.—Coriolanus.

Leslie narrowly escaped a conflict with Dion

Bouclcault by insisting upon presenting "Rip"

according to his own

ideas Instead of In

compliance with the

playwright's dicta-

;^^^ tlon. Bouclcault ap-

peared at rehearsal

during the last week,

•"^ and, having his

^ author's rights In

the title and plot,

demanded that cer-

tain changes should

be made at his dic-

tation. But the crea-

tor of the new '

' Rip,

declined to renounce

his reading of theYOUNG RIP
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part, and Bouclcault not only gave way, but was

for the rest of his Hfe a friend of the young actor

who had the courage to resist his demands and

withstand his opinions.

The play was industriously rehearsed for the

unusual period of [eight weeks, and there were

no fewer than three

dress rehearsals. In-

deed the first full

performance was de-

scribed as a "private

dress rehearsal, " and

very few spectators

were privileged to

be present, these in-

cluding half-a-dozen

pressmen to whom
an early insight was

of advantage in the

preparation of their

notices. It was the

night prior to the

public production,

and the piece had

been so carefully rehearsed that every one engaged

in it was perfect. Leslie's personation ofyoung Rip,

and especially the scene with the two children,

seemed to come as an utter surprise to most of

the folks present, and the curtain had not fallen

OLD RIP
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upon the first act before every one was convinced

that a triumph was Inevitable. Fred came to the

stalls and spent the Interval with Nelson and

myself In conversation about the act which we had

seen, and was apparently the only one who had

any doubts as to the morrow's success. But his

MISS VIOLET CAMERON IN " RIP

work as "Old Rip" in the third act satisfied

even him, and as we walked home together he

shared the opinions which had been showered

upon him, that a name and fame were at last

within his grasp.

There was one circumstance that night w^hlch

Illustrates his thoughtful sympathy. A number of
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people were in his dressing-room when he had

finished, and all, including his fellow-actors, were

YOUNG RIP AND GRETCHEN

congratulating him. At last, finding an oppor-

tunity, he came over to two or three of us in a
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corner, and whispered a request that we would

"congratulate" So-and-so.

The success of the opening night (Saturday,

Oct. 14th, 1882) was unfortunately marred by an

Ill-judged Innovation, which was almost universally

condemned and would probably have ruined a

weaker production. There had just previously

been several unsuccessful ventures at this theatre,

and as each of these had been emphatically

condemned at Its Initial performance, a feeling of

mistrust and resentment had grown up In the

minds of managers towards the ''first nighters."

Accordingly, the management of the Comedy

Theatre determined, as a measure of defence

against a hostile reception of the new play—of

which they had no evidence nor ground of

suspicion—to sell none of the seats, and admit to

the first night performance only an audience

predisposed to be friendly. There proved to be

no foundation whatever for their fears, and the

regular playgoers, w^ho were prevented from

passing judgment at the first performance, went to

the second, their anger with the managers not

diminishing one Iota their admiration of the play

and the players.

Notwithstanding, or because of, the difficulty of

obtaining admission on the opening night, there

was an enormous demand for places, the possi-

bilities of the new venture having been much
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RIP IN THE WOODS
VOL. I. H
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discussed in public places, and the house was

crowded in every part. It was a most enthusi-

astic audience, and an evening of ovations, but a

judgment passed under such circumstances was

of course valueless. No one, however, could

doubt the acceptance of a play so charming in

its incidents and so faultlessly presented.

The principals were cast as follows :

RIP VAN WINKLE.

New Romantic Opera, written by H. Meilhac, Phillipe Gill, and

H. B. Farnie. Music by Robert Planquette.

Rip van Winkle . . . Mr. Fred Leslie.

Derrick van Slous . . . Mr. W. S. Penley.

Peter van Dunk . . . Mr. L. Kelleher.

Diedrich Knickerbocker . . Mr. E. Wilmore.

Nick Vedder (in Acts Land 11.) )
j^^ Lionel Brough.

Jan Vedder (in Act III.). . )

Gretchen Miss Violet Cameron.

Katrina Miss Sadie Martinot.

TT j
(in Act L) . . . Miss Madge Milton.

^"^
l(in Act III.) . . .Mr. W. S. Rising.

T ^^J.^ AT ((in Act I.) . . Miss Alice Vicat.
Little Alice J

/. . ^
'

, ,,. ,. ^
[{\n Act III.) . Miss Violet Cameron.

Jacinta ..... Miss Constance Lewis.

Captain Hendrik Hudson . Mr. S. H. Perry.

The Goblin Steward . . Mr. Fred Storey.

First Lieutenant . . . Mr. W. S. Rising.

Leslie's own particular friends w^ere jubilant

at the triumph of their idol, while I, scarce

daring to trust my own belief, mingled with the

people as they left the theatre to hear their

private opinions, and carry their panegyrics to
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the dear old boy in his room downstairs. He
did not doubt that he had at length hit the

mark, but, remembering previous disappoint-

ments, he was dubious about the press. We
could but wait in patience until the morning,

and then came the fulness of joy. Every paper

we saw praised the play and gave unstinted,

sometimes extravagant, eulogiums to the acting of

Mr. Fred Leslie.

The Daily Telegraph may be quoted as a good

example of the criticism :

*' Years ago Mr. Boucicault's drama and Mr. Jefferson's

peculiar art clothed Rip with flesh and blood. We could hear

his merry laugh \ mark him as he ' swore off,' and forgive his

perjury when he drank to oar good health in something stronger

than water. He had our smiles and tears at his command, and

drew from us so much sympathy that it overflowed even to his

dog, raising Schneider to the level of a canine hero. Perhaps

the remembrance of this gave birth to doubt whether our old

friend could be tolerated in a burlesque form. If so, the

question was soon set aside by the absence of burlesque.

The Rip Van Winkle of the opera is he of the play and the

story—under slightly altered conditions, it is true, but none

strong enough to alter him. His blameworthy thoughtless-

ness remains, to be as little censured as ever it was ; his good

heart is left untouched for universal sympathy ; and the pathos

of his return to a world that had forgotten him appeals with

its accustomed power to the imagination and the emotions.

This being so, it matters comparatively little what the libret-

tists, counselled by Mr. Boucicault, have done to the rest of

the drama. The public can see their Rip again and if there
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be no Mr. Jefferson to embody him, there is Mr. Fred Leslie,

in which fact hes not merely consolation but content.

" Mr. Farnie and his associates have kindly relieved Rip

from a shrewish wife, and given him every reason why he

should stay at home, not the least being the attentions paid to

his Gretchen by Derrick, the village lawyer. Through the

action of this, the only villain in the play, our good-natured

scapegrace is driven off to

the mountains as a con-

spirator against British

authority.

" How the result is

brought about would take

too long to tell. Enough

that Rip remains till the

curtain is ready to fall,,

alternately ' swearing off

'

and giving mine host of

the village inn occasion to

' challuk up ' additions to

his score ; now prattling

with the children, now

cajoling his pretty frau,

and anon showing the rougher side of his nature to Derrick.

Around this central figure revolve other characters than those

just named.

"There are, for example, Peter van Dunk, an amusingly

pompous burgomaster, and Katrina, a coquettish daughter of

the innkeeper, Nick Vedder.

" All are of service to the dramatic and musical interest

without obscuring the outline of the main story, and the stage,

adorned by ore of Mr. Beverley's prettiest pictures, cannot be

called dull, even when conviction that the pruning-knife will

have to be used is strongest. To this result the actors distinctly

contribute. Miss Violet Cameron plays Gretchen with sym-

MISS VIOLET CAMERON AND

MR. FRED LESLIE
MR. W. S. PENLEY
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pathetic charm, and sings with unvarying taste as well as no

little skill ; the Katrina of Miss Sadie Martinot—a debutante

from across the Atlantic—is not less acceptable; Mr. Lionel

Brough as the sententious Dutch innkeeper makes a prominent

and welcome character out of few materials ; and though Mr.

Kelleher be somewhat demonstrative as the Burgomaster, and

Mr. Penley too conventional as the scoundrel Derrick, they fit

into the frame of the act and complete an efisemble against

which there is little to say.

" The second act takes place in the Catskill Mountains, and

again Mr. Beverley has painted a pretty scene, although the

stage is not deep enough for sufficient prospective.

" Rip's adventure with the phantoms and the beginning of

his long slumber, are shown in due course, but the strength

of the act lies in its spectacular and musical features.

For the furtherance of these the people of the village come

in search of Rip, bearing coloured lanterns. The principal

characters likewise appear,- and generally provocation is found

for stage effect, and musical numbers adequate to supporting

the interest of the piece, now less firmly sustained by dramatic

means. Rip's awakening opens the third and last act, which is

continued by his appearance in the village, and ends with the

recognition of her father by his ' little Alice.' Along this

groove, it need not be said, runs the chief interest, a subsidiary

stream, having reference to the humours of an American elec-

tion, barely securing toleration.

" Indeed, after the pathetic interview between the old man and

his daughter—represented, as was her mother, by Miss Violet

Cameron—we hardly care to see justice done upon Derrick.

The recognition and union form the true climax, whereupon

the curtain would fall in an unconventional play. All through

these later scenes the actors keep up to the level of those going

before. Miss Cameron represents Alice as engagingly as she

impersonates Gretchen. Mr. Penley improves upon the Derrick

of the first act, and Mr. Lionel Brough contrives to avoid con-
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founding the son of Nick Vedder with his dead and gone

father.

" Other characters are sustained with spirit by Mr. E. Wil-

more and Mr. W. S. Rising,

but it is time to record the

unlooked-for excellence of Mr.

Fred Leslie's Rip. Whether

this clever artist excelled more

as the Rip of vigorous man-

hood or of decrepit age is

difficult to say; nor does it

much matter. Enough that

he was admirable in both.

All the frank good nature,

honesty and lovableness of

the character found expres-

sion in the earlier acts, and

natural expression to boot.

Thus it happened that Mr.

Leslie struck a sympathetic

chord at the outset and kept

it vibrating to the end.

" In the great exigency of

the last act he lost nothing of

his hold upon the audience,

which implies that he never

fell into artificiality.

" The scene of the recogni-

tion was pathetic in the highest

degree. Here a device has

been borrowed from Dinorah

and Mignon, where the heroine endeavours to recall a melody

previously heard. In like manner the aged Rip strives to find

in the dusty chambers of disused memory a ditty he had sung

to his child, and, succeeding, establishes his identity. This

MR. LIONEL BROUGH AS NICK VEDDER
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episode found a way to the hearts of all in the house, confirm-

ing a triumph of which Mr. Leslie has good reason to be proud.

It is needless to state that all Rip's music was safe in the hands

of this artist."

The Era had a notice of the play on October

2 I St, saying :

" Our old friend Rip does not come to us as a stranger in the

A RIP-RIMAND

operatic version. We see him reckless, careless, good-natured,

fond of his glass, but equally fond of all that is innocent and

lovable; especially is he fond of children, being in many

respects a child himself We hear, as of old, his frequent

promises of reformation in the matter of taking a drop too

much, but when he has ' swored ' off he immediately falls into

temptation, and requests mine host to ' challuk up ' another

bumper to add to the tremendous long score already to be

seen upon the window shutter of the inn. We have the scene

-in the mountains, the long sleep, and the return after twenty
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years, to find some of his old friends dead, and those left

unable to recognise him. But we miss the irritable wife, who,

losing all patience at the vagabond life Rip leads, finally turns

him out of doors. The operatic wife of Rip, as sustained by

Miss Violet Cameron with exquisite effect, is a wife that the

most inveterate toper could not find fault with. She excuses

her husband's faults, and even goes upon a night expedition in

search of him. At the opening of the opera, Rip is seen the

same good-tempered vagabond as of old, making himself at

home and adding to his already long score at the sign of the

' George the Third,' afterwards transformed to ' George Wash-

ington.' Here he coaxes his charming wife, and contrives to

finish his jug even while embracing her. Here also he quarrels

with the rascally lawyer Derrick, who owes him a grudge for

taking from him the pretty Gretchen. The price he pays to

redeem the mortgage Derrick holds, being in old French coin,

is the excuse of his enemy for pointing Rip out to the English

as a French spy, and partly to escape pursuit and partly in the

hope of findiiig more treasure, he goes to spend a night on the

Catskills.

" In the demon scene Mr. Storey represents a gobhn steward

of Hendrick Hudson with pantomimic effect. The representa-

tive of Hudson is of course a basso, and Mr. Perry, who has a

good voice, makes the most of some clever music.

" Somewhat in the same manner as the incantation scene in

Meyerbeer's Robert le Diabk, the hero is charmed by a fasci-

nating girl who presents a cup to Rip, and tantalises him by

whirling round in graceful motion until he seizes the goblet,

drinks, and is doomed to that long sleep which causes such

important changes in his life. In the third act the greatest

divergence from the drama is the introduction of the election

scene at the village now called Wideawake Ville, in contrast to

the Sleepy Hollow of former days, the following changes taking

place in the cast:—Alice Van Winkle, Miss Violet Cameron;

Lieut. Hans Van Slous, Mr. W. S. Rising
; Jan Vedder, Mr.
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Lionel Brough ; Max Schneider, Miss Clara Graham. Rip

coming back to the village, sees some objects associated with

his youth ; but he is evidently behind the times. He addresses

Vedder, but this is not the Vedder that he knew. It is his son

who has grown to manhood, and has taken his father's business.

He meets, as he supposes, his dear wife, but Alice tells him her

V-cA^TvJ:^

MR. FRED STOREY IN " RIP VAN WINKLE

mother has been dead these sixteen years, and he soon dis-

covers also that she is about to be married to the little Hans of

the first act, now a strapping fellow and a lieutenant in the

Navy. He wanders to the old well, and, thirsty as of old, draws

a bucket of water ; but what does he see reflected on the sur-

face of the water ? Not the face of the jovial Rip Van Winkle,

but that of a poor forlorn old man. He appeals to one and

another, but with no better results, until his daughter, out of
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compassion, inquires who he is. Rip tries to remember an old

song of his youth. They will know him by that if nothing else,

and at last he croaks out a ditty he had formerly sung at the

top of his voice, and eventually they recognise him. Then,

having defeated the crafty Derrick, all ends happily. In com-

menting upon the representation we shall not be far wrong in

remarking that the Rip Van Winkle of Mr. Leslie must have

simply astonished his admirers. Mr. Leslie has often greatly

pleased us in odd, eccentric characters, but we confess we were

quite unprepared for the striking display of histrionic ability he

made as the hero of this opera. Generally we have to complain

that vocalists are but indifferent actors, but Mr. Leslie has

proved by this very remarkable performance that vocal skill

was only one of his gifts, and by no means the greatest,

although we must credit him with singing all the music with

admirable effect. But when people ask ' Have you seen the

new Rip Van Winkle'? they will recall as good an example of

acting as has been seen in these days by an operatic performer.

Mr. Leslie was not merely effective, genial, and artistic. He

had formed an original conception of character true to nature

and equally attractive in its humorous and pathetic aspect.

The whimsical tone of the opening scene could not have been

better. It was full of buoyant animal spirits, and there was a

world of dry comicality in the admonition to the innkeeper to

'challuk' it up. There was a pleasant drollery mingled with

tenderness in the scenes with the devoted wife, and a kind of

jaunty air of defiance in the interview with the chief of the

goblin crew. When Rip is changed by his long sleep, the

undercurrent of pathos is distinctly and artistically marked, and

so thoroughly had Mr. Leslie got to the heart of the character

that this plaintive minor key perpetually mingles with the

snatches of old melody and random recollections of the past

in which the forlorn wanderer indulges. The entire business

of the last act was masterly in the extreme ; it v/as a pity to allow

any portion of the audience to depart before it concluded
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for the sake of spinning out the humour of the election

scene.

"To show how well audiences appreciate special merit, we

have only to comment upon the cold reception of the above-

WHAT A SCORE !

Reduced from full page in "The Entr'acte.'*

mentioned scene, as compared with the intense interest with

which the incidents connected with Rip's return were watched

by the audience. There was quite an excitement as the truth

gradually dawned upon the poor wanderer that he was really

twenty years older than when he last visited the village.
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Mr. Leslie's make-up was admirable, and the croaking voice,

the feeble gait, the pathetic remembrances of the past, and the

passing doubts as to his own identity, were all realised with

that completeness which is never seen but in the efforts of an

artiste who for the first time has an opportunity to reveal to the

full extent his natural gifts. The Rip Van Winkle of Mr. Leslie

will alone be worth a visit to the Comedy Theatre.

" It is quite refreshing to discover so much histrionic ability

allied with musical talent."

And so on In one full chorus through all the

papers. Leslie's gratification may be gathered

from the following letter :

" 75, Shardeloes Road, New Cross,

iWi October, 1882.

" Dear Tom,—That the ' daily ' notices surprised me, I

need not tell you. I never expected—nor do I think I

deserved— such extraordinarily eulogistic columns. The

letters of congratulation I have received would necessitate

the employment of a private secretary to answer ; but of all,

of course, yours was the most welcome, you being the primary

cause of my poor mother's intention being thwarted, and all

this subsequent trouble I Of course now I must be careful,

and follow up, if possible, with another ' grand coup,' but as

it is the firm belief of the management that Rjp would run 500

nights, I need not commence to worry just yet. Enough of

me—bah ! I'm sick of myself."

Soon all London was talking of Fred Leslie's

Rip. It was sixteen years since Jefferson had

been to England with his great Impersonation of

the quaint old sleeper, and he was well remem-

bered, but an American critic wrote of Leslie :
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" The statement may strike you as a form of sacrilege, but

it is none the less a fact, that Mr. Jefferson, in his best and

strongest day, never gave a better interpretation of the Katts-

kill vagabond than that made known here by Mr. Leslie."

Mr. Joseph Jefferson was born at Philadelphia

on the 20th of February, 1829. His father,

grandfather, and great grandfather, were actors,

and he was familiar with the stage from his

cradle. In September, 1865, against his inclina-

tion, he made his d^btU in London at the Adelphi

Theatre in Dion Boucicault's dramatic version of

Rip Van Winkle, and played the title part with

success for more than 150 nights. He also

appeared in Manchester and other large cities, and

returned to the States- in 1866. Since then he

has appeared only in a few favourite parts of

v/hich Rip is principal. This play yielded

Boucicault more than ^6000. Several drama-

tisations of Irving's story had been attempted at

different times, both in England and America, but

none of them held the stage.

At the Comedy Theatre, the comic opera

version of the story proved one of the strongest

attractions presented on the stage during our life-

time, and the name of the young and almost

unknown actor was on every lip throughout

London. There were enthusiasts who saw it as

many as fifty times, an experience only excelled

by one hardened devotee, who could boast lately
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that he saw Leslie in the burlesque of Cinder-

Elle7i more than two hundred times.

For the first few days of Rip the skeleton of

the hero's dog was shown in the scene in which

the old man wakes after his long sleep, but Leslie

thought this a needlessly painful display, and after

a few days his influence was enough to have the

dog ''cut out."

The dramatic bound made by Leslie in this

opera was such as to establish him on quite a new

footing with the public, and it may be said at

once that from the position which he then

assumed he never descended. We have seen

that such audiences as frequented the theatres

at which he had previously appeared had been for

years praising and predicting much in the same

words as were now printed in the public journals,

but private opinions, which merely pass from one

to another, are but as the idle wind in comparison

with the blasts of that mighty engine the Press,

and the reports of his achievements In the personi-

fication of '' Rip" did him a thousand times more

useful service in one day than all the plaudits of

his friends and followers had been able to effect in

all the time before.

The success of the '' new actor " soon went over

the seas ; but in America he was already known

better than he had been until then in England,

and although there might have been a little
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jealousy on behalf of their Jefferson, the

American critics confessed that they were in no

way surprised at young Leslie having turned up

trumps. An attempt was made to play the opera

with another company across the Atlantic, but it

was not well engineered and it was not a success.

In several European capitals also it was acted,

but there was only one Fred Leslie, and there was

only one triumph.

The leading actors and actresses of a Parisian

company were brought over to London by their

manager to see Rip Van Winkle at the Comedy
with a view to its reproduction in their own city.

They were greatly charmed with the performance
;

but where, they asked, was the Frenchman who
could rival Leslie .^ At Charing Cross Station,

after the show, Fred was going to his train, when

the French folk, who were in the Dover Mail

about to start home, recognised him, and there

was an introduction by which the ladies especially

were gratified. Leslie spoke to them in French,

and one exclaimed, ''Ah, he knows our language

like ourselves," and the fact was evidently

regarded as establishing a full possession of all

the known accomplishments.

Subsequently Leslie went over to Paris to nego-

tiate an appearance there as '' Rip," of which he

and others were rather desirous. He had studied

out a Dutch distortion of the French tongue, and
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thought that possibly his own EngHsh accent

might assist rather than Impair the personation ;

but he wap told that the war had been too recent

for the toleration of anything that might be con-

founded with German, and he did not like the

notion of giving up the quaint dialect. Moreover,

the pecuniary prospects were not alluring, and so

he gave up his dream of playing a French part In

Paris. The opera was, however, produced there

under the name of Rip-Rip, and M. Vauthler

played the title-role In the guise of an Alsatian

peasant or something of the kind.

In the London production the whole of the cast

was admirable, and the part of the Innkeeper

'' Vedder," as played by Mr. Lionel Brough, w^as

especially remarkable. Mr. Brough says :

" We all thought wonders of Leslie in that opera, but he

was a better judge of himself than we were, for " Rip " cer-

tainly was a fat part, and we set something down to luck.

What he thought may be guessed by what followed. Hen-

derson was preparing a new play, and said to him, ' We
shall want you, Leslie, in the next piece.' * At the same

salary ?
' asked Fred, who was getting ;£t,o a week. ' Well,

I suppose so,' replied Henderson. 'Then, my dear sir,*

said Fred, ' for my next piece I shall want ;C6o a week.'

This, of course, settled the matter, for no actors at the time

were getting such salaries as that, and most of us thought

he had overshot the mark. The consequence was that he

left the theatre, but he was not long before he had another

engagement at £40 or more, and when we chaffed him about

his ambition he would say, ' Well, boys, I am fighting for you
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as well as for myself. We make the money and other people

make the profit, and I am trying for a fairer distribution !

'

Not long ago he said to me, ' Lai, what do you think now of

my asking ^60 a week ? '
"

The fact was he was dissatisfied at receiving

little more per week for his gigantic success

In J^ip than he had been paid a year earlier for

his unrecognised work at the Avenue. As he

passed the crowded doors on the way to his

dressing-room he would reckon up a valuation

of " the house " and say, " Ah, It Is very flattering,

but some of the money ought to be mine."

He would have accepted ^40 with a six months'

engagement, but this also was denied, and he gave

notice to terminate the contract.

Lionel B rough did his utmost to alter his mind,

and sat down one night in Fred's room to argue

the matter out

:

'' Look at the name you are making, and the

splendid part," said B rough. "Your salary, too,

is such as few young men can get, and I have

done some of my best work for less. Don't be so

foolish as to give up a good job until you get a

better."

Fred never forgot this speech, and In repeating

it he said, *' Dear old Lai was so earnest, so

sincere, so fatherly, that I had to harden my heart

against him, and I said :

''
' Mr. B rough, I have watched you from the pit

VOL. I. I
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and gallery, I have copied you and learnt of you.

You have always been most kind to me, and there

is no one I respect more than I do you. Any
advice you give me about my acting I will follow,

but you do not know your own commercial value,

so how can you ^y. mine ? You sell yourself too

cheaply, sir, and I mean to have my price. I was

at business before I was on the stage, and In

matters of business I advise myself "

"Well, my boy," answered Brough, "you will

have your own way, I suppose. We shall see

which Is right."

"We shall see which Is right," echoed Fred.

Fred's willingness to be advised in stage

matters, to which he testifies In the foregoing

conversation, was shown on very many occasions,

especially to the writer of this memoir, whose

suggestions were always received with the utmost

grace. It was not polite to tell him, while in the

height of his glory in Rip, that he was showing a

tendency to sing through his nose, but this was his

response

:

"7/ii/'82.

" Dear Tom,— .... Your slap at my nose is quite

justified. I deserved it. But was not aware that I did it.

I hope you were better pleased by my strenuous efforts of

last night tc direct my voice through its proper channel. Doubt-

less you observed the adoption of your idea re the awkward

exit ? Louie and the boy unite in love to ' Uncle Tom ' and

family.—Yours, Fred."
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The management of the Comedy Theatre

scarcely credited Leslie's determination to throw

up " Rip." They set down his notice to quit as a

bit of diplomacy, and surmised that he would come

to terms at the last moment. But they did not

know Fred Leslie. Neither did he rightly

estimate them. He saw that they had brought

another actor, Mr. J. A. Arnold, to the theatre to

study the part of *' Rip " (not to be confounded

with Mr. Charles Arnold, who in appearance and

manner bore some resemblance to Leslie), but

this he thought, like they, was mere brag. How-

ever, the notice ran out, and Fred abandoned

the part which he had played to the delight

of many thousands, -and for more than 250

times.

Leslie made not only a reputation but many

firm friends during this season at the Comedy.

He had become a man to be known, and was

welcome In all society, but his chief friendships

were necessarily formed with his associates at the

theatre.

Upon the stage " Rip Van Winkle " and the

lawyer '' Derrick" were open and bitter foes who

never met but to quarrel and vow vengeance.

Behind the scenes they were Fred Leslie and

W. S. Penley, room-chums and firm friends.

They shared one room because the dressing

apartments of the theatre were not sufficiently
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numerous to allow them one each, and also

because neither of them was at that time regarded

as having sufficiently attained the rank which

would entitle him to be treated as ''a principal."

Penley indeed was not only working for a poor

salary of a few pounds a week, but felt degraded

at having to play such

a villainous part, a part

moreover which afforded

him no chance of " scor-

ing," and put his repu-

tation backward rather

than ahead. He had

only once played a role

which suited him, hav-

ing to represent a love-

sick boy, and he rightly

judged by his success in

that character that the

opportunity only was

needed to make him a

prominent actor. But

he was In despair at

the long delay, the scanty prospect, and the

crushing effect upon his career of such barren

and repulsive parts as that of '' Derrick." Often

and often In their room Fred commiserated with

his companion and comforted him with prophecies

that the time would be when the name of Penley

MR. W. S. PENLEY
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should ring through England. His Idea was that

Penley would shine In some such part as that of

the miser In Les Cloches des Corneville, a part,

by the way, which Fred often longed for himself

When at last Mr. Penley came by his chance,

and the Private Secretary proved to be only

one link In a chain of successes, no one was

more rejoiced than Penley's old companion, Fred

Leslie.

A friend behind the scenes says :

" Leslie was one of the most uniformly pleasant of all the

men that I ever met. He was invariably radiant when he

came off the boards—his large dark eyes sparkling with fun,

his handsome, expressive face full of geniality and good

comradeship."

Mr. Van Blene, who conducted the orchestra at

the Comedy Theatre during the run of Rip Van

Winkle, got so absorbed In It that he became full

of desire to play Leslie's part himself When he

announced his Intention to do so, nobody

suspected him of being serious, but, as soon as his

engagement ended, he got together a company

and took the play on a most successful tour in the

provinces, playing '' Rip " to his heart's content

for a long succession of nights. On his return to

London, Leslie and Van Biene met at the Green

Room Club. *' Ah," said everybody, "behold the

two Rips
!

" At that meeting Fred solemnly

proposed to Van Biene that they should give a
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revival of the opera at a West End theatre, that

Van Blene should play '' Rip," and that he (Fred)

should conduct the orchestra

!

Most of Leslie's friends have heard him relate

the story of his servant-maid's criticism of her

master's appearance in this play. The girl was

sent to see I^ip, and during the first act a good-

natured neighbour pointed out her master when

he was singing his song, " These little heads now

golden," which she followed with interest. In the

third act, when Old Rip croons the same song

in a faltering, aged voice, but fails to recall it,

and breaks down, the maid left the theatre and

went home. Next day her master asked her how

she had enjoyed the performance.

"Oh, sir!" she replied, "I like the two plays

you acted in" (meaning the first tw^o acts), ''and

your song was beautiful ; but after that they played

another piece " (the third act), " and some old man

came on and tried to imitate you and to sing your

song, and he forgot the words, and he couldn't do

it a bit ; and I was so glad."

Although, as already stated, Leslie had never

seen Jefferson, some of the papers pronounced the

resemblance so close as to be clearly modelled

upon the older actor's method. Others, more

discriminating, declared that the two were not

even similar, and we may see by their portraits

that in dress and make-uo they were quite unlike.
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Leslie designed his own costume from an idea

gained at Brighton. A cart passed, having upon

the side an advertisement of some tobacco Illus-

trated by the figure of ''Young Rip," and he ran

after and stopped the cart to take a few notes of

the dress, which he modified in several respects

before It suited his fancy. His clothes were

supplied to him new and perfect, and he put them

on a friend while he cut them to rags. Years

afterwards the selfsame costume was purchased

by Mr. J. A. Harrison, costumier, from whom
Leslie occasionally borrowed it. At the time

he lay dead it was forming part of an exhibition

of theatrical curiosities at the Royal Aquarium,

with a letter from Fred expressing regret that he

had nothing of Interest to offer. It was a melan-

choly sight.



CHAPTER VIII

DIVERSIONS

A man of cheerful yesterdays

And confident to-morrows.—Wordsworth.

While fulfilling his engagement at the Comedy

his second son Lionel was born, as told in the

following letter from Shardeloes Road :

—

"75, ^^c., 25/ 2/ '83.

" Dear Tom,—You, Mrs. V., and happy family, will, I'm

sure, rejoice to hear that Louie presented me with a young

* Rip ' on Friday night, and both ' Gretchen ' and the

future ' challukei-up ' are progressing more than favourably.

By the facial expression he indulges in, I fancy a life of * low

com.' is before him ; then my fancy changes as I hear his

shriek, which tells me he is born for the "emotional drama."

He has my nose—which is saying 2, great deal ; also my head

—

which is saying very little.—Thine, Fred."

Freds first meeting with some distinguished

personages was heralded in this fashion :

—

"75,^/^., 27/4/ '83.

" Dear Tom,—You will be pleased to hear that the people's

dramatic god, H. I., has found out F. L., and wrote last

evening to ask that he would take supper (private) with him

on the evening of the 7th May to meet H.R.H. the Prince of
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Wales ! I ! Of course, I must now sever my connection with

such low companions as you, etc. etc. So, if you feel in-

clined, a parting mat., chat, and chaw to-morrow—meeting as

usual at the trysting-tree—will please—Yours, too big for his

boots, Fred."

What he had to say after the event Is presented

m facsimile on the next page.

To Mr. Irvlng's supper there were Invited only

five actors, namely, Messrs. Toole, Grossmlth,

Bancroft, Fernandez, and Leslie. The Prince

complimented the representative of '' Rip Van

Winkle" upon his performance and said: "It

must be very hard, Mr. Leslie, to be so serious

when everybody Is laughing." ''Not so, sir,"

he replied, "you have only to fancy that you

are the man you personate, and all the rest Is

quite easy."

Subsequently, when Leslie went to America, he

met Irving at the Lambs' Club, New York.

Irving was just then the sensation, and the papers

also had a good deal to say of the English

exponent of burlesque. But this was the greeting

which passed between the heads of the two

dramatic schools :

"Ah, Leslie, I did not know you were In New
York."

"That Is not at all strange, Mr. Irving, for I

had no Idea that you were coming."

Fred was often complimented upon the parallel
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AUTOGRAPH LETTER
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lines followed by Mr. Irving and himself, and,

although he always modestly disclaimed any Idea

of rivalry with the leading tragedian, he was not

without hope of some day succeeding to his

honours. For the while

he was satisfied In giving

the subject a humour-

some treatment. One

afternoon In a Strand

shop he was buying

some neckties, and the

shopman showed him

some which he said

were the '' Henry

Irving " ties. " Ah,"

he replied, " I don't

like them so well as

the ' Fred Leslie ' ties.

Have you any of the

Fred Leslies?" It was easy to see by the

haberdasher's face that he recognised his

customer, but he replied without hesitation, "We
shall be having some Fred Leslies in to-day, sir, if

you will call again." Fred did call next day, and

found- his "Fred Leslie" ties all ready, and a

sample displayed in the window, conspicuously

labelled " Latest pattern—'The Fred Leslie.' By
authority."

It was not long after the Irving supper that

MR. HENRY IRVING
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Fred was again in the good company mentioned

in \}a^ facsimile letter. The following, on an en-

velope and undated, was probably written about

the middle of May, 1883 :

" Dear Tom,—A line to say I had a good time of it last

night with Their two R.H.'s. The sailor one treated us and

Madame Albani (who was singing) to an obbligato. The

Marquis of Hartington, Lady This and Lord That, were all

there ; and the bonne douche of the whole thing was a full

musical representation of lolanthe at the Savoy Theatre,

conveyed by telephone. This was a clever but somewhat

expensive idea. More anon.—Yours, Fred."

The following also about the same time :

" Royal Comedy Theatre, S.W.,

27/5/"83.

"Dear Tom,—Just back from the Oaks, having driven

over on Lord Londesborough's coach—such jolly company

and such good luck with the scarlet runners. Next Saturday

will you take on Toole in the new burlesque ? If so, under

the clock as usual. Next week up the river.—Yours, Fred/'/^

Leslie."

Leslie's favourite resort in the summer was the

Upper Thames. It was immaterial to him what

part of the river he was upon or the nature of the

craft he was aboard ; he declared that he was

always happy on the river. He enjoyed the well-

known trip to Oxford after the manner of Jerome

K. Jerome's "Three Men in a Boat," and he very

seldom missed the Henley Regatta. He had an
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extensive acquaintance with houseboats, both as

the assistant manager of a primitive estabHshment

in that Hne and as the frequent guest at some of

BOATING AT OXFORD

the more luxuriantly appointed. Mr. W. H.

White, who was his partner in more than one

venture up the river, testifies that Leslie was

always happy at inventing fun on the houseboat.

Fred was ever ready to talk about his house-
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boat experiences, and said they made him think

of sunshine, though he confessed that there was

sometimes rain. The rule in the early days was

*'all hands to the pumps," for finances were

limited, and the Co. had to practise both industry

HOUSEBOATS

and frugality. They were consequently their

own butler, cook, housemaid and kitchen-girl, and

division of labour was the law. Leslie said in after

years :

" The first time I went up the river as one of a company I

was the only novice at the business, and the other fellows, who

had all been out before, told me that I must take my share of

the work. ' With pleasure,' said I, ' what shall I do ?
'

' We
are going to wash up the crockery,' they said, ' which will you

do—wash or wipe ?
' I was willing to do anything, of course.
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but I felt that, as a new hand, I ought not to be presumptuous,

and I inquired as to the relative risk and responsibility of the

two offices. 'Oh,' said they, 'washing is the more dangerous,

as the hot water sometimes cracks the things.' ' Then,' said I,

' I will wipe.' So they washed and I wiped, and I soon dis-

covered that I had let myself in for three parts of the job.

You just dab and splash a bit in the water, and your wash-up

is done. You leave the things to drain until the wiper comes

along to dry and polish them. I daresay I was slow at it

too, for the boys had sat down, smoked pipes, and played

through a rubber at whist before I had half finished. I learnt

to wash after that, and the wiping was divided out."

Says Mr. W. H. White :

" Did he ever tell you about the seabirds' eggs ? I suppose

not, for it was rather a sore subject. We had the houseboat

up at Shiplake-on-Thames in July, 1891, when Leslie came up

with George Edwardes and others, and Fred stood the lunch,

which he brought with him from London. Everything was

very nice and well arranged, but the dish of which Fred was

most proud was one of seabirds' eggs. It was late for plovers,

I believe, and these had been strongly recommended by the

London caterer as a delicious and novel substitute. They

were the eggs of gulls and things gathered on some distant

shore. Each of us tried one of the sea-eggs. The contents

were green and yellow and all sorts of colours, and oh, the

perfume ! At last Fred took one of his sea-eggs with a proud

indifference, broke the shell, took one sniff, and then looked

round. There we all were with one arm extended, each

holding his egg at the farthest possible distance, while the

hand not thus engaged was employed in the duty of com-

pressing our nostrils. Regardless of the Conservancy regula-

tions, and in defiance of consequences, those eggs were

hurled into the stream to poison the fishes."
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In this picture may be descried the subject of

our biography leaning out of the houseboat

window to be photographed at the end of a long

" churchwarden."

Cycling was one of Leslie's chief exercises.

His self-confidence was such that before he ever

attempted to ricle a bicycle, he firmly believed
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FRED LESLIE ON HOUSEBOAT

that he could do It If he tried. He therefore

hired a 50-Inch ordinary to go for a ride Into the

country, but he was no sooner mounted than he

fell Into the road. A boy ran out of the shop to

pick him up, and as Leslie rose he said to the

lad, with a droll look, " I earnestly trust that you

are unhurt." The puzzled youth could not reply,

and Fred having exchanged his skittish machine

for a steady old tricycle, went for a ten-mile spin.

VOL. I, K
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He soon afterwards conquered the bicycle, and

on a bright summer day six cyclists In company

rode out from Lewlsham to Bromlev. Fred

Leslie was captain of the squad, and three of the

others were also connected with the stage, all

happening to be that day off duty. They were

numbered off like soldiers on parade, and kept

their places In the ranks, Fred being " No. i."

As they returned darkness set in, and they rode

leisurely along until somebody missed "No. i."

It was a lonely spot and the other "numbers"

became nervous about their captain's safety, but,

as they could hardly think that they had passed

him, they concluded that he must have gone

ahead, and they pushed on at full speed. It was

not long ere they were pulled up at the sight of a

bicycle lying in the middle of the road, their

comrade on the grass by the roadside groaning,

and his hat a dozen yards away. They raised

him from the ground and were discussing how

they were to carry him home, when, to their

astonishment and delight, he shouted " Number
up !

" leaped into the saddle of his iron steed and

rode gaily away, laughing at his little deception.

Upon the same road, at another time, he was on

a double tricycle, a "sociable," with his friend

Harry Nelson, and they were descending a steep

hill, hurrying to catch a train by which Fred had

to get from New Cross to London In time to appear
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at the Comedy in J^2/> Vaii Winkle. They were tra-

velHng down the slope with their feet off the pedals

when the brake gave way and the machine shot off

at lightning speed. They could do nothing but let

the thing go and hold on tight, but they were in ter-

ror every moment lest some obstruction or mishap

might dash them to the ground. It was a terrible

time, and they scarcely breathed ; but as they flew

through the air Nelson heard his companion say

softly, as if merely thinking aloud, ''
I wonder who'll

play ' Rip ' to-night !

" However, the bottom was

safely reached, and Fred played " Rip" himself

Actors, having much of the daylight at their

disposal, have opportunities for many diversions

such as Mr. Lionel Brough describes. He says :

" Leslie and I had many happy times together off the stage.

There was a set called ' The Tramps,' of which I was organiser

and president, and our object was to promote our health and

enjoyment by long country walks, with one golden rule for all

occasions, which was that the day's expenses should never

exceed ten shillings a head. As this included our fare when

we travelled by railway, which we usually did, we were pre-

cluded from taking long journeys, but there are plenty of

places within easy reach. To Dorking we went two or three

times, and Fred was especially delighted with that beautiful

walk through the Tillingbourne Valley to Friday Street,

Abinger, and Leith Hill, and back by way of Coldharbour

Lane or Mag's Well. We also tramped parts of the Hog's

Back from Guildford, or went from Leatherhead across

Mickleham Downs to Betchworth Clump, living on simple

fare, and always keeping expenses down to the modest half-
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sovereign. There were usually ten or a dozen of us, and we

kept to the fields as far as possible. If we were caught tres-

passing we pretended innocence, and if we got into trouble

somebody's card generally secured a pardon. We had

plenty of fun, of course, and sang most of the way. There

was a peculiar march we adopted for the amusement of the

villagers. In lonely places we accompanied our choruses by

a kind of hop at each accented note of the music, and when

we came to the houses we would cease singing, but keep the

hop movement going to the tune as it passed through our

heads. The natives were puzzled as to how we did it, for we

all kept time together, taking the hop at the end of the bar,

or perhaps two bars, and sometimes three or four hops to-

gether. We have had quite a crowd of rustics escorting us

and enjoying the performance."

Lionel Brough confesses without a blush that

in his country walks with Fred the two big actors

were addicted to beguiling the way by playing

" bonce-along " with round stones. At home,

he says, Leslie was partial to a quiet hand at

cards, and could play fairly well. If he found

himself mastered at any sport, by a new stroke

at tennis for instance, his habit was to work

hard at it with such persistency that he was

sure to become proficient. Such was his in-

domitable will, says Mr. George Edwardes, that,

had he determined to learn the violin, nothing

would have stayed him until he had conquered.

Mr. George Edwardes, who has shared many

pleasant days in rural scenes with Fred Leslie,

also says :
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" He took the same pleasure in country people as he did

in children, acting to them in a simple way which would

draw out their peculiarities, not only for his amusement, but

often for observation and study."

A FRIEND

J. WILLIAMSON H. RILEY
W. H, WHITE W. H. GLEGG G. EDWARDES

E. C. SILVERTHORNE F. LESLIE W. PALLANT

GROUP UP RIVER

This indeed was his constant habit. One day,

when walking with a friend in New Street,

Birmingham, he stopped abruptly to contemplate

a passing figure. His friend impatiently asked

him how long he intended to thus occupy himself.
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All Leslie replied was, " Do you know that old

boy?" He was told that the gentleman thus

familiarly referred to was a respected member of

the Corporation, and Les-

lie remarked, " I should

like to learn that walk."

The deceased actor added

that he learned many such

lessons In the Strand.

Leslie parted from the

Royal Comedy Theatre

in July, 1883, having been

for barely nine months

the life of a remarkable

play, destined under judi-

cious treatment to have

flourished for a very long time. The following

letter announced the severance :

"75, ^^r., 12/7/ '83.

"Dear Tom,—The bomb has burst. I leave, thank Heaven,

the R.C.T. after Saturday next. Come up if you can, and

see my dying gasp. Looked out for you last Saturday under

the repeater. Took on, all alone, Irving in the Bells. On
Saturday afternoon next I go to see Hamlet., and after that

take the chair at the Green Room Club. Should you come

up in the evening, drop round after the first act. Clacton-on-

Sea on Sunday for a week, then to Paris, then Brussels, then

C. on C again, then the pawn-shop.

" Regards from all to all,

" Your low actor friend,

"Fred."

FRED LESLIE AT 27
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Leslie's last appearance in this engagement at

the Comedy was on Saturday, July 14th, 1883.

Mr. E. H. Shear has the following entry in his

diary :

^'Saturday, July 14, 1883.— Leslie's last appearance as

' Rip ' at Comedy. Brough came into dressing-room and

endeavoured to show Fred that he was wrong to leave a part

which had done him so much good. Leslie started ' Rip

'

at ^25 per week, which after 100 nights was increased to

p^3o. At the end of his nine months' engagement he was

willing to sign on for another term at that figure, or required

an increase if only till end of run of piece. He wound up

his argument with Brough, whose business policy he declined

to follow, and defended the course he was pursuing by saying,

' I have been five years in the profession, am twenty-seven

years old, and I am up lev,el with you who have been twenty-

two years in it.'

"

He had, however, no sooner left the Comedy

than he received several offers of engagements,

out of which he chose another American season,

for which he was paid his expenses and the

increased salary of ^40 a week. Forty pounds

was the amount he had asked for at the Comedy.

This sum he had six months earlier mentioned

when approached with a view to a term at the

Adelphi, and, said Fred, "The Gattis were not

frightened."

Having taken a month's holiday, he wrote of his

departure thus :
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"7/8/'83.

" Dear Shear,—I sail for America in about a fortnight

to fulfil an engagement with John McCaull at the price

Henderson refused to give me. I return in eight months."

"75, Shardeloes Road, New Cross, S.E., 22/8 /'83.

" Dear Tom,—I start from Euston by 2.45 p.m. train

Friday next. My kindest regards to your better half and

little quarters.

'' Your old pal, Fred."

A party of friends saw him off, and he went

gaily, but we knew regretfully, on his journey

across the Atlantic.



CHAPTER IX

ACROSS THE SEA

AdieUj adieu, my native shore

Fades o'er the waters blue.—Byron.

Leslie made his passage to America In the

Arizo7ta, sailing on Saturday, August 25th.

On arrival he went for a tour of six weeks,

opening with The Queens Lace Handkerchief,

and then settled down- at the Casino, New York,

commencing on Monday, October 29th, the night

on which Mr. Irving made his first appearance on

the American stage. Leslie on this occasion

appeared as "General Ollendorf" In The Beggar

Stndejit (first time). Later, at the same place, he

represented "Balthazar" in The Merry War.

"Balthazar" greatly took the fancy of the

Americans. Although, out of delicate considera-

tion for Mr. Jefferson, he declined to appear in

the States as " Rip," he played " Balthazar" in a

Dutch dialect which was pronounced perfect.

It has been much regretted that his English

patrons never had an opportunity of seeing

him In this part, the Merry War having been
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produced at the Alhambra while he was in the

States.

Fred's aptitude at

carrying on a sustained

dialect was often dis-

played, and this was

more especially notice-

able while he and his

friend John Howson

were together during

the Favart tour in

America. Now and

then Fred would play

"Charles" in imitation

of M. Marius, and How-

son would retort by

making "Pont Sable"

a Scotsman. Next night

perhaps Leslie would be

an Irishman, and How-

son a German, and the

regular frequenters of

the theatre were always

on the look - out for

some new colouring of

the familiar scenes.

His reception by the

American people on this second visit was most

cordial, and he had every reason to be satisfied

FRED LESLIE A? OLLENDORF
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but for his pining for home. He was always

of opinion that he ought to have continued

his connection with the Comedy with a salary

adequate to his '' drawing " capacity, but he took

no blame to himself for quitting an engagement

In which he thought he had a right to better

terms. It was therefore some consolation to hear

that the Comedy people had come round to his

views. The two letters following came from him

at New York :

" McCaull's Opera Company, The Casino, New York,

or 226, West 39 Street, New York,

22/ 12/ '83.

" My dear Tom,—I ask forgiveness for such protracted

silence, and can offer no reason in extenuation, for of spare

time I have plenty. My life since last I wrote has been

unattended with anything like remarkable incident, and I feel

weary of it, placed as I am so far from home, wife, family,

and friends. Christmas's approach only further sickens me
and reminds me of my loneliness. I should never have come

again without my wife. Your long and interesting letters,

with cuts, criticisms, etc., reached me safely, and afforded me

much pleasure. You will be pleased to hear that Henderson

has expressed himself regretful for having allowed me to secede

from the Comedy, and vows J^iJ> would have run through

another season had I remained; this shows, notwithstanding

the opinions that I was making a fool of myself by asking

such a salary, that I was right and just in my demand, since

he now regrets not having paid it me. I believe the Beggar

Student is to be done at the Alhambra—a version of which I

have completed and hope to have accepted by Sutton and

Holland. I sang that silly trifle, 'A Row in the Room,' at
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the Lambs' Club supper on Sunday night, and, strange to say,

it scored a big hit, more particularly by its melody, which is

my own, and simpler if possible than ' Love in the Lowther.'

I am glad Falka is a go, and that Pen. and Kelleher scored

well. I do not regret not having played in it. ' Ollendorf,

the part I am now playing in the ' B, S.^ is working up mto

quite a big thing for me, and professionally enhances my
reputation this side of the 'big drink.' I have no desire to

show in it in London, preferring a comedy engagement, which

I am soliciting from the managers of the best theatres. A
futile attempt to burn the ' Casino ' was made by the head of the

stage hands— a scoundrel named 'Rough'—a few nights since.

The night watchman, true to his duty, discovered the would-be

incendiary's careful plan, which consisted of a large box, 4 feet

by 2 feet, containing shavings, wood, etc., and inside that a

candle which had nearly burnt to the shavings. Rough

confessed to placing it there out of revenge (being under notice

to leave) during the second act of the Beggar Student^ while

over \ooo people were asse7nhled inside the building. Can you

imagine anything more heinous ? It is thought his punish-

ment will be twenty years. Strangely enough, the ' Standard '

was burnt two nights after Rough's attempt, but he was in

prison. Rough's wife was burnt to death five months past,

and ' Niblo's ' was reduced to ashes during his employment

there. Thirty-five pawntickets were found on him when

arrested, and the articles are proved to be trinkets and things

lost by artists at this and the ' Standard ' Theatre, where he

was employed for two years. As I write the snow is falling

and sleigh-bells like unto Matthias' reach my ears. McCaull

has promised me the first drive on his sledge, so I am expect-

ing a message every moment. As I write a cable reaches me

from Henderson offering me very high terms to play a big part

in February. I have replied that my engagement keeps me
here till May, when I shall be happy to treat. Victory ! ! . . . .

" I have sent you a copy of the N.Y.D.M., which has just
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J^ip wasreached me. Rough, the fire bug, got seven years,

a fizzle over here, the piece only running ^Aree weeks,

" I have quite made up my mind to remain in England when

I return, and give up all thoughts of America, since I am so

miserable. I have not been at all well for the last two days,

the suddenness and severity of the weather rather trying my
bones and throat. Our next production is likely to be the

Merry War. You may remember seeing it at the Alhambra.

I consider it a fearful opera, but America

rather liked it when presented in German.

My fancy for painting has re-awakened,

but with the same poor results. My
apartments here are very comfortable

and pleasant, and the food quite charm-

ing in its variety. I shall look forward

to another long drive on my return in

May. I see Toole's boys are back in

their old quarters. Should you run across

them or Lai Brough, please give my re-

gards. Lotta's failure has quite non-

plussed the Yanks, since she is their

idol. Merry Christmas and a happy

New Year. Hope you, Mrs. V., and family, will be in good

health to enjoy the plum-pudding. My only delight on that

day (we play a matinee and evening performance to the

uncivilised ones here) will be in drinking the health of my
wife and little ones, my family and hers, my friends (No. i, of

course, coming first) and hers. Weather 8 below zero, so they

say. Regards to Woolwich and all inquiring friends. Have

met Irving; he was surprised to find me en Ai7ierique. He
knocked them silly in everything, especially Louis XI. Ellen

Terry did not catch on as well as everybody thought she

would. Terriss made a big name.

" Yours ever,

"Fred."

lionel brough
(drawn outside a

letter by fred

LESLIE)
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"The Casino, Broadway, N.Y.,

December 30, 1883.

" My dear Shear, — I was pleased to receive your in-

teresting lette". America has changed httle in two years.

Audiences here are still encouraging the ultra - burlesque

element in every class of dramatic or musical entertainment,

and Edwin Booth comes second to Tony Pastor. We are

still running the Beggar Student to remarkable houses, and

notwithstanding the serious omission on my part of a hand-

spring, a putty nose, and a well-worn carpet bag, I, the

comedian, am not allowing the grass to grow round me here.

You will be pleased to hear that last week brought me a cable

from Henderson asking me to return to play a big part

—

" Rochester " in Nell Gwynne, I believe—at my terms, but I

was sorry I could not return by the time he needed me

—

February ist—so it's off. Most of my Christmas Day and

night was spent at the theatre, it being usual on this and New
Year's Day to give extra matinees to the people who prefer the

clown to the plum-pudding. Most of the English contingent

has been doing good work here ; Glenny touched 'em up in

' Lord Jura,' Mot'is ; Mantell made a hit nothing less than

terrific in ' Loris,' Fedora ; and Irving simply stunned them

with his repertoire (Terriss, as ' Nemours ' in Louis XI., making

a hay-stack while his sun shone). The Casino is the hand-

somest theatre I have ever seen, although the stage and

dressing-room accommodation is bad. The Moorish audi-

torium is perfect in its dull gold decoration, and the seats

and arrangement of same quite excellent. Notwithstanding

McCauU and other managers desiring to arrange with me
for next season, I shall not leave England again, unless

necessitated to do so by the want of an engagement, as the

extra salary does not compensate for the loss of home, wife,

and friends. We had quite a bad tim.e coming over, but the

Arizona behaved nobly. I did not suffer much ; but just

enough, don't you know. I am indirectly seeking a comedy
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engagement in London, and hope to be successful

Phenomenal sunsets, snowstorms, and 16° below zero baro-

metrical registerings are the surprises here just now.

"Yours very truly,

" Frederick Leseie."

Leslie was treated most cordially by the

theatrical world of New York, and there was no

sign of the promised antagonism.

An American paper (T/ie Mail oi January 3rd,

1884) published the following bit of gossip, which

is suggestive of good-fellowship :

"All the bright spirits about Daly's establishment adjourned

next door on New Year's Eve and rattled the dice in friendly

competition for the possession of a monster turkey. Fred

Leslie, Edward Aronson, and Robert Daly rattled to the

extent of thirty-eight out of a possible fifty-four. In throwing

off the tie the popular comedian came in so far ahead that

nobody was second. Rosenfeld sat up all night and sent the

following to Mr. Leslie at the matinee Tuesday :

—

" I love the merry dice-box,

The turkey's in my ice-box,

Two too sweet youths who tried me,

At thirty-eight had tied me,

Threw still with anguish riven
;

They failed. I threw. Great heaven !

Cried Edward—forty-seven
;

Oh! sponge it out."

The rhymes are in imitation of a topical song

which Leslie was just then singing at the theatre

Speaking to an interviewer on this trip Leslie

said :
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" What strikes me as odd here is the hurried way in which

operas and other pieces are produced. Now, we rehearse an

opera nearly ten weeks in London ; but in this country

scarcely as many days is given to it. At the Comedie

Fran^aise, in Paris, a piece is rehearsed for fifteen or twenty

weeks. The Americans, in my mind, are the most theatrically

enthusiastic people on earth.

"Since I was here last, I think there has been a change

even in audiences. They are now more subdued, and less

demonstrative. You cannot find favour with them unless

there is considerable merit in your characterisation. I have

really great attachment for the people in New York, as on my

last visit, about two years ago, and since my return, I have

had the very kindest feeling and welcome shown me. London

Truth speaks thus of me in its latest edition :

—

" ' Fred Leslie has gone to America for the salary of a Cabinet

Minister, English managers finding that they could only afford

to pay him that of a Secretary of State.'
"

In another long letter, two or three months later

than the one last-quoted, he speaks of his return :

" 226, West 39 Street, N.Y., 3 / 3 / '84.

" My dear Tom,—Your health (and your family's) was

drunk t'other night by our old pal Fisher and myself over

a bottle of claret (for I am an abstainer since I forget how

long back). I have been trotting my brother Ted all over

N.Y. to see the sights, and I think he enjoyed himself the

few days he was here. I'm sure you will be pleased to hear

there is a likelihood of my sailing for England within the

next fortnight to fulfil an engagement as 'Ollendorf in the

Beggar Student at the Alhambra. Money alone drives me
back to my old shop, as it is not the place for making a

reputation. This may sound rough on the bridge that saw

me over, but I am conceited enough to think that that was
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not the only bridge I might have tried at the time. I exi)ect

trouble from McCaull, as he positively refuses to release me

from fulfilling the remainder (four weeks) of my contract. I

think it's nearly time I and a manager had a lawsuit or two
;

it is a very good and not over-expensive way of advertising

MR. EDWIN B. HOBSON

oneself. Business here keeps tremendous, and the Merry

War holds firmly. Everybody here advises me to remain for

two years, and after that a little fortune could be made

starring ; but home, wife, children, family (Woolwich), and

friends beckon me to New Cross and to starvation ! Irving

continues le rot, and all his rivals will never dethrone him

in this or our own country. He is too clever on and of the

VOL. I. L
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stage for that. His return visits are paying defter even than his

first -Yours, "Fred."

Not cretting free so soon as he desired, it was

nearly thre'e weeks before he could name even

approximately the

date of return :

" 226, West 39 Street,

N.Y. City,

2i/3/'84.

" I do not sail until

April 22nd or 26th.

Can't say what I shall

do on arrival. May

play at the Alhambra

or Lyceum, or take a

holiday. Offers disgust-

ingly numerous here.

Hope my old pal is feel-

ing fit for a burst on

my return. I have been

a teetotaller for three

months, and am looking

forward to some larks

with the boys. I am regaining my health fast. Suppose

the war is making you busy. The Merry ditto here goes

merrily, especially for me. Sang that little song ' The Row^

in the Room ' {ma chere) at the Lotus Club t'other night

:

hit 'em —Your old pal, /'Fred."

A PORTRAIT SKETCH IN NEW YORK

BY FRED LESLIE



CHAPTER X

HOME AND REST

Fireside happiness, to hours of ease

Blest with that charm, the certainty to please.—Rogers.

Leslie ultimately left America on the i6th of

April, and landed at Southampton on the 25th.

He went almost Immediately to the Alhambra

Theatre, and appeared on May 5th as '' Ollendorf
"

in the Beggar Sticdent, but had soon after to take

one or two Intervals of rest in consequence of his

health.

The following letters relate to his sickness, to

his negotiation with Mr. Henderson for a revival

of Rip Van Winkle, and to his removal from New
Cross :

"75 Shardeloes Road {to let), New Cross, 14/3 /'84.

"
. . . . Brighton pulled me round and enabled me to

resume last eve. Just off to see Henderson re hasty sum-

mons.— * Rip.' . . . .

"

"75 Shardeloes Road, New Cross, 7/6 ,'84.

" My dear Tom,—To account for my prolonged silence,

I must tell you I have not been myself really since my return

from the States, and the symptoms culminated on Thursday

in a sharp attack of ' gastritis,' from the effects of which I am
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now recovering, and hope to commence convalescing at Bath

on Wednesday next. My health being of greater considera-

tion than my pocket just now, I have determined to take six

weeks' holiday from then. During that holiday I propose

to visit my old school-place in France for a couple of days,

and should like you to accompany me. It is not without

interest to a stranger, if the elements are propitious and allow

him to peregrinate. Entre-nous^ I have determined not to

resume ' Ollendorf,' and, in fact, to sever my connection with

the Alhambra, for the present at any rate.

" Your sick-a-bed

" Fred."

This illness, which was severe, he refers to in

the following characteristic letter, addressed to a

friend in London :

" Clacton, 1/9/ '84.

" Dear ,—During my recent illness I was delirious for

two days, and my wife, so indefatigable in her attendance at

my bedside, witnessed a scene of peculiarly comic character.

On my regaining consciousness I spoke and enacted in a

prostrate way the reveil scene from Rip Van Winkle, com-

mencing, ' Oh, my k-back ! oh, my k-nee ! oh, my elebow !

Vat a fooil I vas to shleep here ! Vere vas I at all,' and then,

dropping the vernacular, I asked in good English, ' What day

is this ? ' My wife's reply, ' It's Thursday, and your salary is

due to-morrow night
!

' did more- so she says—to hasten my
return to perfect consciousness and health than all the efforts

of the two physicians during the time of my delirium.

" Yours very truly,

"Frederick Leslie."

His recovery was rapid and satisfactory, and he

was soon busy fitting and furnishing a pretty and
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commodious Elizabethan residence which he had

:v>^

taken at the village of Great Clacton, from whence

he wrote as follows :
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" Eaglehurst, Great Clacton, Essex, 27/ 6/ '84.

*' Dear Tommy,—Here we are all in a muddle, inside and

out, working hard to get straight to receive visits from our

friends and relations. First and foremost of the former you

know by this time is your blooming self, so hurry up and

give us a Sunday and Monday of your never-tiring company.

We can give you home-grown vegs. and strawberries, walks,

drives, dips in the sea (mile to walk), and a variety of other

country-house amusements, including lawn-tennis and beautiful

cold-spring water, whisky, etc. etc.

" Touching the proposed trip to Za Belle France^ I will

reserve it until the end of the season, as I am feeling so well

down here. In fact, I have almost recovered my wonted

strength, and would surprise you when in one of my voracious

moods.

" You will be pleased to hear I have been visited down

here by the great Farnie, who came expressly to tempt me

to return to Rip in September. I replied to his overtures

with a feigned indifference, and ultimately nailed him—or him

me, as you like—at my own figure. I have a prize St. Bernard

dog, such a monster (gave ;£^22 \os. for him !), causes quite a

sensation down here. Louie is bothering me to dig up a

lettuce, so I must conclude, as ever—Your old pal,

" Fred."

'* One who knew him " describes his Clacton

home, saying :

'* My first introduction to Mr. Fred Leslie—to give him the

name by which he is best known—was during a visit to

Clacton-on-Sea. At that pleasant resort the late comedian

had a beautiful house, an Elizabethan mansion standing in

charming grounds, about a mile from the sea. It was delight-

fully picturesque, being one of those timber houses framed of

massive oak, filled in with stucco. The large drawing-room
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was where I first spoke to the comedian whose loss we so

deeply regret. It was a favourite room of his, for it com-

manded a charming prospect, one of the prominent features

of this being a big windmill, which Mr. Leslie said reminded

him of the mill in Manteaiix Noirs^ the comic opera in which

his first success was won. The comedian delighted in seeing

the sails of the windmill whirling round, and he was also

pleased to hear the roar of the sea in rough weather. The

pleasant old house was prettily decorated, not the least of the

attractions being the many drawings and paintings hung upon

the walls. Some of these were marine views by painters of

note, and there were also sketches and drawings in black and

white by the lamented comedian himself, for he had talents of

almost evoxy kind, and could draw and sketch cleverly. He
was quick at portrait-painting also, and some likenesses of

popular performers—among them Mr. Henry Irving, Mr.

Penley, Mr. Harry Paulton, Miss Florence St. John, Miss E.

Farren, and others I cannot remember—showed decided

artistic facility. Mr. Leslie also admired bric-a-brac and old

china, and was a capital judge of ' old Crown Derby,' of

which he had a goodly store. That he was an admirable

musician everybody knows. He sang beautifully, and com-

posed a number of songs. He sang one of them, accompany-

ing himself on the pianoforte, and then suggested that we

should go into the grounds, where he had a tennis court.

This was a game in which he was expert, as he was in

everything. He was also a lover of sport, and might be seen

during the hunting season enjoying the chase occasionally.

Of course he loved dogs, and when I visited him the special

pet was a big St. Bernard called Mac, quite a young one, but

nearly 3 feet high, and as gentle as a lamb."

It has been the practice of the Hobsons and

their kin for a number of years to make the
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summer holiday at Clacton a family gathering, as

many as possible of friends and associates

migrating thither about the same time and joining

together for the promotion of the general enjoy-

ment. Clacton has

thus had often asmany

as sixty of Its visitors

allied by ties of rela-

tionship, and, owing

to the continual move-

ment and gaiety pro-

duced by the presence

In so small a place of

such a numerous and

resourceful a com-

bination, many other

visitors selected the

same period for their

stay, and it was always

the height of the sea-

son at Clacton when
" the Hobsons " were

about. Mr. and Mrs.

Leslie, while at Eaglehurst, gave some charm-

ing garden and lawn tennis parties, and Fred

was especially happy in arranging little fetes

for children, of whom he entertained as many
as fifty at a time, all relatives or Immediate

friends.

MR. JOSEPH HOBSON
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Doubtless the children remember the many

contrivances he had for their amusement on these

occasions—the great balloons which they helped

to despatch, and the merry games they had. Some

of them preserve me-

mentoes in the shape

of silver sixpences and

threepences which he

offered as prizes for

whoever should dis-

cover his hiding-

places or be the first

to touch him when

found. It was no

easy task to find him ,\

when once concealed,

sometimes in a tree

looking like part of

it, and sometimes on

the ground, lying

between the potato

ridges. The prizes

were sent to the win-

ners next day, pierced and threaded on blue ribbon.

At lawn tennis, just mentioned, Leslie w^as, as

in most sports, facile prmceps, and at the annual

contests of the local club was the established

champion. Then there were the swimming

parties, which were great fun. The art of nata-

MR. C. W. HOBSON
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tlon Is seriously cultivated at Clacton, where the

rather rapid slope of the beach gives a good depth

of water at all times of the tide, and there are

more than the average display of good swimmers

of both sexes. A
crowd was sure to

assemble when a party

of choice fellows,

numbering a dozen

or more, were seen

I to occupy a couple of

bathing machines and

presently take to the

water, where at a

given signal they

would all at once

reverse ends and ex-

hibit some four-and-

twenty feet and ankles

sticking out of the

sea.

An amusing trick

was played by Fred

upon his brother-in-law, Bedford, in a bathing

machine. Bedford had rubbed down and was about

to resume his raiment when Leslie gave him a slap

on the back, which, of course, was a most natural

action and occasioned no surprise. But two or

three days afterwards Bedford felt a strange sen-

MR. T. HOBSON
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satlon in the middle of his back, and his wife, being

asked to look for the cause, found that a postage

stamp had been firmly stuck upon him midway

between the shoulder-blades. '' Why, where have

you been ?
" she asked. ''Been," said he, "why

ANNIE HOBSON
(MRS. ROBERT BEAVER)

UINAH HOBSON

(MRS. BEDFORD)

to town, of course." ''Then," she remarked, "you
must have come back by post." The stamp was

removed by the help of warm water, but Bedford

will not soon forget Fred's slap on the back.

Among the most powerful and daring as well as

most jocular bathers, were Fred and his brothers,

and w^hen they were not engaged in gambols near
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the shore, they would swim far out to sea until

Avatchers on the cliffs lost sight of their heads and

almost trembled for their safety. Once in Boulogne

Baths (where the dear old lady attends to the

male bathers) I tested Fred's speed in a one-

length spin, and should judge from the rate at

which he passed me that there w^ere few, even

among professionals, to beat him. At cricket also

he could wield a good bat, and he was fond of the

game.

The mention of these sports will remind his

friends and acquaintances that Leslie was a good

sportsman all round. He did not pretend to have

an intimate knowledge of the turf, but he was

frequently seen at race meetings, usually as one of

a party, and he w^ould amuse himself by backing

either his fancy, or a friend's selection, in which

he was proverbially lucky. In another sense he

loved horses, and some years before his death

was often to be seen driving a grand pair ; but

earlier in his career he was the prouder possessor

of ''Teddy," a sturdy cob to whom he was much

attached. The hardihood of that animal was

equalled only by its intelligence, and Fred firmly

believed that Teddy conversed with him by signs.

Once we drove clown from New Cross to

Clacton, intending to do the better half of the

journey on the first day and roost at Witham.

This would be only a little over forty miles, and
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taken in three easy stages, ought to have given

Teddy no trouble. But the Essex roads were

heavy, and, In order to help the creature all we
could, we several times alighted and walked ahead,

Teddy following as docile as a lamb and quite at

his leisure. We were walking thus along a

sparsely populated section of the highway beyond

Ingatestone, and deep in talk had almost forgotten

our conveyance, until turning round we saw

—

nothing. Horse and trap had disappeared as if

they had gone down a vampire trap in the London

road. They were soon found. Teddy, taking

graceless advantage of our good nature, had turned

in at the open gateway of a stableyard, and there

he stood, looking round at us and licking his lips

at the thought of beans. We had travelled but

thirty miles of our full seventy, but the humour

of the proceeding, and Fred's conviction that the

horse had deliberately adopted it as a suggestion

that he had done enough work for the day, saved

the animal not only from punishment, but also

from a large share of his allotted labour. We
drove quietly into Chelmsford and rested till next

mornmcT.

That Leslie was a thorough believer in animal

intellect Mr. Arthur Roberts shows by an anecdote.

Arthur Roberts and Fred Leslie were close

friends from the time when they first played

together, which was in the comic opera of T//e
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Grand Mogul at the Comedy Theatre in 1884.

When LesHe was located at Regent's Park,

Roberts, \/ho resided close by at St. John's Wood,

was accustomed to call for him and take him for

rural rides in his dogcart. Roberts had a dog, a big,

ravenous, savage-looking boarhound, of which he

was mightily tired, for its cumbrous uselessness

was unatoned by a single amiable trait of dis-

position or character. He could not conscien-

tiously give the animal to any friend, knowing

its ruinous appetite, and he vainly hoped that some

benevolent enemy might steal it. One day the

two comedians took a long drive down the

Edgware Road, the dog following the trap with a

fidelity unappreciated by its owner, and scarcely

thought of until, somewhere beyond Edgware,

Fred turned and said ''Where's the dog? we

have lost the dog." ''Thank goodness,"

exclaimed Arthur, "my prayer is answered."

And he drove on at top speed miles and miles

beyond to distance pursuit. A few hours later

they returned by the same road, and had nearly

reached the Stag's Head, "which is Hendon

Way," when "Look!" cried Fred, and pointed

forward. There, sitting in the road facing them

like a sphynx, and calmly awaiting their arrival,

was that dog ! The creature knew its master's

habit of going out and returning by the same

road, and, having gone far enough for its own
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satisfaction, had put up at a roadside Inn until the

sound of the chariot wheels bade him bethink of

home. ''And yet," quoth Fred, ''people say that

dogs don't reason."

But we must return to Clacton-on-Sea, where

we left Fred and the Hobsons making holiday.

Once at Clacton Leslie " encored " himself. He
sang at a concert for the Local Lifeboat, and a

considerable part of the audience was composed

of the boatmen, bathing-machine attendants, and

other natives. They were much tickled by his

drollery, but they were unused to methods of

applause, and Fred gave them a second song as

an acknowledgment of their broad grins, feebly

emphasised by a few hand-clappings. They

were longing for more of the fun, but had no

notion of encores, and Fred, as he left the stage,

ran round to the back of the hall, where he stood

at the door and led the laudation of himself,

clapping and shouting " Leslie !

" " Encore !

" w^Ith

such effect as to rouse the people and create an

ovation. But he did it only, as he said, to wake

the rustics up. He returned to the stage and

bowed in honour of the recall, but he did not

" oblige again." Mr. Harry Walsham, Mr. E. B.

Hobson, Miss Rose Moss, and others assisted at

this entertainment.

Arthur Shirley's play known as Saved was

billed for production at Clacton-on-Sea while Fred
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was having a holiday at Eaglehurst, from whence

he wrote to Shirley as follows :

" Eaglehurst, Great Clacton, Essex, 15 / 7 / '84.

" My dear Shirley,—Should you be free for a couple of

days while Saved is holding the C.-on-C boards, I would be

glad to entertain you at my manse, where you will find a room

specially adapted for rehearsing curtain calls.

"Yours very toujours^

'^ Fred Leslie."

And Shirley accepted the invitation to his great

delight.

Mr. Henry Grant, of Clacton and Charing

Cross, says :

" When Leslie was resting at Clacton-on-Sea a few years ago

he stage-managed the biggest show that Clacton has seen

since the creation of the world. To that little place of a few

thousand people, a town so inconsiderable that it is not even

mentioned among the ' smalls ' in the touring lists, there

actually came down to play for two nights the renowned

Toole's Company. There were Messrs. E. W. Garden, E. D.

Ward, W. Cheeseman, G. Shelton, and Westland, Miss Liston,

and two or three other ladies. They played the Artful

Dodger and Hester s Mystery on Saturday and Monday in the

Public Hall, and were a great draw, most of the population

and visitors going to see the ' great London company.' And

each night after the performance there was a grand supper at

the Royal Hotel, at which the whole proceeds of the evening

were gaily sp3nt."

Clacton being a quiet place, the visitors have

been accustomed to rely for their amusements in
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a large measure upon their own resources. Con-

sequently among the party to which Fred was

attached the necessity for inventing fun often led

to practical jests. Such contrivances *'gang aft

agley," but in some cases the practical joker turns

his misadventure, if possible, to other account.

Here is an amusing instance :

A party of the men-folk were talking of shoot-

ing, and, having agreed upon a match, proceeded

for the purpose to one of those a/ fresco galleries

usually found at fairs, seaside places, and other

popular resorts. Leslie, before starting, provided

himself with a hand-bell to counterfeit the sound

which marks a shot in the bull's-eye, and, trusting

this to a confederate, „Tussell by name, sent him

to the back of the gallery with directions to ring

it at the second report. He had then only to

secure shot No. 2 and get the best fun he could

out of his roguery. All went well till it came to

his turn, which he contrived should be second,

but, unluckily, his gun missed fire. ''Take

another, sir," said the girl in charge of the

business, and, receiving from him the loaded

weapon, she pointed it upwards and pulled the

trigger. '* Bang " went the gun. " Ting-a-ling
"

sounded the bell, and the trick was exposed ; but

all the ignominy of discomfiture fell upon the head

of poor Tussell, against whom it was a long-

standing joke. The failure of the scheme was

VOL. I. M
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infinitely more droll than could ever have been its

achievement.

Leslie had with him at Clacton his big St.

- j^fi/j-

'^ MAC

Bernard, " Mac." He was always fond of dogs as

companions, but he had not much fancy for

them in fields of sport. He sometimes indulged

in a little shooting, and attended very rarely the
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trial of greyhounds In coursing matches. Two or

three of his brothers were members of the North

Kent Coursing Club, which preserved hares on the

meadow lands in Plumstead and Erith Marshes,

and here he was occasionally to be seen during

the season. He was a fair hand with a gun, and

when last in Scotland, in September, 1892, he w^as

glad to have two or three days among the grouse

on the moor of a friendly proprietor.

'*Mac" Fred had for several years. His

master and mistress and the children were very

fond of the huge animal, and usually, after the

manner of his kind, he was very gentle and well

behaved, treating even strangers with the utmost

urbanity. But he had occasional bursts of temper

which seriously compromised his possessor. He
was once Indeed the means of bringing Fred into

contact with the machinery of the law, which,

being wise and fortunate, he was always, with one

other exception, enabled to avoid.

At New Cross the dog escorted a maid-servant

upon an errand, and waited In the street while

the girl went into a shop. Now, the dog had a

very exhaustive acquaintance In the neighbour-

hood, and, like other dogs, had his preferences

and his aversions. One man, potman at a tavern,

presuming on some previous Interviews, sought

to display his patronage and put Mac through

some sort of performance, by offering him the
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bone of a mutton chop. The dog, however,

happened not to want the bone, and, when the

potman heid It aloft and bade him *' Speak for

it !

" Mac seemed to regard it as a positive insult.

So, after a side-long look, during which, in

Leslie's belief, he was thinking that '' there was

more on the man than on the bone," he jumped

up and seized his tormentor by the arm. It was

Mac's first offence, and we all know that by the

law of England every dog is entitled to have his

first bite with impunity. But Mac's master was

much concerned at the accident, sent his own

doctor to attend the injured arm, and kept the

man on full pay for a fortnight. The injury was

really not severe, and Leslie was making other

provision for the potman when he was served

with notice of action for damages. This set his

back up, and he went to his solicitor, Mr. Samuel

Saw, jun., and instructed him to defend. A few-

letters passed between the lawyers, and then

there was a pause in the negotiations. Leslie

disliked the suspense, and urged a compromise,

whereupon Mr. Saw wrote again to the other

side, and received In reply the startling announce-

ment that the plaintiff had disappeared, no one

knew whither, and could not be found. And he

has never been seen or heard of since.

On another unlucky day Mac had a dispute

with a large retriever, and there was a pitched
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battle. The owner of the retriever went to part

the combatants, and Mac, in his haste and fury,

was unable to distinguish between the black coat

of the dog and the black trousers of the master.

Consequently the biped felt the St. Bernard's

teeth. Leslie was sent for, and having heard the

complaint observed to the injured man, "The law

says that every dog is entitled to his first bite for

nothing
; but why, oh why, did you wear black

trousers ? " However he made satisfactory com-

pensation ; as, indeed, he was bound to do by

law and justice, for it was not Mac's first

offence.

Eventually Mac found another owner by

the agency of '' love, the divine." A gentleman

came to Leslie and begged him to sell the dog to

him at any price, as a certain lady had set her

heart upon the creature, and was pining away.

This was at Liverpool, while on tour, and Fred,

to whom a great dog must have been some

encumbrance on the march, was tempted to let

him go into other hands. He first satisfied

himself that Mac would have a good home, and

then parted with him at his original price

^2 2 los., although he was worth much more.

At Eaglehurst and at Clacton-on-Sea we had

some delightful days, and Fred was much gratified

by the hospitality he was able to show at his

pretty country-house to his various friends, who
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by a series of Invitations he and his wife had the

pleasure of entertaining.

About this time he wrote In an album the

following " Confession" :

FREDERICK HOBSON, alias LESLIE.

Strolling Player ; no Settled Abode.

His Confession.

What virtue do you most esteem ?

Openness.

Define briefly your ideal man.

The man who lives to love.

Define briefly your ideal woman.

The woman who is loved and reciprocates.

What do you consider the most beautiful thing in Nature ?

A sea-anemone.

What is your idea of the greatest earthly happiness ?

Succeeding.

Also your greatest misery ?

Failing.

What is the vice you most detest ?

Callousness.

What peculiarity can you most tolerate ?

Forgetfulness.

Your favourite amusement ?

To act.

Your favourite study ?

How to.

Your favourite historical hero ?

Woisey.

Your favourite hero in fiction ?

" Eden "

—

Never too Late, etc. (Reade).
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Your favourite heroine, in fiction ?

Little Miss Muffit.

Your favourite novelists and your most admired poet ?

Lytton and Dickens ; Tennyson.

What is your favourite piece of poetry ?

" How doth," etc.

Whom do you consider the greatest living orator ?

Gladstone.

Which opera do you most admire ?

J^tp, because I had the best part.

What musical instrument do you like best ?

Violoncello.

What musical composers do you like best ?

Gounod, Oifenbach, Sullivan, and Planquette.

What is your opinion of the girl of the period ?

Like her awfully, don't you know.

What is your opinion of the young man of the period ?

( •)

At what age should a man marry ?

When he's prepared to die.

At what age should a woman marry ?

Before she has prepared to dye.

Is a lady justified in concealing her age ?

From anybody but her mother, certainly.

Should it be the lady's prerogative to pop the question ?

By all means, if she is short and can get anything on it.

Do you believe in love at first sight ?

Yes, if not blind.

Do you believe in marrying for love and working for money ?

Yes.

Were you ever in love ? and, if so, how often ?

Twice; once with my wife and once with my profession

What coloured eyes and hair do you most admire ?

Blue ; white.
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Name your pet flower.

Cauli-

Name your pet colour.

Black.

Name your pet animal.

Dog.

Your favourite proverb.

" Better be born lucky than rich."

Your favourite quotation.

Something commencing with a big big D.

Your age next birthday.

Thirty (ask mamma).



CHAPTER XI

UPS AND DOWNS

A las, by some degree of woe

We every bliss must gain ;

The heart can 7te^er a transport know

That never feels a pain.—Lyttleton.

Leslie's health after a long rest became so

thoroughly restored as to permit of his return In

the autumn of 1884 to the Comedy, where the new

engagement was, as he has stated, on satisfactory

terms. There had been some Idea of going at

once on tour with Rip, but In a letter to Mr. Shear

from Clacton, of August i8th, 1884, he says :

^^mp on the 6th proximo. Thank the stars the talked-of

provincial preUminary canter is abandoned. My arrangements

with Manager Henderson are all that could be desired, and I

feel free to say—Ha, ha !

"

So Rip Van Winkle was revived at the

Comedy Theatre on September 6th, 1884, with

Bertha Latour as Gretchen, H. Paulton as the

Vedders, C. Power as Derrick, and H. Walsham

in the tenor parts. It was again received with

enthusiasm, and the Era notice may be taken as
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a fair sample of the press eulogiums on Mr. Fred

Leslie :

" The most striking figure in this charming opera is still

that of Rip Van Winkle as performed by Mr. Frederick

Leslie. The ringing cheers that greeted this popular vocalist

and actor must have been very gratifying, proving how welcome

was the reappearance of this admirable artiste. Always attractive,

artistic, and interesting from the first, the Rip Van Winkle of

Mr. Leslie is now better than ever. It was full of life, spirit,

and character in the first act, the genial drollery of the part

and its easy yet quaint humour delighting the audience. But

good as the commencement was, there was something stronger

to follow. The acting of the scene with the demon crew was

splendid, and in the third act Mr. Leslie proved that he had

made a decided advance upon all his previous efforts. There

was more pathos in the awakening scene than we have ever

witnessed before, and this was effected without any undue

elaboration of the stage business. The reality of the situation

was produced by those artistic touches, those delicate lights

and shades which the actor of intelligence feels for himself

when he has got to the heart of the character, and plays it

inwardly instead of outwardly. A great lover of the drama

declared that half the failures in acting arose from the mimic

representative of the part not being able to see, or to make the

audience see, the real spirit of the character. Here Mr. Leslie

completely hits the mark. His Rip Van Winkle is as natural

and life-like as possible, and the greatest praise is due to the

artiste for 'Avoiding the too-common practice of playing to the

audience. Occasionally it may be necessary to take the

audience into his confidence, v/hen some quaint aside has to

be delivered or some whimsical fact has to be recalled. But

almost throughout the play Mr. Leslie seemed to forget the

audience, and to play Rip Van Winkle heartily, simply, and
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naturally. We may note, as examples of his great improve-

ment in artistic power, Rip's return to the village after his

twenty years' sleep, his strange interviews with the villagers,

his bewilderment when none of them recognise him, and his

whimsical conduct at the well when he sees his face in the

bucket of water he has just drawn up. These are humorous

incidents, and the humour was of a fine mellow quality,

delightful to witness. The audience became more deeply

impressed still when Rip, in the last forlorn hope of getting

some recognition, endeavours to recall a song he had many

a time sung to the two children now grown up a handsome

man and woman. The earnestness and pathos Mr. Leslie

infused into this scene called forth most emphatic recognition

from the crowded house, and another feature of this scene

deserved the most cordial praise. That was the artistic

manner in which Mr. Leslie subdued his excellent voice to

give the hollow, feeble, wavering accents of old age. Respect-

ing his singing in other portions of the opera, we may without

hesitation speak of it as being admirably refined and sympa-

thetic. In fact, the Rip Van Winkle of Mr. Leslie is one of

those excellent stage performances that fully entitle the artiste

to the enthusiastic applause bestowed. It is in all respects

worthy of the admiration it excites, whether we regard it as a

study of character or as an admirable vocal performance. Mr.

Leslie's manly and intellectual appearance also tends to elevate

the part. His Rip is not a merely indolent vagabond, but

a real flesh and blood personage, full of life, feeling, and

drollery—a genuine, manly fellow, whose good qualities make

us forget his failings. We must emphatically set down Mr.

Leslie's Rip Van Winkle as one of the greatest successes of

the modern stage. Mr. Harry Paulton replaces Mr. Lionel

Brough as Nick Vedder and the younger Vedder of the

last act."

The revival, as a revival, was fairly successful,
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but It Is a rule, with few exceptions, that revivals

are perilous things, and

J^ip had been too greatly

discredited ere It was

withdrawn to give It

much hope of renewing

its glory even with the

return of Its leading

actor. A change in

the bill became neces-

sary, and on November

17th the comic opera

of T/ie Grand Mogul

was presented, Fred

being once more pro-

vided, to his horror, with

the picturesque part of

the "leading juvenile."

The character he re-

presented was named

''Ayala," a pseudo- In-

dian juggler, whose

companion and con-

federate was his Avenue

acquaintance, Miss Flo-

rence St. John. In this

play also he met Mr. Arthur Roberts, and estab-

lished a friendship which lasted with his life.

The newspapers almost unanimously applauded
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the actors, but refused to be pleased with the

play.

Part may be quoted of the notice given In the

Daily Ch7^onicle

:

—
" Should The Grand Moguls the Oriental operatic extrava-

ganza produced last night, develop into a success worthy of

comparison with that obtained by La Mascotte or Rip Van

Winkk, this eminently gratifying result for the management

will be probably due less to the qualities of M. Audran's music

and of Mr. Farnie's book than to the exertions of the com-

pany, in combination with the tasteful elegance of the mount-

ing and the curiosity experienced concerning Miss Florence

St. John's manipulation of a couple of live snakes. As

rumour has been busy with the latter, and as the audience

are carefully prepared for their introduction very soon after

the curtain has risen, it will perhaps be as well to deal with

this presumed attraction first. Miss Florence St. John, as

Djemma, a member of a troupe of jugglers and mountebanks

wandering in India, contributes as her quota to the enter-

tainment given in the presence of the Grand Mogul, an

impressionable young bachelor, and his Court, an exhibition

of ' snake-charming.' She has previously shown to the real

audience her zoological eccentricity by taking a white mouse

from its cage, and allowing it to run up and down her bared

arm, whilst she sings a smooth but not remarkable air relative

to a grey mouse loving a little white mouse. By-and-by the

two snakes, which at a rough guess are each from three to four

feet in length, are brought on in a box covered with a blanket,

and Miss St. John winds one of the creatures around her neck

and caresses its head, which is within a few inches of her face,

whilst the other is entwined around her right arm. The snakes

are doubtless harmless; indeed, the showman, who by the way

is Djemma's lover, has already confessed in an aside that the
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snakes have been stupefied with opium, and that their fangs

have been extracted. Miss St. John displays no trepidation

or hesitation ^'n handling the snakes, but this confidence (or,

psrhaps, we should say, fancy for the boas or cobras) did not

seem to extend to all by whom she was surrounded last night.

More than one of the female supernumeraries shrank back

when Miss St. John approached with extended arm The

story of T^e Grand Mogul is fanciful, but not striking. The

young Indian Prince Mignapour, in his position as ruler, owns a

necklace of pearls which is supposed to have magical power in

manifesting the emotions of the heart of its regal wearer. As

long as the pearls remain white the Grand Mogul is true to

his love ; when they change colour it is a sign that he has

become false. Mignapour is betrothed to the beautiful Princess

Bengaline, and is about to be wedded to her when he sees

Djemma, the female juggler. Djemma (whose real name is

Emma) and her accepted lover, Ayala (otherwise Charlie

Jones, an unsuccessful medical student), have, like the two

showmen in The Green Bushes, quitted the district of the

Old Kent Road to try what fortune will do for them in India,

where, as we have already seen, they become public enter-

tainers. Djemma humours the fleeting fancy of the Prince,

and Bengaline in the disguise of a Bayadere tries to win her

lover back. Ayala hears the legend of the pearls, and after

sending the Prince to sleep with a pipe of opium, he, with the

aid of Djemma, abstracts from his neck the white pearl neck-

lace, and substitutes for it a black one. The statement that

the pearls have changed colour causes the Prince to be

expelled from Delhi, and he becomes a wanderer, this event

closing the second act, which is in every respect the best in

the piece. The third act is, as usual with spectacles of this

class, weak, and dramatically simply consists in the explana-

tion of the changing of the pearls and the restitution of the

Prince to his kingdom Ayala's song, " Loving and
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Loved Again," is a graceful and delicately scored air, but Mr.

Fred Leslie, to whom it is entrusted, would act wisely in

discarding the bouche fennee effect in the second verse

The rendering of the work by the performers was above

reproach Mr. Frederick Leslie as Ayala both acted

and sang with enjoyable spirit. The sweet tenor voice of

Mr. Henry Bracey was also effectively displayed in the airs

of the Prince, whilst Mr. Frank Wyatt added variety to the

labours of the principals by his activity as a French attache.

.... Mr. Arthur Roberts has a splendid part. As Jugginsee-

Lal he represents an exile from the English racecourse, who

by dint of sheer impudence has risen to the position of the

Princess's confidant. His language is plentifully interspersed

with the diction of the turf, and he is unable to resist the

temptation of treating every event from a racing point of view.

The usual compliments were paid to the principals, to the

composer, and to Mr. Farnie, for the latter of whom Mr.

D'Albertson appeared to inform the audience that the author

was not in the house."

Leslie and Roberts tried their best to make the

Mogul draw, but without much success, and Fred

lamented that the only thing attractive about his

part was his photograph. In this he looked exceed-

ingly handsome in his leopard-skin dress, and it had

a large sale in the shops. The admiration he evoked

was due more to his good looks than to his talents,

but it was not displeasing, and, though the part of

'* Ayala" made little addition to his fame, he

probably enjoyed it. Writing at this time he used

the name of his part for his signature, a practice

which he usually avoided :
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" Comedy, Friday.

" My dear Tom^—I am expecting you here to-morrow after

five o'clock, t^ dine sorxiewhere, and if you neglect to attend

to this peremptory order you'll be shot. Beware !—Yours in

command,
''Ayala."

In the autumn he removed with his family

from Clacton to 5, Boscobel Place, Regent's Park,

London, in order to be near his work.

Two months was a good run for a piece so

weak as T/ie Grand Mogul, and it was thought to

have done more dian had been expected of it

when it was withdrawn to make way for the pro-

duction, on January i6th, 1885, of the comic opera

of Barbe Bleue.

Of which the Daily Telegraph said :

" The opera included in the leading parts Miss Florence St.

John (Boulotte), Mr. Henry Bracey (Barbe Bleue), Mr. Arthur

Roberts (King Bobeche), Mr. Frederick Leslie (Popolani),

Monsieur Marius—in the absence of Mr. Wyatt suffering from

severe indisposition—(Count Oscar), with Miss Lottie Venne,

Mdlle. Camille Dubois, Mr. C. Hunt, and Mr. Louis Kelleher.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, with His Royal

Highness Prince Albert Victor, honoured the occasion with

their presence. Seldom have we seen an audience more

delighted than that which attended last night Mr.

Frederick Leslie is in every way qualified to fill the part of

Popolani, having a voice suited to the music. He gained an

encore for the rondo ' List to the Order so Stern,' and acted

as the envoy of Barbe Bleue with not a little mock gravity,

which quality, unfortunately, be did not at all times preserve,

for, lapsing into unwonted familiarity with the audience and
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indulging in a queer squeak which he took for original comic

* business,' he let a fine opportunity for showing how well he

could assume old comedy characters slip by."

Then came to pass the long threatened

provincial tour of I^zp Van Winkle. Letters

written during its progress show that the

company opened at Liverpool, for twelve nights,

on May 2nd (1885) and for a week each at other

towns, as follows: Cardiff, May i8th; North-

ampton. May 25th; Leamington, June ist

;

Sheffield, June 8th; Hull, June 15th; and Leeds,

June 22nd. The tour was a popular and mostly

prosperous one. A lady at Northampton testifies

that a number of the townspeople went regularly

to the Opera House to see Rip every night it

was played. After Leeds there was a fortnight's

rest, and then a fortnights work at Brighton

Theatre, succeeded by a fortnight at Portsmouth.

Leslie, however, never loved touring—few

actors do—but he was desirous of including, if

possible, in this round a visit to his native town.

He obtained through me particulars of the seating

accommodation at the Theatre Royal, Woolwich

(the Royal Artillery Theatre not being available),

and wrote as follows :

"Prince of Wales's Theatre, Liverpool, 8/5/'85.

"Dear Tom,—I am so much obliged for the trouble you

took over the Woolwich matter, but am sorry to say the

takings at double the price would not pay—even for three

VOL. I. N
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nights. You see our expenses are ^200 per week You

will be pleased to hear our takings here last week were ;£"36o
;

so we have st..rted fairly well, and are sanguine about the next

six nights. Unfortunately, my voice went queer for three

nights. The private box of bon-bons looked very attractive

on the last night of Barde Bleue. I hope they enjoyed our

attempts at fun. I have since learnt that this opera, with all

its expenses, made a pretty round sum."

Ennui still pursuing him, he wrote some three

weeks later thus :

" Franklin's Hotel, Northampton, 25/5 /'85.

" A poor provincial busker, driven for a time from vast

London and its dramatic field, finds Cardiffs and North-

amptons a trifle slow, and feels inclined to leave for pro-

duction a posthumous play entitled Suicide, with the sensa-

tional announcement that its dialogue was written with the

author's own blood during his ' bleeding death,' which he

preferred to spending wet Whit-Mondays in strange places.

Cardiff made me wheezy, and not au fait vocally ; sundry

drives and walks to Penarth saved my life. Business there

was pretty fair. Here we expect crowds on account of the

season and (un)favourable weather. Now, Tom, I am losing

faith in you as a critic ; I ivas not grand as Sir Peter at the

Gaiety, and quite agree with the general adverse criticism it

elicited. Of course I know the scene was not enough for me
to show much, but, independent of this, I felt, the moment I

went on, that I had not struck the right key-note of the

character. I was much better in it as a younger man, and

agree with John Hare, who says that he, after twenty years in

old men's parts, is really becoming a good young-man-part

actor."



CHAPTER XII

WORK AND PASTIME

Forward and frolic glee was there,

The will to do, the soul to dare.—Lady of the Lake.

It is a circumstance almost surprising that Leslie

got thoroughly weary of his greatest impersona-

tion—his " Rip Van Winkle." In later years the

fruits of authorship reconciled him to long runs,

but, as an actor, he .thought that monotonous

performances were both wearisome and detri-

mental. He had the ^are gift of always seeming

to be fresh and interested in his work, but he

often confessed that his long success in J^ip Van

Winkle had exhausted his interest in the play.

The following was written by him some years

before that experience came to his share, probably

about 1880 :

^^ Time, 1925.—The matinee ticket still stood in the rack.

It was booked forty years in advance. So long were the runs

of the pieces in town, to get a seat it was the only chance.

Years ago a run of a thousand nights was a wonder, but now

along the Strand you see upon the bills, 'Twentieth year of

Our Toys,'' and ' Fifteenth year of The Pirates' Ce??ietery.^ My
ticket was booked to see one H. Irving, whose locks were
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raven when I paid my coin, but who now has hair white as the

snow Good Romeo The revival has made it.

.... Crave.i's old Chimney Corner ; at the start it was cast

with Mead as ' Old Sol,' Howe played his son, and Irving

^ Probity Horner.' In the tenth year Mead retired, having

reached an old age and become incapacitated. So Howe took

'Old Sol,' and Irving 'Peter.' Terriss was put into Irving's

place, and the change gave quite a fillip to the play, so that it

ran to good business still, but age was creeping on all at the

wings. Howe was getting too feeble for ' Sol,' so Irving, who

by this time was scarcely bluff enough for ' Peter,' pensioned

Howe and played his part himself. Terriss, having parted with

his handsome looks, tried his hand at the low-comedy ' Peter.'

.... Young Jack, who was the original baby in Contusion^

had given up crying for squeaking Poor Irving had

got quite thin, and his pocket-handkerchiefs, dozens and

dozens of them This was intended for a posthumous

poem, but seeking a living reputation I submit it for pub-

hcation."

In burlesques especially he regarded long runs

as Injurious. He once said to an interviewer

when in the full tide of his prosperity :

" If you think that our book of life is a kind of gilt-edged

edition de luxe by comparison with that of the clever actors of

your local companies who play a score of new pieces every

year, you may temper your judgment with mercy by recollecting

how exceedingly arduous these burlesque characters are. The

frequent change of dress and make-up, the dancing, the sing-

ing, the constant ebullience of spirit—all this is most exhaust-

ing to the nervous system, and in my own case has led to

serious illness."

But, with all Its drawbacks, the life was to his
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taste, and his affection for the stage never abated.

Actors and actresses are sometimes heard to

express a dislike for their profession and long for

some other means of livelihood. Not so the

subject of this biography. He loved his work
;

he enjoyed it when on the stage, and there was

no subject of thought or conversation more

congenial to him at any tim.e than topics

HOLYROOD

theatrical. While at Edinburgh in September 1892

we went over Holyrood Palace, and his mind flew

at once from the queer corner rooms and back

stairs to the dramatic possibilities of the old place

and its old stories. He thought there was the

making of a splendid comic opera out of Holy-

rood, and the picturesque ruin of the adjoining

chapel he pronounced the very perfection of stage

setting. To the objection that It had probably
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been ''done," he remarked that it was "good

enough for an encore."

The tour with Rip Van Winkle, owing to one

or two disastrous ''pitches," was not altogether so

RUINED CHAPEL AT HOLYROOD

profitable as was expected, and Leslie thought it

a waste of time. He wrote as follows "on the

road "
:

" Grand Theatre, Leeds, 22 / 6 / '85.

" My dear Shear,—Next week I return to town for a fort-

night's interregnum previous to fulfilUng our Brighton and
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Portsmouth dates; after which (July 27) 1 am pleased to say

I shall be Aors de combat^ but not gratified with the result of

my nearly one year's work, which has only filled my pockets

and not added one laurel to my wreath.

'''Rip financially has not paid, and ;£^20o loss is about the

result up till now. I have no prospects except a necessary

holiday, and must keep a sharp look-out for managers with big

salaries to give, but I fear me they will not come rushing

as of yore

" If you hear of a bad actor being in demand, don't forget

—

while remembering him to your brother—to mention

" Yours very truly,

" Frederick Leslie."

So Rip Van Winkle came to an end at last and

has not since been reproduced in London, but an

act has been seen on two occasions at the Gaiety

Theatre.

On Saturday, May 28th, 1887, for the benefit

of Mr. Charles Harris, and on Thursday, June

7th, following, for Leslie's own benefit, the third

act of Rip Van Winkle was given, Leslie and

Brough playing their original parts. The first

act of Monte Cristo was presented on the

second of these occasions, and the comedietta of

A Cosy Couple played by Mr. Charles Wyndham,

Miss Norreys, Mr. W. Blakeley, and Mrs. Phelps.

Leslie was also supported in various ways by Mr.

Charles Collette, Miss Fannie Leslie, Miss Phyllis

Broughton, Mr. C. Haydn Coftin, Mr. Marshall

Wilder, Mr. James Fernandez, Mr. Herbert
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Sims Reeves, Mrs. James Brown Potter, Mr.

G. Grossmith, Miss Georgina Burns, Mr. E. S.

Willard, Mr. Leslie Crotty, Mrs. Bernard Beere,

Mr. Arthur Roberts, Mr. A. Van Biene, and the

whole staff of the theatre.

J^ip had unpleasant experiences, but Leslie

always held it in respectful memory, and once at

a children's Fancy Dress Ball given by the Lord

Mayor at the Mansion House, his little Leslie

appeared in the exact presentment of his father's

make-up in the part.

But there is no question that the provincial

tour of the play was, for some reason, distasteful

to him, and he was heartily glad to get home.

Why theatrical companies do not as a rule

delight very much in provincial tours is easily

understood. The separation from their usual

associates and the deprivation of fixed homes

might be endured by reason of the hospitality

which, if they are to any degree famous, is almost

sure to await them wherever they go ; but the

trouble lies in the travelling from place to place,

generally on Sundays, and frequently occupying

the whole day. Large companies like that of the

Gaiety are nearly always provided with special

trains and, the principals at least, with drawing-

room carriages. But even the most luxurious

excursion palls in excess, and the journey, for

instance, from Edinburgh lo Birmingham, when
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Cinder-EUcn travelled in one day to fulfil Its last

engagement on tour, could hardly fail to be a

wearisome affair. Yet there is one special felicity

in the provincial tour which the actor does not

enjoy in London. It is early hours. The

theatres, for some reason associated with the

EDINBURGH FROM THE CASTLE. (FROM PHOTO BY A. A. INGLlSj

Licensing Acts, make their closing time 10

instead of the hour of 1 1, so universally prevalent

in town. Consequently after the performance

there is some portion of the evening still to be

enjoyed, and if the actors and actresses are

disposed to early slumbers, here is their oppor-
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tunity. Fred Leslie, however, was one of those to

whom going to bed was a disagreeable necessity

and a waste of valuable time not to be hastily

committed. On the pleasant nights of his last

September he delighted in nothing more than

strolling about the beautiful city of Edinburgh.

He was of opinion that there was no city in

the world so charming

as Edinburgh, and no

thoroughfare so perfect

as Princes Street. We
stayed at an hotel in

this street opposite the

Scott Memorial, and he

was never tired of gaz-

ing upon the high sur-

the auld toon, with the

He had even some excuse

IN EDINBORO TOON

mounted Castle and

valley lying below,

for the railway which has taken possession of the

valley, and is imperfectly concealed by the public

gardens, but he said ''It wants a little stage

management. A railway is ugly when it is black,

but if they would strew the permanent way with

nice bright gravel it might look to us here above

like a thing of beauty." On one of the long

evenings we drove to Salisbury Crags to see the

city by gaslight, a spectacle of surprising effect

which has been often described. It will be

chiefly memorable to me for the vision it conjures
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Up of Fred Leslie standing on the very brink of

the mighty precipice rapt In contemplation of the

scene without a thought of danger, while I almost

held my breath for fear that a false step or a

fracture In the rock might hurl him headlong

down.

.,«.il!f*^^^

SALISBURY CRAGS FROM BACK OF CANONGATE

He was, however, a man of Iron nerve, of

which I had a previous experience during our

long-promised excursion to his school-town In

France. This took place In September 1885, on

the termination of the J^ip Van Winkle tour just

now spoken of It was a beautiful month, and

we had quite an enjoyable time. In crossing to

Boulogne, we encountered our mutual friend
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Mr. William Holland, who was e7i route for

Vienna, Berlin, and Madrid, in search of new

talent. He gave us full details of his startling

adventures with the sheriffs officers while he

was running the Royal Pavilion Gardens at

North Woolwich, showing how he induced them

not to arrest him just as he was busy starting a

balloon ascent, by providing them with some

dinner and a cigar, and how he jumped into the

car and sailed away, kissing his hand to the

disappointed bailiffs until he was out of sight in

the clouds. We laughed, and Fred remarked

that a baDoon trip was one of the experiences he

meant to enjoy some day.

We spent a day or two at Boulogne, and one

fine morning took a train which carried us

through the famous quarries of Normandy.

From a country railway station we rode to the little

town of Guines in a carrier's cart, the only public

conveyance provided, and as we jogged along, my
companion pointed out to me the historical Field

of the Cloth of Gold, which is close to his school-

town, and the great wood in which he and

his schoolfellows were wont to spend much of

their leisure time. In a subsequent ramble

through the wood we saw the monument that

marks the spot upon which descended the

first balloon which ever crossed the English

Channel, and close by, in a gamekeeper's cottage,
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Fred sought some refreshment, In order to

renew acquaintance with several friends of his

youth. The visit to his school and schoolmaster

was a most Interesting event. The dominie and

his quondam pupil conversed entirely In French,

In accordance with a standard law of the establish-

ment. Fred was glad to tell his old teacher that

he never lost an opportunity of polishing his

acquired tongue by practice, and M. LIboral, as

others have clone, complimented him upon his

fluency and accent. He escorted us over the

quaint school buildings, and we lingered awhile In

the long room, so well remembered by Leslie, not

only as the principal class-room, but as the

theatre In which the boys enacted their plays.

In these representations we may be sure that our

friend took a prominent part—Indeed M. LIboral

and several old schoolfellows give us assurance

that he was the life and soul of the business.

Mr. Joseph Ambrose, now engaged In commercial

pursuits near Fleet Street, and Mr. Herbert

Harris, who subsequently married Leslie's wife's

sister, were two of his fellow actors at the school.

M. LIboral treasured up some happy memories of

the bright lad who was once his leading actor,

and pointed to the Initials '' F. H." w^hlch Fred

well remembered carving with his pocket knife

upon the timbered staircase. The schoolmaster

never lost sight of the pupil, and spoke at this
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interview of the impression made upon him when

he went unannounced to see his young friend play

J^zp Van Winkle in London. The school also

had a band in which Fred chose to play the trom-

bone, and played it well. Like most who have

the musical faculty strongly developed, he could

play a little on most instruments, and, although he

never had lessons on the pianoforte, he could

accompany himself fairly on that instrument.

The trombone was his forte, but he never put

its accomplishment to much account upon the

stage, and it probably gave him no pride. He
had, however, an opinion, founded on some

medical authority, that practice on the trombone

in his youth had strengthened his lungs and

improved his voice, but that he had done well to

discontinue the exercise which might eventually

have done him injury.

The road from Guines to the port of Calais is six

miles long, and runs for nearly the whole distance

parallel with the canal which carries merchandise to

and from the little town. Along this road is a tram-

way, and we travelled by one of the cars, the con-

ductor of which was instantly recognised by the

trombone-player as a fellow musician in the school

band. He had played the side-drum if I recollect

aright, and was a merry fellow, full of anecdotes

and reminiscences which occupied the whole jour-

ney to Calais. He had not been fortunate in the
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world, but he treated his sorrows and disappoint-

ments as a jest, and his old comrade being In the

like humour, the road to Calais seemed all too short.

And the night of that day was one well

remembered. Having dined at our hotel we
went for an evening stroll In the old town, and

presently approached the lighthouse which, high

above, was flashing rays from Its revolving lantern

across the sea. Leslie suggested an ascent, and

we entered. One of the two watchers on duty

was below, and he, after some parley and a

conversation through a tube with the man above,

allowed us to go up. The Interior of the column

has a spiral staircase, and the only light available

was a paraffin lamp,« which the attendant stood

upon the floor In the centre of the well. It was

of some help for two or three turns of the stair-

case ; afterwards we could see It If we looked

over the handrail, growing dimmer and smaller as

we groped our way up, but It only served to

make one dizzy, and I followed the rule prescribed

In such cases by fixing my gaze upwards Into the

darkness. At length the staircase ended, or

rather continued In the shape of an iron ladder,

up which we climbed, seeming to cross the very

abyss with the tiny spark at the bottom, and at

last— It was a terribly long time—a door opened,

and we emerg^ed from the abode of orloom Into

the realms of lUrht We were In the lantern, and
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we were speedily interested in the revolving

apparatus, the reflectors, and the mode of gener-

ating the powerful glare. The lighthouse-keeper

was intelligent and communicative, and Leslie,

before we left, bestowed upon him a handsome

donation. How we got down that fearful ladder

I scarcely know^ but Fred, at all events, had

nerves as stout as the ladder itself, and laughed

at my timidity. However, we got on terra Jirnia

in time, and there we were met by the other

Frenchman, all smiles in expectation of a gratuity.

He was informed of the sum bestowed upon his

friend aloft, and told that he must ask for his

share, at which he displayed great agitation,

anxiety, and even anger, intimating in so many

words that he didn't expect to get a sou from that

quarter. We had not got out of the door ere

he was at the speaking-tube, and Fred, who

lingered behind, told me as we walked away that

the two were having a '' pneumatic quarrel." As

we looked up at the light he speculated upon the

dramatic character of the episode, and suggested

a train of incidents to connect with it, when,

suddenly looking back as we crossed the great

square, he exclaimed, '' Merciful Heaven ! the

light is out ! There is murder in the light-

house !

"

There was no murder reported in the next

day's paper, and it is highly improbable that the
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light was extinguished, as we believed, at the time.

The presumption is that some tall building which

we could not see had come between us and the

lighthouse as we walked, and so obscured the

lantern.

On September loth Leslie went on to Paris.

A CHRISTMAS CARD BY FRED LESLIE

His next letter (from thence) concluded with a

view of a lighthouse and the following words :

Latest Comic Opera: MANTEAUX NOIRS.

Scene: Not a Mill, but a Lighthouse.

Don Jose W. T. Vincent.

(first appearance).

" Oh do led be cub down !

"

VOL. I. o
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The incident was also remembered at Christmas

by the sketch (see p. 209) drawn upon a piece

of Leslie's note-paper, his Initials '' F. L. " being

visible through the rays from the lighthouse.

Mr. A. Z., of Tunbridge Wells, was the recipient

of another of Leslie's characteristic Christmas

\hU>/

Y^T A^Or>'/f/^ 7aL£ Of A /iJ&

cards. Fred was on a visit to the famous Kentish

sanatorium, and a concert was got up in his honour

at one of the local clubs. A. Z. was a member,

and besides being In the spermaceti candle line was

reckoned an authority on various kinds of sport.

He kept a terrier or two, and had collected in a

barrel five dozen rats for a match wherewith to
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entertain the club and its visitor. The tub was in

his warehouse, and thither the company assembled

to witness the performance. All being ready, the

head of the barrel was carefully removed by a

cooper, when lo, it was empty ! Not a rat was

left in it. Having gnawed through a bung, every

one had got free. But A. Z. had something like

f[ve dozen tenants for months afterwards, and they

played the dickens among his composites.

The Christmas following he received a Christmas

card from Fred Leslie on which was sketched a

procession of rats marching in solemn order from

a bunghole.

Leslie stayed in Paris for a week or so seeing*

the sights of the city. . But, always glad to be at

home, he got tired even of Paris, and on the 19th

he w^as at his new residence, 53, Lewisham High

Road, New Cross, writing as follows, and signing,

for once in a way, his own patronymic :

" Dear Tom,—I thought Paris slow and intolerable. I was

glad to find my large feet once again on our healthy little

island, although the Straits sorely tried my poor stomach, and I

was decidedly ill. You may remember that very tall feminine

blonde who faced us at the table at the Hotel Dervaux,

Boulogne. Well, strange to say, she was staying at the Grand

in Paris. We smiled an odd smile at each other, a sort of

* how funny !
' distortion of the risible muscles ; she was

unattended this time, but, being a respectable married man,

the laugh was as far as I could go with the flirtation, and it

ended in the laugh, I assure you. Saw the Grand Mogol^ La
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Cantiniere^ Les Petits Mousquetaires^ Les Naufrages de Mon-

sieur Godet, Folies Bergeres, etc. etc., but learnt nothing.

Lu-Lu and the two clowns join the ringmaster in best wishes

and regards to you and your circus.

" Yours allez trouplcl^

" Fred Hobson."

He did not tire of his leisure, and on the 21st

of October, 1885, he wrote thus from New Cross

to his friend Shear :

'' Roaming, roving, journeying hither and thither, paying

visits that have stood over for the last seven years, I found

my very welcome holiday passing quite pleasantly but too

fast. Your letters, such treats, have reached me from time to

time. My next move is uncertain. Henderson offered me

'Tancred' at the Avenue; this I refused, as it could not

possibly advance me, and I am aiming for glory rather than

^ s. d. just now Harris and I are now in communica-

tion about the Gaiety, and as this latter will give me oppor-

tunities in comedy as well as burlesque, after Herman's opera

has run its course I think of joining him. I am busy reading

pieces, as ' Weir ' is anxious to take a theatre with me up as

manager, but good material is so scarce. My sojourn in

France taught me nothing, or rather only one thing, that the

Paris standard of acting is deteriorating. I saw but one

perfect piece of acting out of the efforts of about 250 artists,

and this from a man at a cheap theatre in a cheap piece.

" I am seriously thinking of taking up the legitimate for a

short provincial tour next season, just to feel my way and

inspire confidence in London managers
'' I remain,

"Yours very truly,

" Frederick Leslie."



CHAPTER XIII

FROM NIGHT TO DAWN

The darkest day,

Live till to-morrow, will have passed away.—Cowper.

The mention in the foregoing letter of *' Her-

man's opera " refers to the then forthcoming

production at the Opera Comique of Herman and

Jones's J^ay d Fire, for which Leslie presently

signed an engagement, and overtures with the

Gaiety management were suspended. The play

was presented after much sounding of trumpets,

and at a liberal outlay, on November 14th, 1885.

Leslie's salary was to be £\o a week, and the

cast was as strong as it could conveniently be made,

the principals being :

FAY O' FIRE.

Written by Henry Herman ; composed by Edward Jones.

The Earl of Landogough

Wickermark .

Viscount Ceruleum

Egobart .

Hendermon

Wangar .

The Lady Blanche

Mr. Frederick Leslie.

Mr. Charles Manners.

Mr. Fred Wood.
Mr. Henry Walsham.
Mr. Wilfrid Stanyer.

Miss J. Melville.

Miss Marie Tempest.
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Ina (known as the Fay o' Fire) Mdlle. Delaporte

(her first appearance in London).

Flaromen Mr. Cooper Cliffe.

Lady Allthere.... Miss Agnes Consuelo.

Period: Act 1 1385.

Act II 1885.

Managers : Miss A. Consuelo and Mr. F. J. Harris.

The play, however, proved unsatisfactory, and

an unfortunate scene which represented the whole

army of critics suffering for their iniquities in

a place of torture brought down upon it full

retaliation.

Fred had a foreboding of its fate, and wrote as

follows on the day of its production :

"i4/ii/'85.

" Pray forgive me for not writing before. The fact is I

have the ' hump ' over the new part and piece, and I am
hoping as few of my friends as possible will be in front

to-night. Although the piece is strikingly new in idea (a la

Claudian), and there is a pretty little story somewhat interest-

ing running through it, there is an absence of comedy points,

and I, the comedian, will, I feel sure, suffer in conse-

quence.

—

Fred."

After a brief attempt to overcome the con-

demnation of the public and the reprobation

of the press, the Fay Fire gave up the struggle

and expired. Leslie s part of the " Earl of

Landogough " was destined to be his last role in

comic opera, and the Fay Fire was a turning-

point in his life. Had k succeeded he would
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probably have remained In the same field. Its

failure led him Into another path. Before many-

weeks were gone he had enlisted In the service of

the Gaiety Theatre and devoted himself entirely

to burlesque, for It was at this juncture that the

management of the theatre, who, as we have seen,

had been flirting with Leslie for several months,

found him ready to be wooed and won. In one

of his letters he had spoken about being in

negotiation with Messrs. H. & E. (Hollingshead

and Edwardes) concerning the Gaiety, but he did

not seem to hanker after that which became later

the pride of his life and the joy of his heart. The
following letters are among his papers :

"Gaiety Theatre, Strand, January 29///, 1885.

" My dear Leslie,—Come round on Monday and have a

talk about matters.—Yours,
" John Hollingshead."

" Gaiety Theatre, Strand, August 26th, 1885.

" My dear Leslie,—What about the autumn season ?

" Yours,

" John Hollingshead."

" Gaiety Theatre, Strand, September 2yd, 1885.

" My dear Leslie,—Don't engage yourself without letting

me know. I fancy I shall be able to make you an offer

presently.—Yours,

"John Hollingshead."

"Gaiety Theatre, Strand, October gth, 1885.

" My dear Leslie,—Any engagement that I can offer you

might probably not begin till Christmas, and I can quite
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understand that an earlier engagement would be more accept-

able. Let me know your views about this. I need scarcely

say that we shall be very glad of your valuable help.

"If Mr. Hairis has offered you an engagement to-day

beginning at the end of this month, I can hardly ask you to

wait two months for mine.

" Yours,

" John Hollingshead."

The following is from one of the authors of

Little Jack Sheppard then in preparation at the

Gaiety :

" Gaiety Theatre, Strand, November 2yth, 1885.

" Dear Leslie,—John Hollingshead,to my intense astonish-

ment, just now strung me an amazing fairy tale to the effect

that you were going to the Empire on the 21st. Stephens and

I have been under the impression that you were coming here

to play ' Jonathan Wild ' in /ack Sheppard^ and consequently

have written the part specially for you. Please let me know at

once if you are really going to commit such a suicidal act as to

go to the Empire, in order that we may prepare for your

funeral and also reduce * Jonathan Wild ' to the calibre neces-

sary for the capacities of an inferior actor.

" Yours very truly,

" W. Yardley."

But Leslie had little idea of going to the Empire

though wanted for a revival of The Grande

Duchesse. Indeed, he booked almost without hesi-

tation for the Gaiety, and was studying for his part

just when the authors were in fear that he might

have abandoned it. He had favourable expecta-

tions of his debut at the Gaiety, as will be seen
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from the following letter, in which he again drops

into the cognomen paternal :

" Green Room Club, 20, Bedford Street, W.C.,

December 21st, 1885.

"Merry Christmas. Thanks for the cards. Show good,

though trifle slow. I ought to be tolerably good this time.

" Yours,

" Fred Hobson."

It is complimentary to Fred Leslie to find that

there are, even now, rival claims to the distinction

of having introduced him to the Gaiety stage. In

the Sporting Times of March nth, 1893, M^-

Yardley wrote :

*' I have received the following characteristic letter from my
worthy friend John Hollingshead, which speaks for itself.

Personally I was unaware that any discussion on the subject

was possible, much less rife. As Mr. Hollingshead puts it,

such discussion is ' nonsense.'

" ' 8 Egerton Mansions, Brompton Road,

March, ^ih, 1893.

" * My dear " Bill of the Play,"—The old nonsense about

wAo produced your and Pot Stephens' burlesque. Little Jack

Sheppard^ is still cropping up, and will not be extinguished

until F. Leslie's Life appears. The piece was accepted and

produced by me, and David James and F. LesHe were engaged

by me. Discussions arose when the partnership had to be

concluded. My answer was, " The piece is accepted, and

will be produced as cast at Christmas."

" 'Yours,

" 'John Hollingshead.'"
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This Is the rejoinder

:

" Gaiety Theatre, Strand, W.C, March i8th, 1893.

"Dear Mr. Vincent,—The statement made by Mr. John

HolHngshead that /le engaged Mr. Fred Leshe is not correct.

I made the engagement myself in his dressing-room at the

MR. GEORGE EDWARDES

Opera Comique Theatre. Possibly Mr. HolHngshead may
mean that at the time the engagement was made he was my
partner, which would be the fact.

"Yours truly,

" Geo. Edwardes."

It Is probable that both the gentlemen (also

Mr. F. J. Harris, previously mentioned) had a
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share In making the engagement. LesHe, In his

letters referring to the subject, couples them

together, and both the parties being active In the

management would almost of necessity have some-

thing to do with the transaction. At any rate the

engagement was made, and the Gaiety Theatre

entered upon an era of unexampled prosperity

from which It never looked back, and Leslie on a

new series of conquests which left him no room

for regrets. Speaking of his change, a writer on

the London Press has said that there were many

who thought that In giving himself to burlesque

Leslie was degrading himself and his talents.

But he did not think so himself Burlesque, he

w^as fond of saying, called for the highest

development of the actor's powers. He must sing

and dance and act, and do everything well ; and,

moreover, he must be able to make the public

laugh without much In the way of assistance from

the author. Fred Leslie, In fact, saw that there

was a great chance for him at the Gaiety. Edward

Terry had deserted burlesque to go into manage-

ment on his own account, and burlesque was un-

questionably at a considerable discount. The

sacred lamp seemed to have given out Its oil. There

were bankruptcies and rumours of bankruptcy.

Burlesque was played out, people were saying.

Fred Leslie saw that It only wanted adapting to

modern conditions. He perceived that if the
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public did not any longer enjoy burlesques that

burlesqued nothing, they were ready to appreciate

variety entertainments on a big scale. So he

deliberately chose to give a variety entertainment.

Comic opera, it was said, sustained a severe loss,

but extravaganza had gained a brilliant recruit.

Great things were expected of the new burlesque

which was provided with music by Meyer Lutz,

very carefully prepared, and produced on Dec.

26th, 1885, with the parts distributed thus :

LITTLE JACK

Jack Sheppard

Jonathan Wild

Thames Darrell

Blueskin .

Sir Rowland Trenchard

Abraham Mendez .

Mr. Kneebone

Mr. Wood
Captain Cuff .

Mrs. Sheppard

Winifred Wood
Edgeworth Bess

Polly Stanmore

SHEPPARD.

Miss Ellen Farren.

Mr. Fred Leslie.

Miss Wadman.
Mr. David James.

Mr. Odell.

Mr. F. Wood.
Mr. W. Warde.

Mr. Guise.

Miss Emily Duncan.

Miss Harriet Coveney.

Miss Marion Hood.

Miss Bessie Sansen.

Miss Sylvia Grey.

There was a tremendous run on the first night

seats, and Fred's friends of the pit and gallery

gave him an especially hearty welcome on his first

appearance in Gaiety burlesque with its reigning

deity, Miss Nellie Farren. Little Jack Sheppard

opened a new era of his life It also began a new
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development of burlesque. Nothing like It had ever

before been seen, and it is not to be marvelled at

that the play puzzled the critics. The press

notices, however, were nearly all favourable, yide

the Daily Telegraphy

Dec. 28th, 1885 :

"Messrs. H. P. Stephens

and W. Yardley, joint authors

of the new Gaiety piece, Little

Jack Sheppardy appear to have

been uncertain how to classify

it, and no wonder. It con-

tains something of burlesque,

and is not a burlesque ; is mu-

sical enough for an operetta,

and is not an operetta ; arnd

presents features recognised as

melodramatic without being a

melodrama. Under these cir-

cumstances the best course,

perhaps, was to describe the

piece as a ' burlesque-operatic-

melodrama.' This covers all the ground, and whoever objects

to one member of the tri-partite designation may find something

to please him in the others. Concerning the plot of Little Jack

Sheppard we need scarcely trouble ourselves. It is not very

clearly shown on the stage ; the authors laying themselves

out less for perspicuity than for firing off puns. However, a

general idea prevails that Jonathan Wild is a great scoundrel,

that Jack Sheppard is a gallant and picturesque young gentle-

man, whose taste for annexing other people's property should

not be too closely scrutinised ; that Jonathan and Jack are

FRED LESLIE AS "JONATHAN WI

(from "ally SLOPER ")

LD
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high contending parties, and that the first comes off second best.

To so much none can be bUnd, and this is really about all

there is any need to know. In the present case, the play is

decidedly not the thing, being little more than a thread on

which to string bright stage pictures, punning dialogue, plenty

of songs, abundance of dances, and the impromptu humour of

popular artists. It is to the credit of the authors that Little

Jack Sheppard answers thus its main end. In its composition

MARION HOOD, MR. ODELL, AND MR. JAMES

(from "ally SLOPER ")

we have the material of three hours' lively fun, and, at

Christmas time, what does man, or woman either, want better ?

" To ensure the success of the piece nothing has been

spared—no, that is hardly the way to put it. Negative forms

cannot meet a case in which there is so much of positive

excellence, alike as regards purpose and fulfilment. To read

the cast is almost to suppose that Messrs. Hollingshead and

Edwardes threw their net over the whole profession and then

picked out the best of their take, with a special eye to

captures from the ranks of comedy and operetta. Here we
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have Mr. David James back again in his old h'ne, playing

Blueskin with as true a sense of broad humour, singing songs

as comically, and dancing as capitally as ever. Mr. James is a

' catch ' at the Gaiety. A roar of welcome greeted his ap-

pearance on Boxing Night. ' Brightest of Our Boys,^ quoth

Miss Farren, and the house shouted again when the ex-

butterman replied, ' Yer 'and, guv'nor, yer 'and.' By the way,

Mr. James saved the second act in his capacity as ' cheerman'

at the Crown and Sovereign Cave of Harmony. The style in

which he warbled an inconsequential ditty woke up the

audience and convulsed them. Then there is Mr. Fred

Leslie, treading the Gaiety boards for the first time, and

presenting in his Jonathan Wild a highly elaborate and

forcible character, coloured half with the hues of burlesque,

half with the more sombre tints of melodrama. The stage is

never dull when Mr. Leslie is on it—at any rate never dull

to those whose senses are quick to appreciate the nice touches

with which a genuine artist gives life and verisimilitude to the

part he plays. Mr. Odell is another new recruit, and makes

an excellent Sir Rowland Trenchard ; while yet another, in

the person of Mr. F. Wood, gets out of the character of

Abraham Mendez all there is in it. The list of first appear-

ances goes yet further, and includes Miss Marion Hood, who

has transferred her bright talents from the stage of operetta to

that of burlesque, which welcomes her cordially. The part

of Winifred Wood suits her the more, perhaps, because there

is little of burlesque in it. Like herself, it is a transfer from

operetta, and of its ample opportunities for effective singing

and attractive situations this clever young artist makes good

use. Miss Bessie Sansen, also a recruit, is a dashing repre-

sentative of Edgeworth Bess ; the list of prominent ladies

continuing with the more familiar Gaiety names of Miss

Emily Duncan, Miss Sylvia Grey, and Miss Eunice. Miss

Farren is back again, and now adds Jack Sheppard to the list
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of her successful parts. It cannot be needful to say how the

favourite was received by a Boxing Night audience after a

prolonged absence from the stage that knows her so well.

There was heartiness in every cheer and enjoyment in every

laugh raised by Miss Farren's well-remembered tricks of voice

and manner. Her acting

showed no abatement of

its peculiar qualities
;

vigour of style and over-

flowing animal spirits were

again to the fore, infecting

the house with something

of their own power, and
" bringing it down " with

exceptional energy. For the

rest we can only speak of

a stream of melodious

music, gathered by Mr.

Meyer Lutz from various

sources and turned on

under his own supervision

;

of dances galore, many of

them capital ones ; of gay

dresses and attractive

tableaux, all making up a

real Christmas entertain-

MISS NELLIE FARREN AS JACK SHEPPARD j^g^t

"

(from "ally sloper")

The TelegraphcnixQ,

appears to have overlooked Miss Wadman, the

"Thames Darrell " of the play, whose death, so

soon after poor Fred's, added another melan-

choly to our remembrances of Little Jack Shep-
pard.
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Leslie's leap Into the arena of burlesque was

thus noted by the G/ode :

" Little Jack Sheppard is an unquestionable success. It

was received on Saturday with acclamation, and is likely to

win the applause of a long series of enthusiastic audiences.

Moreover, it deserves to succeed Mr. F. Leslie, as

Jonathan Wild, instantly sprang into the good graces of the

audience. In comic opera he long ago made his mark, but

he now reveals himself as a burlesque artist of the first order.

Nothing could be more thoroughly and unconventionally

comical than his first song and speech, both of them full of

richly diverting 'business,' culminating in the ludicrous con-

ception of a sort of pocket snowstorm, to be utilised whenever

Jonathan feels himself too warm His share in the

' Polyglot ' duet is excellent, and, where possible, he is in-

variably funny. Miss Marion Hood sings skilfully, and looks

attractive. Miss Coveney i-s as sprightly as ever, and Miss

Sylvia Grey joins Mr. Warde in a dance so clever that a

repetition of it is likely to be demanded nightly All the

leading performers had to come before the curtain at the end

of each act, and at the conclusion of the piece there were

cries for Mr. George Edwardes, whose co-lesseeship with Mr.

Hollingshead has certainly begun most successfully and

promisingly."

The Sporting and Dramatic JVezvs may also be

quoted :

" In appearing as Jonathan Wild in Messrs. Stephens and

Yardley's burlesque, Little Jack Sheppard, Mr. Leslie in some

measure departs from the school in which he won his reputa-

tion. In this merry piece he no longer depends upon his vocal

skill. His conception of Jonathan Wild is altogether grotesque,

whimsical, and eccentric. Little attempt is made to present

VOL. I. p
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him as a real personage ; but amidst all the fantastic devices

from which this extremely diverting sketch has been created,

there is a certain consistency in the part as a whole. The

idea of a comic thieftaker, who surrounds his grim task with

elements of drollery, is not altogether an impossible con-

JONATHAN W^ILD CRACKS HIS FINGERS

ception, and the licence permitted in burlesque gives the

artist almost unlimited scope for fun. Consequently we shake

our sides as the thieftaker cools himself in sultry weather with

artificial snow tossed around him from a snuff-box. We laugh

without restraint when Jonathan Wild accents his threats with

explosive cracks of his fingers, as if grotesquely suggesting the

merciless vigour with which he will treat his victims, and our
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merriment knows no bounds when we see the thieftaker

whirHng about in a dance more eccentric than Eastern dervish

ever executed. While some may regret the absence of the

vocal skill which was associated with Mr. Leslie's operatic

efforts, few can wonder that a character so diverting, quaint,

and original has been accepted far and wide as one of the

happiest efforts Mr. Leslie has made. The musical effects in

Jonathan Wild belong entirely to the fantastic school. Mr.

Leslie revels in comic imitations of every European tongue,

and his accomplishments are so varied that it is impossible to

estimate the limits his drollery can reach. Here, also, we may

pause a moment to compliment Mr. Leslie upon the absolute

purity and harmless quality of his fun. It is so free from

reproach that the youngest and the oldest playgoer can enjoy

it with equal relish ; and his readiness and facility may be seen

in the ease with which in plain morning dress at a matinee or

in a private circle he can conjure up the most laughable asso-

ciations. Some of his songs are the quintessence of innocent

drollery. It is a singular caprice of fate that has led a hand-

some and attractive man so frequently to appear in fantastic

and eccentric characters, but we believe Mr. Leslie still

cherishes the ambition of his boyhood, and some day we

may see him in characters of a loftier kind than those in

which he has gained his great and well-deserved popularity.

As a proof of the estimation in which he is held, we may allude

to the supper given by Mr. Irving to the Prince of Wales.

There were five actors only present on the occasion, and Mr.

Leslie in the course of the evening was specially complimented

by the Prince upon his performance in J^ip Van Winkle.''''

The Daily Chronicle spoke of the

" really remarkable burlesque acting by Mr. Leslie, whose

'Jonathan Oscar Wild' is a curious compound of Vander-

decken and the Stranger, with a spice of Guy Fawkes."
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The original engagement at the Gaiety was for

one year only, but more permanent arrangements

were soon 'effected. The following letter was

written early in 1886 :

" Yes, I have arranged a very nice three years contract

with Messrs. H. and E. Last night I was the guest of Baron

Ferdinand de Rothschild at a party given at his town house.

The Prince of Wales was there, and made me sing a// I know.

As I am writing a messenger has brought me a cheque {;£2^)

from the Baron, who hopes I will not be offended at the

enclosure. What do you think ? Sir Arthur SuUivan invited

me last evening to meet T.R.H.'s the Princes of Wales and

Edinburgh at his house at an early date. Mac sends his

love to all. He is so fat, and would take a short price for

his muzzle."

Leslie had begun to make a new reputation as

an agreeable guest at evening parties, and at the

same time extended the list of his acquaintances

and friends. Upon a visiting card which I received

from him in the early part of 1885, he wrote:

" 'At Home' at Lady Charles Beresford's last eve. Present:

Lady C. Beresford, Lady Lonsdale, Lady R. Churchill, Lady

Dalhousie, Lady Clifford, Lady Mandeville, Mrs. Leslie (sister

to Lady Randolph Churchill), Lord de Clifford, Lord Man-

deville, Lord Knows Who—I don't, Le Comte Kinsky, and a

low actor who is ashamed to add his name to this otherwise

complete list

"

On several of these occasions Leslie encountered

Royalty, and once at Baron Rothschild's Her
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Royal Highness the Princessof Wales unwittingly

put him In a dilemma by expressing a wish to see

him repeat the dance (a sort of "cobbler's horn-

pipe ") which he performed on his entrance

as ''Jonathan Wild" in yac/e Sheppard. To
accomplish this effort in evening dress was some-

what hazardous, and to make It effective he

wanted costume ; but he got over the latter

difficulty by donning the long cape of his Inverness

cloak, and danced the queer hornpipe without

accident on the drawing-room carpet.

It was to another such interview that Fred

owed one of the few gentle quizzes with which his

friends would occasionally banter him In conver-

sation. At a club dinner the Prince of Wales was

present when Fred sang his "Love in the

Lowther."

" Bravo, Leslie! That's a good song," said the

Prince. " Who wrote it ?
"

"That, your Royal Highness," answered Fred,

" is a humble effort of my own."

Of course the Club heard and remembered the

speech, and it was always thereafter considered

fair irony to ask poor Fred If he had any more
'' humble efforts of his own."



CHAPTER XIV

OFF THE STAGE

DonH view me with a critic's eye,

But pass my imperfections by.—David Everett.

Fred Leslie was at various times a member of

several London clubs, besides being an honorary

member of many others. The first he joined was
*' The Haresfoot," a name suggestive of the actor's

dressing-room, and he subsequently belonged to

''The Savage," "The Adelphi," "The Green

Room," "The Junior Garrick," The Barn," "The
Eccentric," "The Coventry," "The Pelican,"

"The Bon Freres," and a few more. On a

memorable occasion he presided at the annual

banquet of the Coventry Club over five hundred

guests ; and Mr. Arthur Roberts, who was in the

vice-chair, proposed his health. He was at one

period regular in attendance at the "Savage"

Saturday evenings, and usually contributed to the

musical entertainments. The following club ex-

perience he thought curious. On a certain night

chance led him, in companywith Mr. John Harrison,

to call at one of the clubs where he encountered
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Messrs. Arthur Roberts and Edward Lonnen, and

the conversation fell upon billiards. The result

was a challenge to play—Roberts and Harrison

V. Leslie and Lonnen. But the bllllard-room was

found In darkness ; the electric light had failed,

and there was no gas. But in such a company-

there could be no surrender. All the lights they

could get were from wall-lamps fed with oil, which

in place of the brilliant glare usually regarded as

essential to the game of billiards, gave but a feeble

flicker and cast shadows, the precincts of the

cushions being in perpetual gloom, and the balls

throwing out behind them fearful tails of shade

like black comets, most confusing to the players

and destructive of scientific play. But they kept

up the game for hours, and created an episode

which has already taken its place among the many
traditions of the billiard-table.

At the Junior Garrick Club Fred met in the

early days Mr. Edward Terry, but was not

immediately introduced to him. Fred was just

emerging from obscurity, and did not care to push

himself forward for an introduction to the leader

of the famous Gaiety company, but he contrived

to scrape a nodding acquaintance by an unosten-

tatious service. Mr. Terry had dropped asleep in

his chair at the club, and so remained until Leslie

saw that it was time for the theatre. "Some
people," thought he, ''dislike being detected in
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the weakness of a sleepy head, but if he does not

wake soon he will keep the stage waiting. How
can I stir him up without offence ? " Then,

leaning over close to the unconscious actor, he said

quietly, ''
I beg pardon, sir ; have you done with

the paper ? " The considerate scheme answered

its purpose. Mr. Terry started, looked at the

clock, and was off

At any of the clubs, Leslie was ever acceptable

to his fellow clubbites. His light spirits led him

easily to join in the diversions of his companions

at these places, and he never objected to take part

in or even introduce a little harmless practical jest.

An instance in point was afforded one Sunday

evening at the Green Room Club. A prominent

actor and a genial good fellow, who may be called

George, had been away for many months in

America. It was well known that he had returned

and that he would be at the club that evening,

sure of a hearty reception, for he was one of its

most popular men. But a whisper went round to

have some fun out of poor George, and when his

arrival was signalled everybody was ready. He
entered the smoking-room smiling and happy, but,

instead of the rush of a crowd to grasp his hand,

and give him joy on his return, there was no

movement of recognition, only an atmosphere of

cold indifference. Some were chatting in groups,

some were intently reading or busily writing—no
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one took any more notice of poor George than

they might have clone if he had just before quitted

the room and had walked in again. Utterly

unable to comprehend the situation, he went up to

one and another and accosted them. *' Ah, how

do, George ? " said one ;
" fine evening." Another

gave a languid shake of the hand and asked

George if there was any news, and yet another,

without speaking, handed him a cigarette. At

last the good old boy could endure the thing no

longer, and, with tears in his eyes, exclaimed, " I

say, you chaps, I think this about a bit too rough

on a fellow," whereupon there was a roar of

laughter, and everyone was glad to end the

restraint, and give poor George the welcome for

which they as well as he were yearning.

Mr. Leslie was a member of the Drury Lane

Lodge of Freemasons. The minutes of the Lodge

show that he was, on the 9th of March, 1886,

proposed by Bro. (Sir) Augustus Harris and

seconded by Bro. James Fernandez. On the 13th

of April, 1886, he was elected, and on the iith of

May he was initiated. It was not until the 8th of

March, 1887, that he found an opportunity of being-

passed to the second degree, and on the 12 th of

April, 1887, he was raised to the sublime degree of

Master Mason. The Worshipful Master of the

Lodge in 1886 was Lord Londesborough, and in

1887 Sir Augustus Harris, The ceremonies were
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performed on each occasion by Bro. J. J. Par-

kinson.

Unlike the Rev. Robert Spalding, Leslie was

fond of London, and thought no place in the world

equal to it. And not only its brighter places, but

even its back streets, or, rather, some of them, he

took delight in. He would often go out of his

way to walk along Drury Lane and Wych Street

on account of youthful associations and ambi-

tions connected with the time-honoured theatrical

quarter. A friend says in a letter :

" Some dozen years ago I was walking with Fred Leslie in

Drury Lane, where, in a dirty doorway, crouched three ragged

hungry-looking youngsters. He stopped, and, taking three

apples from his pocket, presented one to each of the children,

remarking to me at the time, ' They won't be taken away from

them when they get home.'*
"

Mr. Herbert Clark cites a kindred case, say-

ing :

" Leslie was a great favourite among children, and who can

wonder ? I came upon him one evening in Endell Street,

hunting in the gutter for a marble lost by a grubby little child

of sex uncertain. The youngster was so anxious about it

that Fred suggested that the lost treasure must be one of ' the

Elgin Marbles.' Then he sent me to a toy-shop to buy a

dozen new ones, which we planted in the gutter at intervals at

equal distance^*, like potatoes^ hoping the disconsolate infant

might light upon them and be satisfied. It was time for the

theatre, and I am unable to say how the pious Iraud came off,

but I remember asking Leslie why he did not save trouble in
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such cases by a cash payment, and the answer was that he had

tried the system, and that it did not work, as the youngster

always insisted on searching for the missing property in spite

of the compensation."

The same authority vouches for the fact that

he knew Leslie to omit from his part the ''big

big D " when he has seen a bevy of children in

the theatre, and that for an actor who could use

the word so effectively and so inoffensively was a

sacrifice.

He was accustomed in his back-street excursions

to pay particular attention to the old curiosity

shops, and his home, wherever it was, abounded

in quaint things collected on such occasions, not

only in London, but in any town or city which

he might visit.

Never chary In exercising his talents for the

amusement of the public or the enjoyment of his

friends, Leslie was especially happy In assisting

at entertainments of a benevolent character, and

many who have had to do with the promotion of

bazaars and concerts on behalf of religious or

charitable objects will remember his ready assent

when asked to sing, and the conspicuous share he

had in promoting the success of their under-

takings. The public too will call to mind many

matinees at w^hich he, either alone or in duets

with his stage companion Miss Farren, worked

hard In some good cause ; but the full record of
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all his generous doings in this employment of his

great gifts for sometimes very humble objects can

never be written. His friend the Rev. J. O. Bent

treasures the recollection of one afternoon when

Mr. Leslie drove clown to Woolwich in order to

assist at a bazaar on behalf of St. John's Church,

and, finding that Mrs. Vincent knew the accom-

paniments of his songs, regaled the assembled

people with the richest selections from his reper-

toire. His more humorous songs were usually

in demand, and he never found one to suit him

better than ''The Language of Love," which he

learnt as a lad, and sang with added imitations of

birds and animals as nobody else ever did or ever

could sing it. This song was, I believe, written

by Mr. Howard Paul, and sung, without the

imitations which Fred introduced, in Nemesis,

one of the Strand burlesques. '' Love in the

Lowther " was his next most popular, and a

'' Sneezing Song," descriptive of a troubadour

with a bad cold, also gave him good opportunities

for the display of his peculiar powers. He knew^

however, many songs never heard by the public,

and, when he was in the humour and his audience

were few, he would rattle off a dozen ditties in

succession, his memory being perfectly retentive.

I never heard him sing so much nor sing so well

as he did one afternoon at the house of a friend in

Clacton, when three of the five persons present
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were complete strangers to him. On that occa-

sion he gave us a sample of a difficult song, "The
Lament of the Old Tulip Grower," which he sang

through the run of the Merry War in the United

States, but never in England. It was an exquisite

performance.

Mr. George Edwardes, managing director of

the Gaiety Theatre Company, says :

" There was no man upon the stage more generous than

Fred Leslie. I know there was an impression to the contrary

because he set his face against the system of giving half-

crowns and half-sovereigns to broken down people at the bars.

Neither did he care to subscribe to collections on behalf of old

actors or actors' widows, who, but for improvidence, ought to

have been in competent circumstances. But more often than

not he would quietly senH a pound or so to these very people,

and more than once I have known of his giving as much as

fifty pounds to set an unfortunate friend upon his feet. At the

same time he was careful and business-like in money matters,

and I believe that he was always of a saving disposition. The

fortune which he has left his children proves this, and yet he

always lived well, according to his means. His first engage-

ment with me was at ^40 a week, and his last was at ;£"i2o a

week, so that I may assume to have had a principal share in

his advancement.

" He was a most liberal host," adds Mr. George Edwardes.

" A wealthy patron once gave him a box of cigars every one

of which cost '^s. 6d. Yet Fred, on quite an ordinary occasion

when he entertained some of us at his house, made us each

smoke one or two of these luxurious weeds. As for charity, I

never asked him for a subscription without a generous response.

He had peculiar ideas about money ; he was not fond of it,
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but he liked to know where it was going. Here is an instance

of his kindness. A ballet girl left her week's salary, ^2, in a

pocket in her dressing-room while she went upon the stage.

When she returned the money was gone. Some one had

stolen it, and the poor girl

was in great trouble, having

a mother and sisters depend-

ing upon her for support.

Fred heard of the case, and

immediately sent her the ^£2.

Then see what he did for

the children of poor Linda

Verner. He knew very little of

her, for, although she played

in two burlesques at the

Gaiety, her work was not im-

portant, and did not bring her

much into contact with him.

But when she died at the Cape

I said to him, ' Here is a really

deserving case, Fred,' and he

took it up at once, gave ;£^

himself, and soon raised ;£"100

for the children.

" Linda Verner died at

Johannesburg, in Pretoria,

where she was playing with

the Globe Burlesque Com-

pany. She was buried there, and I have received this photo-

graph of her tomb."

The remark of Mr. Edwardes as to playing

well the host recalls a ball and dinner which Fred

Leslie gave to a party of about one hundred and

LINDA VERNER S TOMB
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fifty personal friends, apart from the stage, on the

23rd of March, 1889. (I have the date written

on the white favour which I wore as an M.C.) It

was his farewell gathering prior to his departure

for Australia and America, and It took place at

the Freemasons' Hall In Great Queen Street.

There were neither actors nor actresses present.

It was a simple family affair, at which Fred's

mother was the most honoured guest, though

Colonel North led off the ball. The banquet was

superb, and the cost of the whole entertainment,

falling upon one purse, could not have been

light.

Mr. Edward C. Sllverthorne, of Rothschild's

Bank, where Leslie had an account, was entrusted

by him with all his financial transactions during

his absence from London, and bears strong

testimony to the generous sympathies of his late

friend, saying that he was bountiful In helping,

often anonymously, those of the humbler grade

about the stage when In trouble from poverty,

sickness, or death. In a letter of Instructions

written before his first voyage to Australia, Fred

enjoined Sllverthorne

:

" If you hear of any cases of distress among dramatic

artists while I am absent, use your discretion and charge my

account."

All his Stock-Exchange matters he also entrusted
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absolutely to the same gentleman, who, however

never acted without the advice of Mr. Alfred

Rothschild, between whom and Fred Leslie there

was a mutual regard.

Besides his frequent performances at matinees

MR. E. C. SILVERTHORNE

and other entertainments for charitable purposes,

Leslie was seen more than once selling programmes

in the auditorium, ascending even to the gallery,

where his autographs sold for half-a-crow^n apiece

as many times as he pleased. Whether in town

or on tour he scarcely ever refused a plea to go
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somewhere and sing for some good object, and he

has often given up engagements of pleasure to

travel many miles in aid of some little chapel or

Roman Catholic school.

Mr. Henry Grant says :

"Not long since I had to raise a fund on behalf of the

Butchers' Charity, and succeeded in collecting ;j£^2ooo in six

weeks. The first cheque I received was from Fred Leslie,,

and the second was from John Toole."

Although averse to indiscriminate almsgiving,

Leslie was free to a fault in circumstances wherein

he considered it necessary or desirable. His

practice when visiting theatres at which fees were

not forbidden was to give the attendant half-a-

crown for a programme. One afternoon at the

Welsh Harp at Hendon whither he had driven

another and myself, two "niggers" who gave us

a couple of songs were surprised at receiving In

return a donation of five shillings. I thought this

an extravagance and said so, but Fred replied

that actors with large salaries were expected to be

liberal, and instanced one actor for whom he had

a great respect, who was accustomed, when he

dined at the " Star and Garter," to give the waiter

a sovereign. ''Besides," he said, "see how

delighted these darkies are, and perhaps some

day they may be famous, and remember those five

shillings."

VOL. I. Q
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The niggers seemed to recognise him, and

indeed he was nearly always known and noticed

wherever he went about town.

On Saturday afternoons, when not himself

engaged at a matinee, Leslie followed the

prevalent habit of his profession in visiting other

theatres, and afterwards spent the interval prior to

the evening performance over a little dinner with

a friend at one of the clubs or best known

restaurants, where he was glad to fall in with

others of his own line and exchange greetings.

One day the fancy of the moment led to a public

establishment not often visited by him, and during

dinner, espying some actresses of his acquaintance

seated at a table on the other side of the hall,

Fred crossed over for a gossip. Our waiter

thereupon looked profound, begged pardon, and

asked in a confidential tone if '' that gentleman
"

was '' Mr. Fred Leslie." To gratify the poor man
and raise his honest pride, I confessed that the

gentleman was Mr. Fred Leslie. The waiter

looked with wonder towards the object of our

conversation and then, turning to me with an

agitated face, he asked in a hoarse whisper,

*' Do you think he would give me any orders for

the play ?

"

This brings to mind another story. Fred

called about Christmas time on an old lady whom
he had not seen for many years. She knew him
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when a child, and though he was now a man and

famous he was still to her a boy. On his

departure she presented him with a big parcel of

plum-pudding, saying, ''Take that home, Freddy.

Don't eat it all at once, and don't forget me when

you has any borders."



CHAPTER XV

RELAXATIONS

Hope elevates and joy

Brightens his crest.—Milton.

Mr. George Edwardes declares that there Is no

other avocation which keeps men so juvenile In

their tastes as does the work of the stage.

Actors generally, more particularly comedians,

seem to be born with an Intense love for practical

joking.

The Umpir? says :

'* Fred Leslie shared the weaknesses of poor Ned Sothern,

Charles Mathews, Toole, and many others of the profession

both alive and dead, who were and are never so happy as

when arranging some waggery that could not fail to be the

outcome of considerable amusement to those permitted to

share therein.

" An instance occurred during his American tour with the

Gaiety Company. One night several of his confreres had

been invited to a supper, and the number included the

musical director of the theatre they were then playing at.

His absence from the orchestra nearly the entire evening

in question was generally observed and commented on, and

it subsequently leaked out that he had been busily employed
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composing the music of a song which he intended to submit

to them for approval before the party broke up.

''The uight being a fine one, with plenty of time to spare

before reaching the hour fixed for supper, it was agreed to

walk from the theatre to the house of their host. The com-

poser, when he sallied from the stage door, was seen to have a

huge roll of music carefully tied up, peeping from one of his

overcoat pockets. This was just as carefully abstracted, and

someone was deputed to stroll leisurely onward and to engage

the victim in apparently earnest conversation while the rest

remained behind and committed the music to memory, after

which the manuscript was skilfully returned without arousing

the slightest suspicion.

"At the termination of the meal, and before the musician

could reach the piano, Leslie begun to v/histle a few bars of

the melody, which it is scarcely necessary to add attracted

universal attention. When pressed to continue, Leslie gave

the air from beginning to end, and when at the conclusion he

remarked that it was an old English ballad, cold beads of

perspiration gathered on the forehead of the unhappy com-

poser. His solemn asseverations that he had that evening

written an original melody to the same air, note for note, was

received on every hand with apparent disbelief; and in order

to verify Leslie's statement most of those present followed

his lead, and sang or whistled the composition throughout.

The musician eventually was allowed to play it over, and the

resemblance of course was so striking that he himself began to

doubt his own sanity. It was not until the unlucky wight had

gone down on his knees and taken a solemn vow that the joke

exploded."

Among the practical jokes to which Leslie was

addicted was one which he borrowed from

Sothern of getting people to hide under the table.
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In adopting this little drollery, he considered that

he had a sort of family claim upon Sothern's folly,

having been born, like him, on the ist of April.

Sothern's method was to get his man under the

table on pretence of playing a trick upon another,

and Fred followed it in various ways. Once at a

dinner given by the officers of a Yeomanry

regiment, at which he had been the centre of

merriment, the senior officer was called out of the

room, and Leslie actually induced the whole of

the others to hide under the mahogany, he alone

sitting in his place, cracking filberts. The absent

one on his return exclaimed, in surprise,

" Where are all the others ?
"

"Oh, they are all under the table," said Fred.

And out they all came, laughing at the

" sell."

For the sake of variation, he once at a house in

Regent's Park reversed the arrangement, and

persuaded one of a party to go under in order to

astonish another guest who was heard approach-

ing. The new arrival found only one vacant

chair and took it. It was the seat of the hiding

youth, and he, not caring to be supplanted, got a

pin and stuck into the intruder's leg. Never a

wince followed, and the astonished victim of the

joke burst out where he could, to the amazement

of the equally astonished interloper and the great

joy of all the others.
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'' Hollo ! where did you come from ?
" asked the

Johnny Newcome.
" What—what— sort— of— flesh," stammered

the other, red In the face, "what sort of flesh have

you got that don't feel

when I stick a pin in

your leg ?
"

''Oh, "cried Johnny,

"you've been pricking

my cork leg."

Mr. J. L. Toole was

one of the older come-

dians who were drawn

towards our actor in

the early part o hi's

career and had many

pleasant meetings

with him. Both were

equally fond of a

harmless joke, and

Mr. Toole, as we know from many instances,

has never been known to let pass an oppor-

tunity of perpetrating a gentle hoax. Before

Fred's powers of mimicry were fully known he

and Toole were one night at a dinner party, and

as the company sat in twos and threes chatting

over their cigars, Leslie invited Toole to take a

"soda," and imitated so well the sound of a

syphon as completely to deceive his veteran

MR, JOHN L. TOOLE
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friend. Instantly seeing the fun to be extracted

from this bit of nonsense, Toole rose from his

chair, saying, " Come along, Fred, " and the two

went round the room playing the same trick upon

all the guests.

Most of his practical jokes were of his earlier

years and may be attributed to youthful overflow

of spirits.

In his bachelor days Fred's landlady at a house

in Crescent Road, Plumstead, objected to late

hours, and once, when Leslie had a card-party

extending considerably beyond ii p.m., she made

no secret of her desire that ''they would go."

Fred suggested that she should retire to bed, but

she declined to run the risk of being burnt to

death, and sat, waiting and watching for the

evacuation of her territory. Suddenly the oil in

the table-lamp gave out, and it was of little use

appealing to the landlady for a new supply. Two
small bedroom lamps were resorted to, but they

lasted but a little while, and the gamblers, intent

upon their cards, were at last reduced to lucifer

matches. At length Fred lost a turn all round,

and, his pockets being cleared out, he called upon

his visitors to clear out too. " But, Fred," said

they, "you haven't settled for the last round!"

''No," he exclaimed," "what's to pay for the

gas?" He settled the account, however, a day or

two later.
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One of his brothers resided at Blackheath, and

Fred went over from New Cross, accompanied by

a friend. Asking the latter to keep in the back-

ground, he rang the bell and sent in word that the

vicar had called. The announcement created

some commotion, as the family were at dinner, but

Fred's identity was soon recognised and he joined

the dinner party, transferring the application of

the jest to his waiting companion outside. This

individual, however, knew his man, and did not

wait long before calling at the door and send-

ing in word that the vicar was wanted by his

curate.

A ball was given by "the Hobson family" in

the Masonic Hall, Woolwich. Fred arrived late,

having been playing in London. It was the first

time the town had seen such a ball costume as

that in which he appeared, the usual clawhammer

coat lined with black silk revealing a white satin

vest and stockingette pants. He danced little, but

was full of his pranks, one of which was of an

order too grim for any one short of a proclaimed

jester. In an ante-room, tying up his face with a

serviette and lying full length upon a table, he

covered himself with a tablecloth and closed his

eyes. It was a joke more effective than pleasant,

and, after giving a shock to a few who were

brought in to see "the wake," as he called it, the

artifice was abandoned for something merrier.
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At the Aquarium one day he stood for a while

watching a man who was selHng bottles of cement.

Just then the man left his place and went away,

perhaps to take refreshment, and was gone

several minutes. But he had scarcely disappeared

before Fred w^as in his stall, addressing the

public and puffing the wares for disposal in

amusing terms. He was probably recognised,

for a crowd collected, and when the proprietor

returned he was first astonished, then indignant,

and finally gracious when he saw the money

coming in.

A Manchester man who was well acquainted

with Leslie, says :

" After leaving the house of a friend Fred volunteered to

walk down the road with me to All Saints cabstand. He was

brimming over wi:h humour, and his conversation literally

sparkled. As I entered a hansom he seemed to note the

directions I gave the driver, said a hasty adieu, and dis-

appeared. A moment afterwards the cab was turned sharply

round and started off at a brisk pace in the wrong direction.

I seized the reins and was proceeding to express my feelings

to the cabman, when I saw that Fred was on the box, handling

the ribbons, while the cabman was running after his vehicle

and his fare."

Fred usually carried a silver cigar-case which

was presented to him as a birthday gift by a few

of his friends in London at a little supper held at

the house of one of them in Brunswick Square.
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The party was such a pleasant one that nobody

thought of time, and thus it happened that when

they bade the host ''good-night" it was five

o'clock in the morning. It was the dawn of a

bright spring day, and they had some distance to

go ; but there was not a cab to be seen, and, all in

evening dress as they were, they set off to walk.

Presently, however, they fell in with an empty coal

waggon and a led horse going in their direction,

and, in less than a minute they were all up in the

waggon—all except Fred, for he was astride the

led horse at the head of the procession. In this

order the party reached the Strand, where they

one and all took a Turkish bath. The cigar

case, which often -reminded its owner of this

adventure, bore the signatures in facsimile of all

the donors.

Mr. C, at whose house this birthday party was

kept, says :

" Fred played me a neat trick on that occasion. I have an

inner door in my hall, and the dining-room door is just on the

inside of that. Some of the party, including Fred, took leave

earlier than the others, and I went down to the front door

with them to let them out. Master Fred must have slipped

into the dining-room unobserved, for it seems that when I got

upstairs again he let in the other fellows and hid them all in

the room. Presently I came down with another lot, and while

I was on the doorstep with them Fred and the first detach-

ment went quietly upstairs, leaving one in ambush to repeat
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the dodge. I was surprised to see them back, but said

nothing. It was like one of those dreams which you puzzle

to explain. Next time I went down to the door I took

particular notice who I let out, but, bless you, while I was

doing that, Lot 2 had popped out of the dining-room and

upstairs. There they were, sitting as calmly as you please,

but the trick would not do again, and when I asked what the

deuce it meant there was a big laugh, and it all came out. I

found Lot 3 waiting in the dining-room, and the next time

I went to the door I saw the whole bundle off together, and

counted them. Half an hour afterwards came a telegram. It

was from Leslie, and it said :

"
' Sorry to trouble, but I left something on your door-

mat—a foot-print
!

'

"Ten minutes after came another nonsensical wire from

another fellow, and ten minutes later another. They had all

gone to the telegraph office in the Strand and arranged to

have their telegrams sent off at ten-minute intervals, and I

received them all in the course of the morning—sixteen of

them."

Mr. E. C. Silverthorne says :

" Have you ever noticed a peculiarity which actors have

of never finishing their breakfasts? Possibly my experience

in this respect has been peculiar, and it may be that the

weakness is not so general as it has appeared to my observa-

tion. I was staying with Fred Leslie at the Grand, Brighton,

one summer, and I noticed this idiosyncrasy, as I had often

done before, in his case. The most delicate part of his chop,

or the best-looking egg on his plate of bacon, was abandoned

and put aside. Feeling curious upon the point, I said, 'Is

there any fancy or superstition among actors which induces

them always to leave part of their breakfast uneaten ?
' He

had not noticed the practice, he said; the reason he did not
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eat all he had was his having eaten enough. Next morning at

breakfast he kept up an animated conversation while he was

serving the ham and eggs, and not until the meal was nearly

finished did I notice that he had given me a tremendous

supply—about four rashers and three eggs, I think—and I

could not get through it. His own plate he soon cleared, all

but a bit of bone, and when he was ready for his joke he held

it towards me, tapping the bone with his knife and saying,

'That is bone, Teddy, and I cannot bite it. But tell me, is

there any superstition among banker's clerks which makes

them leave part of their breakfast ? '

"

When Leslie was residing at New Cross, Mr.

Sllverthorne dwelt at Catford.

"On a summer's night," says Sllverthorne,

''going home from the theatre, Leslie proposed

that, as his wife was at Clacton and mine at

Brighton, I should alight with him at New Cross

and go to his house for a bit of supper, after

which he would walk with me part of the way

home to Catford. I assented, and he walked

with me, not only part of the way, but all the

way to Catford, a distance of nearly five miles. I

persuaded him to come in and have a little

refreshment before returning, and then I started

to go a little way back with him. The conversa-

tion was Interesting and the result was my getting

again to New Cross, with the further result of

another refresh at his house, followed by his

walking again all the way to Catford, which we
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reached at five o'clock in the morning. There

were we spending the whole night seeing, like a

couple of schoolgirls, one another home."

Here Is an Instance In which Fred Leslie turned

his talents to the practical service of a friend.

An ''old chum" wanted to get Into the chorus

of one of the theatres, where there was a vacancy

for a basso at two guineas a week. Fred knew

that his friend was fit for the work and took him

to the conductor for a trial, having first heard and

coached him up In his test song, which was " Will

o' the Wisp." But on reaching the door of the

music-room the novice lost courage, and declared

that If he attempted to sing he should break

down. Fred endeavoured to calm his agitation,

but could not succeed, and he had barely time to

whisper '' Don't sing a note," when they were

ushered Into the presence. Leslie Introduced his

prot^g^ to the conductor, who was seated at the

pianoforte, and then stood behind with the

candidate. The latter held the music, but it was

Leslie who sang the song. In a deep baritone quite

unlike his own voice, and so satisfactorily that the

conductor engaged the young aspirant upon the

spot. The reputation which he had thus

vicariously secured he retained by his own merits

alone for a number of years under several con-

ductors and in more than one theatre, and Leslie
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had never cause to regret the artifice by which he

literally sang his friend on to the stage.

An innocent little trick which he played upon

ladies and gentlemen alike, and by preference at

a ball, was this. A little bit of cotton would be

seen upon the breast of his coat. '' Pardon me,"

the partner or friend would say, ''you have a bit

of cotton sticking to you. Allow me." But, the

end of the cotton seized, Fred would spring back,

and the other party would be astonished to see

the little end of cotton stretch out two or three

yards in length, for the joker had a reel of it in

his breast pocket. The laugh enjoyed, he would

break the thread off short and be ready for the

next victim.

But with all his frolics Fred was a dear lover

of home and children and the domestic life. To
his boarding-school experiences he traced his

partiality for a simple dietary not uncommon at

such establishments. His favourite dish, as the

Savage Club can testify, was Irish stew, and

when he was at home nothing gratified him more

than a plain suet pudding with treacle !

Ladies may be interested In the fact that Fred

was fond of cats. He had a wonderful dressing-

gown of blue satin figured with the heads of

hundreds of cats, and one of the pastimes which

he was for ever improvising for the amusement of
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friends, was setting each one to draw on a sheet

of folded paper his or her Idea of a cat, and then,

opening the paper, exhibit the very diverse and

often comical designs.

Considerate to everybody, he was especially

kind to servants, and he was Idolised by all whom
he employed. George, his valet, who was known

by every one who knew Fred, had been with him

for nearly four years, and there was a warm

attachment between the master and the man.

Leslie met George Conway In Chicago, where he

was appointed to assist In his dressing-room, and,

finding him one out of the ordinary run of

assistants, Fred engaged him permanently and

brought him to England. He was just about the

size and build of Leslie, who occasionally when

busy sent him to get measured for or to try on

"the governor's" new clothes. There was

probably no one more painfully bereaved by the

death of him whom we all cherished than poor

George. He stood beside me at the grave, the

tears flooding his cheeks, the only thought he

could utter In his anguish being a despairing wish

that he could be cast Into the grave with his

beloved master.

Of Leslie's children It may be said that they all

Inherit In a marked degree their father's talents.

Leslie, the eldest, though of exquisite drollery,
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assumes a staid deportment becoming his

seniority ; Lionel is a compound of undisguised

merriment and smartness, exemplified not long

since in returning home from a pantomime by

COOLMORE, CLACTON-ON-SEA

Standing on his head at the railway station and

presenting his heels to the ticket porter. Dorothy

is a delightful and supremely intelligent child.

The birth of the first-born took place while

Fred's young wife was staying at "Coolmore,"

VOL. I.
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her father's house at Clacton-on-Sea. The boy-

was given three Christian names: "William

Herbert Leslie," the names of his maternal

MRS. FRED LESLIE AND CHILDREN

grandfather and uncle and the assumed name of

his father. Lionel, the second boy, was born at

75, Shardeloes Road, New Cross, on the 28th of
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February, 1883, and has also a threefold

Christian name, *' Lionel Frederick Vincent," the

first being in honour of Mr. Brough, the second

his father's name, and the third the name of his

father's friend. Dorothy, the only other of his

children, was born at 53, Lewisham High Road,

on the 24th of June, 1886. Her full name is

** Louie Dorothy Gretchen," the " Gretchen

"

being in remembrance of Rip Van Winkle.
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